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From the Editor

THIS ISSUE IN NUMBERS

Ken Dodd took a box of scented soap, Terry
Wogan took vodka, and Victoria Wood took a
cinema organ (I can’t tell you what Oliver Reed
would take – it’s far too rude). That’s a good
collection of luxury items, whichever desert
island you’re stranded on.
I found these while spending an entire

Sunday afternoon listening to the BBC’s
archive ofDesert Island Discs, one of the
highlights in Jane Hoskyn’s round-up of the
Beeb’s best tools and sites.
As a recipient in her youth of a Blue Peter

badge (see page 50), she was the ideal writer
for the feature.
If you want to share any BBC gems with

friends, turn to page 60 for tips on shrinking
and sending large files.
Daniel Booth
editor@computeractive.co.uk

PS:Our 2017 Reader Survey is now live online.
Please visit www.snipca.com/25504 and tell us
what you think of Computeractive. It shouldn’t
take fiveminutes, and you could win £50!

Average amount
stolen by pension
scammers – p9

£15,000

Missed appointments
every year to fix household
broadband – p11

250,000

Data-transfer speed
of terahertzwaves
– p49

50Gbps

Weuse snipcas to turn long URLs that
are hard to type into ones that are
short and simple. They aren’t websites
themselves, whichmeans theywon’t
be recognised if you type them into
Google. Instead, you need to type them
into your browser address bar, then
press Enter. Doing thiswill take you to
the correctwebsite.

HOW TO USE
SNIPCA URLs
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News The top stories in theworld of technology

1Gbps broadband areas
named: do you live in one?

The nextWindows 10
update will arrive on 17
October, Microsoft has
confirmed. It will be
called the Fall Creators
Update worldwide and,
despite rumours, won’t be
renamed ‘Autumn’ in the UK.
A follow up to the first

Creators Update, released in
April, it will contain the new

W10 update coming 17 Oct (minus Timeline)

This could be themoment the
UK’s broadband speeds stop
being an embarrassment.
But the benefitswon’t be felt
overnight. By the time the
£200m fund is spent, in 2021,
will other countries have
pulled further away?The
other question iswhether
thismoneywill increase the
urban-rural digital divide.
We’d like to see assurances
that the trialswon’t take
place only in towns and cities.

COMMENT

www.snipca.com/25247). At
16.5Mbps it takes around an
hour to download a film.
Chancellor Philip

Hammond announced the
£200m fund in the Spring
Budget as part of a £23 billion
National Productivity
Investment Fund to “raise
living standards”.

The Government has
named the first six

areas to take part in trials
of full-fibre broadband,
which can reach speeds of
1Gbps (1,000Mbps) – fast
enough to download films
in seconds.
Aberdeenshire, West

Sussex, Coventry and
Warwickshire, Bristol and
Bath & North East Somerset,
West Yorkshire and Greater
Manchester will receive the
technology, though a date
hasn’t been announced.
The trials, which will cost

£10m, are the first part of a
£200m programme to
stimulate the growth of the
UK’s full-fibre broadband.
This kind of broadband,

currently available to only two
per cent of UK premises, is
delivered on fibre cables
directly to the door.This
makes it much faster and
reliable than fibre-to-the-

cabinet (FTTC) broadband, in
which slower copper cables
take over from a streetside
cabinet to deliver broadband
to premises.
Businesses, schools and

hospitals will test it first.
Doctors could use it to share
high-resolution images to help
diagnosis; teachers could use
it to stream educational videos.
The Government sees

“world-class” broadband as
vital to a successful economy.
The Exchequer Secretary to
the Treasury, Andrew Jones
MP, said: “Howwe live and
work today is directly affected
by how good our broadband

connection is. Reliable
connections enable new
industries to flourish, help
create jobs and give people
flexibility in how they work”.
Broadband analysts point

out that many different
premises would share gigabit
cables, slowing the speed
from the 1Gbps maximum.
But the investment should

see the UK climb the global
broadband-speed table. Figures
released in August showed
that average speeds in the UK
(16.5Mbps) are the 31st fastest
in the world, behind poorer
countries such as Bulgaria and
Thailand (see the list at

You’ll like this…
SanDisk unveils theworld’s largestmicroSD

card at 400GB (www.snipca.com/25516)

…but not this
Twomillion CeX customers have had their

accounts hacked (www.snipca.com/25515)
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Files On-Demand tool, giving
you desktop access to your
files stored online in

OneDrive, without you
having to download them to
your PC (see screenshot). This
could save considerable
storage space.
However, it will lack some

useful-sounding features that
Microsoft announced earlier
this year. These include
Timeline, which lets you find
what you were working on in

the past (“two hours or two
months ago”); and ‘Pick up
where you left off’, which lets
you resume your work at the
same place (on the same
document, for example)
across different devices.
Confusingly, both are still
listed on Microsoft’s webpage
for the update (www.snipca.
com/25513).
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Microsoft has vowed to stop
downloadingWindows files
on computers without the
user’s permission – but only
in Germany.
The company caved in to

pressure from German
consumer-rights group
Verbraucherzentrale Baden-
Württemberg, which filed a
lawsuit in 2016 ordering it to
cease and desist the practice.
Instead of arguing its case in

court, Microsoft has
voluntarily said it will end
the policy.
Microsoft’s decision to

automatically download files
angered thousands of users
worldwide. It was part of the
company’s massive marketing
push in 2015 and 2016 to move
people fromWindows 7 and
8.1 on toWindows 10.

Microsoft: We’ll stop sneaking Windows
files onto PCs (in Germany at least)

Don’t use sat-nav apps while
driving – new police warning
Motorists have been
warned that tougher
penalties for using
phones, introduced in
April, also cover using
sat-nav apps.
Technically, using a

sat-nav app on a phone
becomes illegal only
when you touch the
screen to operate it. A
spokesman for the
National Police Chiefs Council
said: “If an officer determines
that a driver using their
sat-nav hindered their ability
to control the car, the driver
could face prosecution”.
However, motoring groups

say that you should be allowed
a quick touch of the screen.
A spokesman for the AA

said: “If it pops up with a
message which requires just
one press of a button, such as
‘A faster route has been found.

Accept/Decline’, you should
be OK to do this, as you would
with an in-built sat-nav”.
But he added that you

should pull over and park if
you need to enter a new route.
Drivers found guilty of

using a sat-nav app face the
same penalty as those who
talk or text – a £200 fine and
six points, double the amount
before April.
If the case goes to court,

drivers can be banned and hit
with a top fine of £1,000.

Guilty drivers who have
held their licence for
less than two years
can be forced to retake
their test.
The laws governing

phone use while
driving derive from the
principle that a
motorist must be in full
control of their vehicle
at all times.

Drivers are permitted to
use their phones only when
parked safely.The ban applies
also when cars are stopped
at traffic lights or queuing
in traffic.
The only reason drivers can

legally use a phone is to call
999 when it’s impractical or
not safe to pull over and park.

SILENCE NOISY
WEBSITES IN CHROME
Google is testing a
Chrome tool that lets you
permanently turn off a
website’s sound. It’s a
response to the growing
number of sites that play
loud videos – often adverts –
when you visit them.The tool
has been added to Chrome
Canary (www.snipca.
com/25466), which is an
‘experimental’ version of the
browser aimed at developers
and advanced users. If it is
popular, Googlemay add it to
the full version of Chrome.

NEWRANSOMWARE HITS
SCOTTISH HOSPITALS
AnNHS board has been hit by
ransomware a fewmonths
afterWannaCry devastated
computers nationwide.
NHS Lanarkshire said the
Bitpaymer ransomware
infected its network on
Friday 25 August, leading
to some appointments and
operations being cancelled.
Staffworked over the bank
holidayweekend to repair
the damage, duringwhich
patientswere asked to
make hospital visits only if
“essential”.

IN BRIEF

The company claimed that
the files were added to
computers to prepare them for
upgrading toWindows 10. But
they were often downloaded
even if the user hadn’t shown
an interest in upgrading. At
6GB, the files were large
enough to dramatically slow
down computers, and were
hard to uninstall.
In a statement Microsoft

said it was “obliged to avoid

placing installation data for
new operating systems on
Windows users’ hard drives
without their permission”.
Verbraucherzentrale’s CEO,

Cornelia Tausch, said: “We
would have wished for an
earlier backing-down, but
[Microsoft’s statement] is a
success for consumer rights in
the digital world”.
Microsoft has previously

admitted that some of its
methods to persuade people
to upgrade went “too far”. In
December 2016 its chief
marketing officer, Chris
Capossela, said he regretted
“getting too aggressive” with
one particular tactic, which
installedWindows 10 on a PC
if a user clicked the top-right
‘X’ in a ‘recommended
update’ box.

Thenext time your
private data is
leaked online, you
may bewarned
about it by smell.
Dutch artist
LeanneWijnsma
has built aweb-connected
hexagonal box that
dispenses scent (metallic
and citrus) when it detects
you’re on an unsafewebsite
or network. Readmore at
https://smellofdata.com.

Tomorrow’s
world
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Should penalties for using
phoneswhile driving be

tougher? Let us know: letters@
computeractive.co.uk



Do you think this a good use of
Amazon Echo? Let us know:

letters@computeractive.co.uk
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News

Security experts have urged PC
users to check whether their
passwords have been leaked
online following one of the
largest privacy breaches ever.
The email addresses and

passwords of 711 million
people were stolen by a
spambot – a program that
collects the addresses to build
huge mailing lists for spam –
and put on a server believed to
be in the Netherlands.
This particular spambot,

called Onliner, spreads the
Ursnif malware, which steals
victims’ banking details.
To see if you’ve been

affected, visit the site ‘Have I
Been Pwned?’ (https://

Record number of passwords leaked

Amazon Echo to give pensioners
medicine alerts
UK pensioners in adult social
care are to be given Amazon
Echo speakers to remind them
to take medication, and when
their carer is due to visit.
In what it claims is a world

first, Hampshire County
Council has teamed up with
Amazon and will give the
voice-activated devices to 50
people in a trial set to begin by
the end of the year and run
throughout 2018.
The Echo, which costs

£149.99 (www.amazon.co.uk/
echo), connects to the web to
give you answers to questions
you ask it. It can, for example,
provide weather forecasts,
sports results and traffic
updates, as well as answer
more general questions, and
play music.
Users activate an Echo by

saying out loud ‘Hey Alexa’ –
the name of Amazon’s virtual
assistant, and its rival to
Microsoft’s Cortana and
Apple’s Siri. Themore you use
it, the more it adapts to your
voice and preferences.
The trial will make use of a

‘SELFIE’ APP SPOTS
PANCREATIC CANCER
US scientists have built
an app that looks for early
signs of pancreatic cancer,
which is notoriously hard
to diagnose conventionally.
Called BiliScreen, it uses a
smartphone’s camera to
check for levels of bilirubin
in thewhites of a person’s
eyes. A build-up of bilirubin
is one of the earliest signs of
pancreatic cancer, aswell as
jaundice and hepatitis.Watch
this video formore details:
www.snipca.com/25506.

NEWANDROID BOOSTS
BATTERY LIFE
Google’s new version of
Android limitswhat apps
can do in the background to
improve performance and
battery life on phones and
tablets. Called Android O, it
will also start your device
“twice as fast”. Google’s
ownNexus and Pixel devices
will get it first, followed by
other Android phones and
tablets. Formore details, visit
www.android.com/versions/
oreo-8-0.

IN BRIEF

We think Twitter
has taken its
campaign
against abuse
too far. A Japaneseman
has reportedly been banned
for ranting about amosquito.
After questioning the insect’s
parentage, hewrote: “Do
you enjoy bitingme all over
while I’m trying to relax and
watch TV?Die? (Actually,
you’re already dead)”.
Perhaps it was the
gruesome photographic
evidence (pictured) that has
upset Twitter.

haveibeenpwned.com, see
screenshot), which contains
searchable databases of
privacy leaks. Type your email
address into the search bar
then click ‘Pwned?’.
The site will search for your

details in the latest leak, as
well as in dozens of others over
recent years. If your details
have been stolen you’ll see the
message ‘Oh no - pwned!’.
Scroll down to see which leaks

contain your details. You
should change your password
for any accounts that have
been affected.
Troy Hunt, the Australian

security specialist who runs
‘Have I Been Pwned?’, says
that the leak of 711 million
accounts is a “mind-boggling
amount of data”.
He wrote on his blog (www.

snipca.com/25498): “Just for a
sense of scale, that’s almost
one address for every man,
woman and child in Europe”.
Hunt said he’s working with

Dutch police and French
security researcher Benkow
(who discovered the leak)
to shut down the server.

special version of the Echo
which Amazon has designed
to connect to movement
sensors in people’s homes, so
it can remind them to have a
drink when they enter the
kitchen, for instance.
The council, which received

£50,000 from the Local
Government Association to
help implement the scheme,
said people would also be able
to ask the Echo for suggested
walking routes, in order to
exercise regularly.
Cllr Liz Fairhurst, the

council’s executive member
for adult social care and health,
said: “We are excited about
the possibilities this project
could open up in the future,
and its potential to benefit the
future of social care.”
She suggested that the trial

would save the council money
by helping people “support
andmanage” their needs in
their own homes, thereby
avoiding “the need for
additional care packages”. On
its website (www.snipca.
com/25517), the council said
the Echo could “reduce social
isolation in the eldery”.

Time to take your
medicine
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Spyware can check ‘if your son is gay’

Ban on pension scams will
now include texts and emails
A forthcoming ban on
cold-calling pension
companies will now include
text messages and emails, the
government has said.
Previously the lawwas going
to include phone calls only.
Only two types of call will

now be allowed: companies
contacting existing customers
about offers, and companies
responding to a customer’s
request for information.
If you receive any other

type of call, you can
confidently assume it’s a
scam. Other types of
cold-calling scams, such as
selling mortgages, have
already been banned.
Companies breaking the

law face fines of £500,000,
issued by the Information
Commissioner’s Office.
However, only companies
based in the UKwill be
affected, so it’s likely that
many will move overseas.
The law is a major

crackdown on fraudsters

who target savers’ retirement
funds. Around 3,000 people
have been scammed since
2014, losing an average of
£15,000 each. Around £5m
was stolen in the first five
months of 2017.
Typically, scammers try to

persuade savers to move their
pensions into “low-risk”
schemes that promise high
returns. But these investment
accounts are fake, and victims
can lose their life savings.
Many fraudsters exploit

legal changes made in 2015

which gave over-55s the
freedom to spend their
pension early, or move it.
Pensions minister Guy

Opperman said the figures
“highlight the extent to
which people’s savings are
being targeted and stolen
through elaborate hoaxes –
leaving themwith little
opportunity to build up their
savings again”.
Pensions experts have

welcomed the measures.
Former pensions minister
Ros Altmann said: “We will
never stop such fraudsters
completely, but these
measures will certainly
protect the public better -
about time too”.
However, it’s feared that it

may be manymonths before
the ban becomes law. A
spokesman for the
Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP) said the
legislation would be tabled
only “when parliamentary
time allows”.

NEWNHS APP TRACKS
YOURWALKING
A new app has been
launched to encourage
people towalkmore,
following statistics from
Public Health England (PHE)
showing that 6.3million
adults fail towalk a brisk
10minutes everymonth.
PHE has teamed upwith
the University of Sheffield,
Sheffield HallamUniversity
and the National Centre for
Sport and ExerciseMedicine
(NCSEM) to launch Active 10,
which lets you set exercise
targets. Download it from:
www.snipca.com/25448.

ONLINE HATE CRIME ‘AS
BAD AS FACE TO FACE’
People convicted of online
hate crimes should receive
the same punishments as
those found guilty of face-
to-face abuse, the Crown
Prosecution Service has
said. It will order judges to
treatmore seriously hateful
commentsmade on sites
like Facebook and Twitter.
Alison Saunders, director
of public prosecutions, said:
“Whether daubed on their
wall or tweeted into their
living room, the impact of
hateful abuse on a victim can
be equally devastating”.

GOOGLE TO SHOW
DEPRESSIONQUESTIONS
People searching for
‘depression’ on Google
will soon be shown a
questionnaire to help them
assesswhether they need
help.The company has
teamed upwith the US
National Alliance onMental
Illness (Nami) to ask nine
questions. Nami said the test,
which is currently available
only in the US, should not be
seen as a replacement for
professional assessment.
Readmore on Google’s blog:
www.snipca.com/25446.

IN BRIEF

France to install software on
someone else’s computer in
order to spy on it.
Fireworld urges its

customers to comply with the
law, but claims that using its
software to “make sure that
your children are not
endangering themselves
on the internet or on social
networks, comes closer to
being legal”.

A French security company
has been criticised for
claiming that parents could
use its spyware program
to check whether their son
is gay.
Fireworld said in an online

article that parents could use
its “invisible PC spy software”
to see whether their son had
visited gay internet forums.
The company also suggested
parents should look for
“clues” by hacking into their
son’s Facebook account.
Other clues included being

shy, liking female singers and
preferring reading and
theatre to football.
The site adds: “If your son is

gay youmay never be
grandparents and you will

not have the happiness of
knowing your grandchildren.
If your child is gay, he can not
help it because it is not a
choice on his part”.
The article was spotted by a

French gay rights group, and
criticised by French secretary
of state for equality Marlène
Schiappa. She said it showed
that “homophobia and sexism
have their roots in the same
gender stereotypes. We will
fight them together”.
Fireworld later removed

the article, saying it regretted
“not having reflected on the
consequences of this type of
content”. It apologised to
anyone who “may have felt
offended”.
It’s actually illegal in

13 – 26 September 2017
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News

Is it a desert? Is it a
woman’s name typed
with clumsy fingers?
No, it’s a new app that
lets people (including
children) post comments to each other
– anonymously and for free. I can
hardly think of a better gift for bullies.
Sarahah (www.snipca.com/25495),

whose name comes from the Arabic for
honesty, claims it encourages
“constructive criticism”. Yeah, right. My
schooldays are a blur, but I do
remember there was little ‘constructive
criticism’ going on in the playground.
We didn’t pass notes assessing each
other’s intellectual skills. We passed
notes about each other’s spots,

Jane’s villain of the fortnight
Sarahah

Junk offender: Opera
Is Opera the new Yahoo? Yahoo
is by far the most common PUP
I come across when researching this page
and Best Free Software. But in recent
weeks I’ve noticed a couple of PUP
appearances from another web giant that
should be looking after its reputation
more carefully: Opera.
Free browser Opera (www.opera.com)

is currently doing the rounds in the
installer for DVD-ripping program
CDBurnerXP, which has been tried by
reader Anthony Swalwell (seeWhat
Should I Download?, page 19). I’ve
also found Opera junk bundled with
EaseUS ToDo Backup Free (see this page,
Issue 506).
The PUP is pretty classic, as you

can see from the screenshot. It’s on the
dreaded ‘Install Additional Software’
page of CDBurnerXP’s setup wizard,

JaneHoskynputs the boot into tech villains, jargon-spouting
companies and software stuffedwith junk
JaneHoskyn t th

and its ‘Yes, Install’ box is pre-ticked.
If you untick it, you don’t get the
PUP, but if you’re inexperienced or in a
hurry, youmight just click Next – and
suddenly find Opera is your new
default browser.
Is that such a bad thing? Opera is a

superb browser. I thoroughly recommend

it as a spare, in addition to Chrome or
Firefox. It even comes with a free VPN
and ad-blocker built in.The PUP is easy
to uninstall, without having to resort to
an adware-remover such as Malwarebytes
AdwCleaner.
But it’s still a PUP. You should be free to

choose whether you want Opera, then
download and install the latest version by
yourself, from its official website. The
raison d’être of PUPs is to remove that
choice from you.
We have to assume that Opera is

circulating in installers with the blessing
of its creators, or at least its creators’
marketing department. I suggest they
re-think their strategy, because breaking
into people’s PCs is no way to improve
your reputation – especially if you’re
touting an ad-blocker as one of your best
new features. Opera, you are so much
better than this.

WARNING: JUNK AHEAD

Opera is a brilliant browser whose PUPs are
letting its reputation go to the dogs

sexuality and stupidity
– and that was to our
friends. It was terrible,
but at least it was years
before kids all had

smartphones and apps like Sarahah.
Child-protection campaigners have

warned parents and grandparents to
look out for Sarahah. But bullying is
not confined to kids. Workplace bullies,
stalkers and anyone out to make
someone’s life a misery will seize upon
this app as a trolling tool. Its attempt
to paint itself as constructive is
disingenuous at best.

What they say
Anand Eswaran, corporate
VP ofMicrosoft Digital
(www.snipca.com/25461):
“They haven’t aggregated
their data estate into a
single, cohesive data strategywith
clear goals. (The)most critical element
is not establishing a digital culture
that prepares formicro-revolutions
by operationalising the shared
accountabilities of teams.”

What theymean
Peoplewill work better if their bosses
usedbetter tech. And their bosseswould
probably use better tech if Microsoft
and cowere easier to understand.

What are they
talking about?

Want to nominate a villain of the fortnight?
Email us at editor@computeractive.co.uk

13 – 26 September 2017
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?Question
of the

Fortnight
Will you ever get fair
broadband refunds?

BT, Virgin and Sky want to block automatic compensation for customers

take seriously the claim from
ISPA (Internet Services
Providers’ Association) that
Ofcom’s suggested levels of
compensation are “out of
proportion compared to the
generally low prices that
consumers currently pay”.
It also warns that higher

refundsmean less money
for companies to invest in
UK services.
Customers must come first

though. Citizens Advice says
that only 15 per cent of those
who complain to ISPs receive
any compensation; in contrast,
30 per cent get refunds from
energy companies. Ofcom
needs to fix this imbalance.

Most people know they can
get a cheaper broadband

deal by switching internet
service provider (ISP), but
many are put off by the hassle
involved. One of the main
worries is being without an
internet connection while the
switch takes place, a very
frustrating process that often
takes weeks.
This is one of the reasonswhy

Ofcom is proposing compulsory
‘automatic compensation’ for
customerswho can’t get online,
replacing the current voluntary
scheme.The regulator hopes
that guaranteeing a refund
will encouragemore people
to switch.
Ofcom says that a provider

should pay new customers £6
for every day it doesn’t install
a service beyond the promised
start date. Existing customers
would also be able to claim
refunds: £10 a day for no
service (after two working
days), and £30 for missed or
cancelled appointments with
less than 24 hours’ notice.
These are hardly fortunes,

but even so providers are

fighting hard to avoid paying
them. BT, Virgin Media, Sky
and others have outlined
plans to keep compensation
voluntary, cutting the £30
refund for missed
appointments to £20, and
the £10 no-service payment
to just £7.
A quick look at the facts

tells you why. Ofcom says

every year there are 5.7
million cases of customers
losing their landline or
broadband, while engineers
fail to turn up to around
250,000 appointments. Such
incompetence would quickly
prove very costly. Citizens
Advice estimates that the
reduced compensation
proposed by companies would
save them £52m a year.
But this is tiny compared

with the £874 million that
Citizens Advice claims people

lose in lost earnings annually
while waiting for services to
be fixed.
At the heart of the debate is

the status of broadband. Is it
an essential utility, like water,
gas and electricity?
Companies providing those
services must pay automatic
compensation, usually
through cash or credit added

on people’s bills. Richard
Neudegg, head of regulation at
broadband-switching
company uSwitch.com, says
that “diluting” the plans for
compensation “sends the
wrong kind of message to
customers – that broadband
isn’t the vital utility that we’ve
come to believe”.
So it’s a strange kind of

irony that by resisting calls for
automatic compensation,
broadband providers seem to
be saying that their service
isn’t crucial.
There have beenmany calls

for Ofcom to get tough on
ISPs. Gillian Guy, head of
Citizens Advice, says that
Ofcommust “introduce a
compulsory automatic
compensation scheme that
clearly lays out howmuch
consumers are entitled to”.
Other leading figures agree.

Conservative MP Grant
Shapps, chair of the British
Infrastructure Group, told
Computeractive that it would
be “unacceptable” for Ofcom
to let providers set their own
levels of compensation.
But the regulator will also

•• Ofcomhas proposed that
ISPs should pay customers
aminimumof £10 a day for
loss of service

•• BT, Sky and VirginMedia
want to cut that to £7 a day

•• Campaigners say this
wouldmeanUK customers
losing £52m a year in
refunds

THE FACTS

p
an

le ?

Customers would get £10 a
day for no service, and £30 for
missed appointments
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Rural broadband
isn’t just for the
better off

It’s all very well
Patricia Groome

saying that “stressed city
folk” shouldn’t have to
pay for her rural
broadband (Star Letter,
Issue 509), but it sounds
like she’s in a very privileged position.
She describes herself as a “baby-booming
pensioner” who can afford high
broadband bills. Good for her. With long
periods of unemployment, and tax raids
on pensions, I’ve not been so lucky. I
need to count every penny.
She also makes the classic mistake of

assuming that everyone whomoves to
the countryside does so through choice,
and therefore has no right to complain
about things like rubbish broadband. But
I had to move to the country – to look
after my ill parents. I wasn’t seeking rural
tranquility. I don’t want sympathy for this
selfless act. But Iwould like proper
services, such as fast(ish), affordable
broadband, that people in cities take
for granted.

AndrewOsman

I’d like to assure Patricia Groome
that nothing I experienced living

in hectic Birminghamwas as stressful as
trying to run a rural business on slow
broadband. We need fast speeds now!

David Rankine

A different set of Wi-Fi
priorities in rural China

Issue 508’s ‘Question of the
Fortnight’ (‘Will your bills rise to

fund rural broadband?’) prompts me to
tell other readers about the internet in
even remoter places.
For the past seven years my Hong Kong

friends and I have driven around
mountain regions of northern Yunnan
and Sichuan in China for two to three
weeks each year. Long days looking at
plants are followed by an overnight stay

at a small hotel
in a small
town. A typical
price of 160
yuan (about
£16) has

always provided reliable
Wi-Fi and a very clean room,
though it’s a fortunate day if
there is soap, a towel and
toilet roll as well.
Presumably travellers in this
region have a different set of
priorities.

BrianWhitton

Companies respond quickly
via social media

In Letters, Issue 509, Stephen
Perkin asks which companies

ignore customers sending messages via
‘Contact us’ forms online. I wouldn’t
know anymore, because I’ve stopped
using them. In the early days of the
internet it seemed like these forms were
the only way to contact a company, and
you would often wait days, sometimes
weeks, for a response.These messages
were probably filed under ‘ignore’. In the
end you were forced in frustration to
phone them up, only to spend countless
minutes on hold.
But that was before Facebook and

Twitter. It’s far harder for companies
to ignore messages on these sites
because what you write can be seen
by other people.The only reason I use
these sites is to get in touch with
companies and organisations.They

almost always respond within a couple
of hours.
I would like to knowwhat

Computeractive’s policy is. Do you
prefer to be contacted on social media,
or by email?

AdamSchofield

CA says That’s a good question. For
enquiries that may involve personal
details – subscription questions for
example – we prefer emails because they
are private. We can’t discuss subscription
details via social media.
But if you have a non-personal

question that could be answered quickly,
then you can try our Twitter account
(@ComputerActive) or Facebook page
(www.facebook.com/computeractive). If
you’d like help from our Problems Solved
team, email noproblem@computeractive.
co.uk.They can’t reply personally, but do
consider every problem for publication
in a forthcoming issue.
We check our emails, and our social

media accounts, regularly every working
day, and try to respond quickly.

My nomination for sites that don’t
respond is Avanquest Software. It

hasn’t responded to my four emails sent
to the email address infouk@avanquest.
com, requesting help regarding my Driver

I bought a Dell Inspiron 13 5000
2-in-1 laptop (pictured) this

evening from Currys. I expected to get
recovery software with it as I did with
my last Toshiba laptop. I was told that
Microsoft no longer permitted this, as
an anti-piracy policy. However, I was
told that for £40 I could purchase a
recovery disc from Currys. I declined,
intending to make a recovery disc with
my usual Paragon Hard Disk Manager
software. I was surprised to find that
the laptop came with the built-in
facility to write backup software.
Since my self-produced backup copy

and Currys’ £40 backup could
presumably also be used for piracy,

Baffled by backup: who should I be
unhappy with?

there is clearly something odd going
on. Do I blame Microsoft for a silly
policy, or Dell for tight-fistedness, or
Currys for apparently trying to con
their customer out of £40 for an
unnecessary purchase? At the moment
I am an unhappy customer, but not
certain who to be unhappy with!

Gordon Nunn

RURAL FAST
BROADBAND
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STAR LETTER

Playing outside is fun, but you learn
more with computers

Genius licence. I also sent an email to
sales@driver-soft.com regarding my
problem. Customer support appears to be
non-existent.

Fred Friend

I share Stephen Perkin’s
frustration at failing to receive

a response from a company’s ‘contact
us’ pages.This is what I do. I email
the CEO of the company concerned,
having tracked them down using
www.ceoemail.com, and tell them how
disappointed I am to have not received a
response. If you can’t find the CEO’s
email address, simply find out who they
are via Google and then add their name
as a prefix to the company’s email
address, eg john.smith@widgets.co.uk.
It has never yet failed to elicit a
response!

BryanMcAlley

Hugs and kisses for Edge-
fixing reader

Where is Ray Brown?
If I could find him I’d

give him a big kiss (or more
likely a big man hug)! For
months, after an update, Edge
has refused to open onmy PC.Then Ray
suggested a possible cure in Readers’ Tips
(Issue 508, page 43), advising people to
remove IBM’s Trusteer Rapport. It worked
for him, and it has nowworked for me. I
now have Edge back.Thanks, Ray, you are
a diamond.

ColinThomas

I followed Ray Brown’s tip to
remove Trusteer Rapport.

However, I was given a fix by IBM,
which was to complete the uninstall,
then restart the computer and reinstall
Rapport with the latest version
(www.trusteer.com/
ProtectYourMoney). This was
completely successful. I’ve had
Rapport onmy computer since
Windows 8, and it had worked on
Windows 10 until one of the upgrades
stopped it. I hope this may be of help to
others having problems.

Russel Mowle

Avast Safe Price finds me
money-saving vouchers

Whilst reading Ken Rigsby’sThe
Final Straw on exclusive voucher

codes (Issue 508), the thought occurred
that maybe no one has ever introduced

him to Avast Safe Price (www.snipca.
com/25449), the extension I use in
Google Chrome.
As long as you type something

specific into Google, such as ‘Hugo
Boss 50cl’ or ‘Weber Barbecue’,
you’ll see a list of money-off
voucher codes. I use it most in

the months before Christmas, where I
save a small fortune on presents.

Scott Barwick

I reduced my monthly Virgin
bill after haggling

Regarding recent letters from
readers, I received a letter from

Virgin Media increasing mymonthly
payment by £1.99. I was currently paying
a little under £30. I let it slide last
November when they increased it, but
this time I telephoned them complaining
about the cost. I told them that I only
have the ‘Basic’ package, and all the
channels they add are of no interest.
After telling them I was going to

cancel my subscription, they promised to
reduce my instalments to £17 as from
November. Yes, it is well worth the time
to haggle!

David Butler

I’m tempted to
agree with former

GCHQ boss Robert
Hannigan, who says that
we shouldn’t get fixated
about children spending
too much time online
(‘Question of the
Fortnight’, Issue 509).
I’m in my 70s now, so
I’m one of those ‘old
fogeys’ who you’d expect
would have fond
memories of spending
long summers outdoors,
getting up to mishaps andmischief.
But, actually, I think a lot of the time I
spent outside was wasted. I certainly
had fun playing in woods and streams,
but did I actually learn anything that
would help me in later life?
Looking back, I would have loved a

bit more structure to my free time.
Instead of roaming wild, so to speak, I
wish I’d been taught skills. Obviously
these couldn’t have been computer
skills, but they could still have been
relevant to the era I grew up in.

The key to a positive
upbringing is balance.
As a kid, I probably
spent 90 per cent of
summer holidays
messing around
outside.That was
probably too much, but
we didn’t have a TV, and
computers were
decades away, so I had
no other distractions. I
would be worried for a
child nowadays if they
spent as much time

outdoors. Yes, learning to climb trees is
fun, but programming a computer is
more likely to get you a job.
For an expert opinion, I asked my

nine-year-old grandson. He said a day
without using his tablet or computer
would feel “strange”, but also that he
wanted to see his friends in person
every day too. In fact, one leads to the
other. He uses his computer to ask his
friends if they want to play. I think he’s
got the balance about right.

Keith Bradshaw

The Star Letterwriterwins aComputeractivemug!
Views expressed don’t necessarily reflect those of Computeractive
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Consumeractive
EE cancelled my credit – can a
network cut off a PAYG phone?

Q I bought a cheap
Alcatel phone for
emergencies on a

T-Mobile pay-as-you-go
(PAYG) subscription. I haven’t used it
often but when I last tried to do so I
found that all the credit has
disappeared. EE, which owns T-Mobile,
said its low-use policy means phone
numbers not used for 180 days are
automatically reissued and any
outstanding credit is “forfeited”. Can it
really do this?

Pete Harland

A
Yes they can, as unfair as that
may sound. Loss of credit
and service from a PAYG

mobile isn’t unusual. Your rights do
depend on the terms and conditions of
your contract.
This has become such a common

problem that Ofcom recently published
a web page explaining your rights
(www.snipca.com/25432). As it says,
mobile companies cancel services that
haven’t been used for a while so they
can give the number to another
customer. Some companies do
this after just 70 days of inactivity,
while others, like EE in Pete’s case

here, wait 180 days.
However, Ofcom also

says that networks
must act fairly. For
example, their terms
and conditions must be
easy to understand, and
customers must be given
ample warning that they stand to
lose credit.
Since first emailing us, Pete got back

in touch to say that EE has refunded
him the outstanding balance, though it
took him two efforts to persuade the
company to do so. If you’re unhappy
with your own network’s response, use
an Alternative Dispute Resolution
scheme (explained by Ofcom at www.
snipca.com/25433).
To avoid ending up in a similar

situation to Pete, Ofcom recommends
making a call or sending a text on your
PAYG phone once every fewweeks. You
should also contact your provider to
see how long it waits
before suspending an
inactive phone.

Q On 18 July I received an offer
fromHallmark to upgrade my
Hallmark Card Studio Deluxe

2017 software for $35.95, plus some other
associated downloads. But after
downloading I found everything was
related to US sizing, so I
can’t use the software.
None of my emails to
Hallmark asking for a
refund or a European
version have been
answered. Can you help?

BarryWhitake

A
We’ll try, but under the
Consumer Contract Regulations
Barry had 14 days in which to

reject the software for a refund. He lost
this right when he downloaded the
software, which counts as ‘using’ the
software. But Barry could argue that he
couldn’t have known the sizing was US-
specific until he downloaded it.
We do sympathise because we feel it’s

misleading for companies to target
customers in one country with goods
designed for another. Because Hallmark
has a UK base, we’re going to see whether
Barry can claim a refund using UK law.
In cases like these,

companies often issue
goodwill refunds. We’ll
ask Hallmark for one.

Can you help with
non-UK software?

use. He should raise a complaint with
Virgin on its website: www.snipca.
com/25435.
But Sean may still have had a case even

if he hadn’t paid for Wi-Fi, and stuck
instead with the free service. This is
because free services are covered by the
CRA if they are part of an overall paid-for
product. Sean could have argued that the
reason he bought a Virgin Trains ticket
was because it included free Wi-Fi.
However, such cases are not clear-cut.

Lianna Etkind, spokeswoman for the
Campaign for Better Transport, told us

that there is “no government guidance
on how the CRA applies to
transport”. Readmore
about this at www.snipca.
com/25442.

Q I was travelling on Virgin Trains’
East Coast line and needed
Wi-Fi access for work. I was able

to get free access initially, which was not
that good, but then had to pay £5 after a
fewminutes. However the service was
awful and I couldn’t get any work done.
Can I get a refund?

Sean Tiptree

A
Yes, Sean should be able to
claim a refund under the
Consumer Rights Act (CRA),

because he paid for a service he couldn’t

Can I get a refund for poor train Wi-Fi?

13 – 26 September 2017
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How can I stop ‘Vipgames4U’ texts?
and it appears the service was set up in
May this year, and closed in June. We’ve
asked the Phone-paid Services Authority
(PSA), which regulates premium-rate
numbers, to investigate.
Alternatively Brian can ask his network

provider for the company’s details. If
Brian doesn’t get a response, he can
escalate his complaint to the PSA by
submitting an online complaint (via the
contact details at www.snipca.
com/25430).
We don’t know how Vipgames4U got

hold of Brian’s mobile number, though it
was probably through an online survey
he completed or a competition he
entered. It’s shockingly easy to get caught
out this way, particularly if boxes in the
small print are pre-ticked, allowing
companies to gather your details.

If you’re plagued by similar messages,
type the sender’s number into the
‘NumberChecker’ box on the PSA’s
website (http://psauthority.org.uk, see
screenshot above). This will bring up the
company’s details, assuming
the number is recognised.
Youmay need to type a
CAPTCHA code to see this.

Q I’ve been getting texts that say
“FreeMsg:Reminder. You are
subscribed to UK vipgames4u

for £4.50 per 1 week from VIPGAMES4U
until you text STOP to 64055. HELP?
020337349268”. I don’t remember
signing up to ‘Vipgames4u’, and I don’t
want to pay £4.50 for it. What should
I do?

BrianWebb

A
First things first: Brian must
text STOP to the shortcode
provided (64055). Many people

in a similar position make the mistake of
replying to suchmessages, which
companies usually ignore because they
want to keep taking the monthly
payment off them.
We checked the number Brian gave us

Westand up for your legal rights

H I t ‘

Wes

Reader rejects damages after QAV
Direct admits patio heater fault

It’s very satisfyingwhen our intervention leads to
a company admitting products it sold to a reader
are faulty, particularly if it leads to a refund.

In Issue 508we reported that QAVDirect (www.qavdirect.
co.uk)wanted to test burner units for a patio heater, after reader
Keith Bond said theyweren’t working. Keith returned them,
expecting an instant refund, but the companywanted to check
whether the fault was inherent (present since purchase) or
caused by accidental damage (by the customer). All companies
have the right to do this, though they have only 30 days after
receiving them from the customer.
QAVDirectwas initially reluctant to discuss Keith’s case

with us, citing privacy concerns. It didn’t even talk to us after
Keith gave it permission to do so (althoughwe’d like to think
our phone call nudged it into action). Instead it went straight to
him, but notwith a full refund of £149.99. Instead it offered to
reimburse him£59.99, and send him a newburner thatworks

with the heater. Legally
this is known as ‘damages’,
rather than a partial refund.
Some customers agree
to this kind of deal, but
Keith rejected it, and asked
instead for a full refund,
which QAVDirect has
nowprovided.

CASE UPDATE CREDIT WHERE IT’S DUE

Has a company impressed
youwith its customer

service? Please let us know:
editor@computeractive.co.uk

shop by next-day courier,
chargingme nothing at all.
Normally deliveries are free
only within 30miles of
Christchurch, Dorset, where
Purewell are based.We are
at the other end of England,
in York. In total I had to wait
about 10 days, but that did
not bother usmuch.
The radio is still available

on the site for £54.95 with
free delivery (www.snipca.
com/25424). They were
always polite and helpful.

Mark Savege

I ordered the Panasonic
RF-D10EB-K digital
radio for mywife from
Purewell Electrical
(www.purewell.co.uk).
It showed the radio
in stock. But when
nothing arrived, I rang
the website to find out why.
They toldme that they had
been promised the radio,
which is why they showed
it as ‘in stock’, but they had
been let down by Panasonic.
To apologise for the delay,

they sent me the radio as
soon as it came into the

YOUTELLUSWHENCOMPANIESGET ITRIGHT

HOWTO CONTACT
PUREWELL
• Tel: 01202 484411
• Email: hello@purewell.
co.uk
•Online form https://
purewell.co.uk/contacts
• Twitter@purewell_elec

Contact us sowe can investigate your case
Email: consumeractive@computeractive.co.uk

Please include both your phone number and address.
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Protect Your Tech
Scamsand threats to avoid, plus newsecurity tools

New tools

Fake NatWest sites that seem safe
WATCH OUT FOR…

PC ‘licence number’ scam
I’ve just had a conversation with a
cold caller from ‘IT Services London’
about error messages generated from
my PC. He explained that the PC had
been identified by its licence number.
He also told me how to verify the
correct number. PressingWindows
key+R gave access to the Run
window, then clicking CMD opened
up the DOS environment. Typing
ASSOC produced a long list of items
including, near the bottom,
‘ZFSendToTarget=CLSID…’. It seemed
like a scam because I couldn’t recall
giving an organisationmy home
phone number.

Michael Buxton

Warn your fellow readers about scams at
letters@computeractive.co.uk

Gmail for iOS
www.snipca.com/25436

warnings to Gmail’s iOS app for
iPhones and iPads. If you click a dodgy
link in an email, you’ll see the
following message (see screenshot
left): “The site you are trying to visit
has been identified as a forgery,
intended to trick you into disclosing
financial, personal or other sensitive

information”.
Note that this

warning appears
only in Gmail, not
in the default iOS
Mail app. Click the
link above to
install it on your
iOS device, and
read more on
Google’s blog:
www.snipca.
com/25429.

As fraudsters get better at disguising
their scams (see ‘Watch out for’ above),
we need extra help to stay safe. Our
eyes can’t spot everymisspelling and
grammatical error. Assistance comes
from Google’s Gmail, which has been
showing warnings about phishing
emails for years. But until this year,
these appeared only
on computers, not
phones and tablets.
In May, Gmail

finally started to
showwarnings in
its app for Android
phones and tablets
(read more at www.
snipca.com/25431).
And now, three
months on, Google
has brought those

NatWest said it knew about the scam
and is working with Action Fraud to
stop it. In a statement, the bank
encouraged customers “to be vigilant to
unexpected emails purporting to be
from the bank and to look out for the
tell-tale signs like spelling mistakes”.

How can you stay safe?
This is a reminder that complacency is
the enemy of security online. While you
should always look for padlocks and
‘https’ in a website’s web address,
remember to also double-check that the
URL is spelt correctly.
We expect this particular scam to be

removed, but there will be others using
the same tactic. If you’re a NatWest
customer, read the bank’s advice at
www.snipca.com/25426, and report
scams to phishing@natwest.com.

What’s the threat?
Scammers have created fake NatWest
sites that include ‘https’ and a green
padlock in the browser’s address bar.
These are security certificates issued by
organisations and companies that
indicate that a site encrypts personal
data, and is therefore safe to use.
Victims are tricked into visiting the

site by clicking a link in a scam email
that claims NatWest is introducing
“new online banking authentication
procedures”.The email urges you to
confirm your personal details to let you
continue to access your account.
This scamwould be unexceptional

were it not for the ‘https’ and padlock,
which the fraudsters know is what
many people check for online before
submitting personal data. But they’re
not able to use the legitimate NatWest

URL: https://personal.natwest.com.
Instead, the fake site uses https://
natweist.com (see screenshot, taken from
Action Fraud). That rogue ‘i’ is a giveaway
that the site is a scam, but won’t be
spotted by everyone.

ScamWatch
READERSWARNREADERS
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Root servers

Take full control of your cloud
servers, with high-performance

virtual machines that scale
on demand.

from £15.00/pm

Stacks

Choose your stack and start
coding. We take care of the OS,

software updates and
security patches.

from £20.00/pm

Applications

Get the most out of WordPress,
Drupal and Joomla with ready-

to-use CMS apps on next-gen
cloud hosting.

from £20.00/pm

One platform for all your
virtualised services

• Choice of root access or managed

• Custom stacks powered by containers

• Just bring code – no admin required

• Dedicated runtime environment

• UK data centres and 24/7 UK support

• Intuitive cloud control panel

• Launch a project in under one minute

• No contract – pay as you use

Cloud Hosting from:

£15.00
per month

Call 0808 1686 777
or visit fasthosts.co.uk/cloud-servers
SERVERS • WEB HOSTING • DOMAIN NAMES • EXCHANGE EMAIL

Prices exclude Vat at 20%
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Best Free Software
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NASA’s Eyes 5.4
https://eyes.nasa.gov
What you need:Windows 7, 8.1 or 10

1 This is the ‘Eyes on the
Solar System’ Advanced
screen. Scroll to zoom;
double-click a planet or
satellite’s name to zoom to
it; and click and drag to pan
and tilt the view.

2 To launch a tour, click ‘Tours
& Features’, then click a
thumbnail. ‘Eyes on the Solar
System’ currently offers
nine tours including Cassini,
Voyager and Eclipse 2017.

3 Click ‘Tours & Features’ again
to hide the thumbnails and
reveal icons including full-
screen, ‘flood lighting’ and
help. Click the home icon to
return to the default view.

4 Use the dock boxes to
configure options such
as virtual flight speed.
Multimedia content (next
box along) opens in your
browser. Click a box
heading to expand it.

SPACE SIMULATOR

the Earth’, which lets you fly along with NASA satellites; ‘Eyes
on the Solar System’, which has Simple and Advanced options
(I clicked Advanced for the screenshot below); and ‘Eyes on
Exoplanets’, which goes beyond our planetary
neighbourhood. Alternatively, click a featured tour (‘module’)
such as Juno Mission, ‘Eyes on Pluto’ or Cassini’s Tour
(recommended, not least because Cassini reaches its
destination on Saturn on 15 September). Controls vary slightly
betweenmodules, but they’re all very intuitive – and you can
hover over any item for a quick tip.
It’s hard to find fault with NASA’s Eyes. It even works

offline. I launched Cassini’s Tour after disabling my internet,
and the experience was no different fromwhen I’d been
online. You will need to be online to get the latest NASA data
when you launch the program, though.

Calling NASA’s Eyes a ‘space simulator’ is like calling the
International Space Station a vehicle. This incredible tool,
developed by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the
California Institute of Technology, lets you virtually explore
our solar system and beyond. It’s rendered in glorious
interactive 3D using current NASAmission data. It’s also the
simulator to end all simulators, and it made me gasp with joy.
Version 5.4 was released to coincide with August’s solar

eclipse over the United States – just one of the events given
the full NASA’s-eye-view treatment here.The update adds full
support for 64bit PCs, and ditches support for Windows XP
and Vista.
The program is quick and easy to install. It updates with the

latest NASA data every time you launch it, and then displays a
dashboard where you can choose an area to explore: ‘Eyes on

JaneHoskyn recommends newprograms thatwon’t cost you anything

1 2

3
4
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SCREEN RECORDER

https://obsproject.com
What you need:Windows 7, 8/8.1 or 10

Record and edit a live video of your PC screen, using this
powerful free tool from the open-source Open Broadcaster
Software project. You could use it to capture BBC shows to keep
forever (see Cover Feature, page 50), but there are plenty of less
morally murky uses – for example, create your own ‘how-to’
videos, or record video chats with family overseas. Version 20
is a big release, with new features including an
auto-configuration wizard for easy setup, and the option to
drag elements around the programwindow. For details and
other new features, see www.snipca.com/25451. OBS Studio
is a large program (370MB) and needs installing, but doing so
is straightforward and there’s no junk.

www.snipca.com/25453
What you need:Windows Vista, 7, 8/8.1 or 10

Run your PC’s most important system commands from one easy
window.This portable programwas built by a computer user
who’d searched the Control Panel and Settings for his driver
repository, and wanted to create a shortcut – along with
shortcuts to other hard-to-find items. At themoment Sys Minion
offers a dozen shortcuts, including Health Check, Enable Boot
Menu and Disk Cleanup. It also has a plain-English description
of each command.
To get it, click ‘sys_minon binaries package’ under ‘Download

from’, save and extract the ZIP file, right-click the EXE file
(32bit or 64bit) and then select ‘Run as administrator’. Click
a command for more info, then click ‘Let’s Start It!’ to run it.

OBS Studio 20

SYSTEM TOOL

Sys Minion 1.1

3 devices for 1 year:£21.99
(was £59.99)
www.snipca.com/25004

3 devices for 2 years:£39.99
(was £109.99)
www.snipca.com/25005

Norton Security
Deluxe SAVE £70!

NEWREADEROFFER!

WHAT SHOULD I DOWNLOAD?
We tell you what software to use

Q I have a video DVD of a music concert, and I’d like
to transfer the audio to a blank CD. I thought
CDBurnerXPmight be able to help, but I can’t

figure how to do it. Is there an easier program?Thanks.
Anthony Swalwell

A
CDBurnerXP is worth avoiding – it’s bundling a
pre-tickedPUP in its installer (seeNamed&Shamed,
page 10). Movavi Video Converter (www.snipca.

com/25454) is a junk-free alternative. It lets you ‘rip’ audio
fromDVDs or video files and export it for CD, iPod, phone
and other devices, and everything is explained step by step.
What’s the catch? First, it costs
£29.95, though the free seven-
day trial may be enough time
for you to get the job done.The
second problem is that Movavi
can’t override copy-
protection. Given that most
commercial DVDs are locked
against copying, thatmeans you’re stuck. Give it a go, though.
If your DVD is protected, Movavi will say so (see screenshot).
Media player VLC (www.videolan.org) and video converter

Handbrake (https://handbrake.fr) both support ripping
audio (and are best used together: www.snipca.com/25455).
They’re not as easy as Movavi, but they don’t cost a penny.
However, they too can’t override copy-protection.
What’s the answer if your DVD is locked? Tools designed

to remove protection are rarely junk-free. Instead, use a
screen recorder such as OBS Studio (see left) or oCam
(www.snipca.com/25456). Both have an audio-only option.
It’s like taping songs off the radio – a legal grey area, but you
shouldn’t get in trouble if you only use the recordings for
your own private enjoyment.

What should I use to extract
songs from a concert DVD?

Do you need our advice onwhat software to use?
Just email us at letters@computeractive.co.uk

13 – 26 September 2017



SPECIFICATIONS
3.5GHz AMDRyzen 3 1300X quad-core processor ••
8GBmemory •• 2GBNvidiaGeForceGTX 1050graphics
• 128GB SSD •• 1TB hard drive •• 5x USB 3.0 ports •• 3x
USB 2 ports •• Gigabit Ethernet •• HDMI port •• DVI port ••
VGA port ••Windows 10 •• 415x192x418mm (HxWxD)••
Three-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/25321

VERDICT:As long as you don’t need
a silent PC, the Enigma 4K provides
excellent all-round performance at a
very reasonable price

★★★★★

ALTERNATIVE:CCL Elite
£623Not quite as
powerful and slightly
pricier, but this Intel/
Nvidia system has
built-inWi-Fi and amore
compact design

Reviews Newproducts tested by our experts
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gripe about the construction of this
systemwas that not much has been
done to minimise noise: the side fan
does drone on rather loudly. It may
not bother you if it’s under your desk,
but it’s nowhere near as quiet as
something like the CCL Elite (see
Issue 493, page 23).

We’ve seen how AMD’s Ryzen 7 and 5
processors (pictured below) boosted the
performance of high-end andmid-range
PCs. Now here’s a cheaper PC built
around the more basic Ryzen 3 1300X,
with an overclockable base speed of
3.5GHz. It’s a full-power desktop
processor with four cores, like Intel’s i5.
The Ryzen is paired not with one of
AMD’s own Radeon graphics cards, but
Nvidia’s GeForce GTX 1050.

These are interesting components to
find in a £600 PC, and PC Specialist has
accompanied themwith 8GB of fast
memory and a 128GB SSD, on the
high-speed PCIe interface, as well as the
obligatory 1TB hard drive.That’s a
sensible balance of speed and storage,
withWindows and programs loading
quickly from the SSDwhile the bigger
mechanical drive gives you lots of
space for files.
After Enigmamodels called the K2

(see Issue 498, page 21) and K3 (Issue
505, page 28), the computer-naming
elves at PC Specialist have slyly flipped
the K4 to ‘4K’, implying that this is a
system powerful enough for advanced
tasks like rendering high-resolution
video. It just so happens that our most
demanding laboratory tests feature

exactly such challenges, and they
found that the Ryzen 1300X
processor could match the scores of a
modern i5. Serious film editors would
still need to buy a PC with a more
powerful processor, but for casual video
work and photo editing the Enigma 4K
will cope fine, andmultitasking with
everydayWindows 10 programs is no
problem at all.
The GTX 1050may be a low-end

graphics card, but it’s at the low end
of a new range that marks a significant
step up in performance, and has a
generous 4GB of its ownmemory. In
our gaming tests, even demanding titles
ran very smoothly on high quality
settings, and a card like this will also
help substantially with photo and
video effects rendering in programs
that canmake use of it (see your
software’s system requirements for
compatibility).
PC Specialist’s Enigma case remains

an acquired taste, looking rather like the
helmet a killer robot would wear. But
it’s perfectly serviceable – not too bulky
yet providing decent room for
expansion. No DVD or Blu-ray drive is
fitted as standard, but there are two free
bays for 5.25in optical drives if you want
to add one, plus space for up to four
storage drives including the supplied
SSD and hard drive.
You also get a good selection of

external ports, including five USB 3.0
(four at the back and one at the
front), three USB 2.0 and Gigabit
Ethernet, although there’s no USB 3.1 or
internal M.2 connector for the fastest
SSDs. For monitors there are HDMI,
dual-link DVI and VGA ports. Our only

It’s fast and has
plenty of storage, but
is also very noisy

PC Specialist Enigma 4K
PC ❘ £600 from PC Specialist www.snipca.com/25321

Powerful PC with lots of storage

SPEC
3.5GHz
8GBme
•• 128GB
USB 2
VGA po
Three

intern
SSDs
dual

BUY IT!
★★★★★
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HOWWE TEST
Computeractive is owned by Dennis
Publishing, which owns a hi-tech facility
for testing the latest technology. You’ll
often read references to our benchmark
testing, which is amethod of assessing
products using the same criteria. For
example, we test the speed of every
PC and the battery life of every tablet
in exactly the sameway. Thismakes
our reviews authoritative, rigorous
and accurate.
Dennis Publishing also owns

themagazinesPCPro,Computer
Shopper andWebUser and the
websites Expert Reviews (www.
expertreviews.co.uk) and Alphr (www.
alphr.com). Thismeanswe can test
thousands of products before choosing
themost relevant forComputeractive.

FAIR AND IMPARTIAL
Ourwriters follow strict guidelines to
ensure the reviews are fair and
impartial. Themanufacturer has no
involvement in our tests.

OURAWARDS

BUY IT!
★★★★★

Weaward every product
that gets five stars our
Buy It! stamp of approval.
It meanswewere

extremely impressed by the product,
andwe think youwill be too.

Every product that gets a
four-star review is given
the Great Pick award.We
highly recommend these

products, although they just fail tomeet
the high standard of our Buy It! winners.

PRICES
Our reviews contain a link to the best
pricewe foundonlineat the timeofpress.

SPECIFICATIONS
2.6GHz Intelm3-7Y30 dual-core processor •• 4GB
memory •• 64GB SSD •• 10.6in 1920x1080-pixel
touchscreen •• 5megapixel webcam ••microSD slot
• USB Type-C port •• 802.11acWi-Fi •• Bluetooth 4.1
•Windows 10Home •• 261x179x8.9mm (HxWxD) ••
648g •• Two-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/25329

VERDICT:We’re still not convinced
by laptop-tablets, but this usable and
highly portableWindowsmachine gives
Microsoft a run for itsmoney

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE: Lenovo IdeapadMiix
510 £599Has a duller
12.2in screen, no pen
and poor battery
life but twice the
storage

We’re used to Samsung Galaxy
smartphones and tablets
running Android, but the
Galaxy Book is a laptop-tablet
runningWindows 10. It’s the
successor to the TabPro S (see
Issue 475, page 29) and
competes with Microsoft’s
Surface Pro as a ‘two in one’
– a tablet that replaces
a laptop.
Samsung’s big move

is to offer two sizes.
The 12in, a direct
rival to the 12.3in
Surface Pro (see Issue 508, page 21), has
a high dynamic range (HDR) AMOLED
screen, but its resolution is modest, at
2160x1440 pixels, compared with the
Surface Pro’s 2736x1824. But the 10.6in
model we tested is Full HD, 1920x1080.
We’ve seenmore pixels on phones with
much smaller screens, but by laptop
standards it’s adequate, letting you
squeeze in a full-size desktop or use
Windows 10’s scaling to make things
more readable.

The larger Galaxy Book starts at £1,099
with an i5 processor, 4GB of memory
and 128GB of storage.That’s £120 more
than the equivalent Surface Pro, but the
Surface Pro’s £979 price tag is deceptive:
the essential Type Cover keyboard is
£125 extra, while the Surface Pen stylus
adds another £100. By contrast,
both of Samsung’s Galaxy

Samsung Galaxy Book 10.6in
LAPTOP TABLET ❘ £650 from Currys www.snipca.com/25328

A Surface without the Pro

Books include a keyboard and stylus.
A couple of corners have been cut.

Although it looks like aluminium, the
Galaxy Book’s case is plastic. There’s a
webcam on the front, but no rear
camera, and just one port, USB Type-C.
The keyboard folds up to prop the
screen, a much fiddlier solution than
the Surface Pro’s kick stand.The keys
themselves, though, have a lovely clicky
action, and despite the reduced size we
found it OK to type on.The small
touchpad works well as does the
included S-Pen stylus, which doesn’t
need a battery.
The screen has good accurate colours,

and decent brightness and contrast.
Intel’s low-powerm3 processor dawdled
way behind the i5 in our performance
tests, but narrowly beat the cheapest
£799 Surface Pro, makingWindows 10
feel smooth in basic tasks. At seven
hours and 18 minutes in our video
playback test, the battery can’t match
the Surface Pro’s 11-plus hours but it
beats the Lenovo Miix 510’s five-and-
a-half hours (see Issue 509, page 25).
It’s not perfect, but the Galaxy Book

undercuts the Surface Pro. Until 26
October, Currys is offering a £50
cashback, making it an even better deal.
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This is a basic colour laser
printer without many frills
– there’s no scanner built in,
and in place of the touchscreen
onmodern inkjet printers
there’s a two-line LCD that
looks like it’s from a calculator.
But it does have built-inWi-Fi,
with support for direct output
from Apple and Android apps as
well as online storage services.
There’s also a Gigabit Ethernet
port for wired networking and
USB 2.0 for connecting to a single
PC. Rather than tart up the case, Brother
has minimalised it into a round-edged
cube, and to us it looks rather smart.
The supplied software makes the

printer easy to set up on a network, and
despite the tiny screen the menu options
are clear. The 250-sheet paper tray has a
visible gauge so you can see when it
needs refilling, and up to 150 printed
sheets stack themselves neatly on the top.

Themain reason to choose a colour
laser printer is speed, and Brother reckons
this model prints ‘up to’ 31 pages per
minute (ppm) in both black-and-white
and colour.That wouldmake it faster than
most similarly priced colour laser printers
and a lot faster thanmost inkjet printers,
especially in colour. In our tests, though,
the HL-L8260CDWwas in no hurry to
start work after we clicked Print, and on
our fairly short documents this brought
down its results to 22ppm inmono and
just 7.4ppm in colour – not so fast.
Nor is it especially cost-effective. A new

set of TN421 toner cartridges, rated for

1,800 pages of colour and 3,500 of black,
will cost you £100more than the printer
itself (£345 from Printerbase www.
snipca.com/25344, supplied with smaller
‘starter’ toners). High-capacity TN423
cartridges, giving you better value at
4,000 pages of colour and 6,500 of black,
are another £100 again.That works out at
about 1.7p per black-only page or just
under 10p for colour, not counting the
new drum and belt you’ll need after
30-50,000 pages.
Compare this with HP’s PageWide Pro

477dwmulti-function inkjet printer
(£340 from Amazon www.snipca.
com/25346). Its Professional mode, closer
to laser quality, is a bit slower, but even
full-colour pages came out at 21ppm. And
running costs are only about 0.8p for
black or 3.2p for a colour page. Brother’s
text and business graphics are crisper,
but HP’s photos look better, and it has
a scanner.

SPECIFICATIONS
2400x600dpimaximumprint resolution •• 250-sheet
paper tray •• Duplex (double sided) •• 802.11nWi-Fi
•• USB 2.0 •• Gigabit Ethernet •• 486x410x313mm
(HxWxD) •• 21.8kg •• One-yearwarranty
www.snipca.com/25342

VERDICT:A decent colour laser printer,
but if speed isn’t critical a cheaper inkjet
printer could save youmoney over time

★★★☆☆

ALTERNATIVE:Kyocera Ecosys
P5026cdn £253This colour laser
printer lacksWi-Fi and isn’t quite as fast,
but running costs
are a little lower
because youwon’t
need to fork out for
XL cartridges

Processor cores?
What are they?
A central processing unit (CPU), usually
made by Intel or AMD, is the chip that
does a PC’smain computingwork. Each
of its cores is like a little computer in
itself.

Whywould I want it?
Themore cores you have, the faster the
CPU should get through thework your
software gives it, and the less time you
should spendwaiting for progress bars
and spinningwheels or suffering the
classic ‘nothing seems to be happening’.

What’s the catch?
More cores onlymeans
faster results to the
extent that software
can take advantage
of them; it’ll vary
between programs. To
generalise, adding a core can roughly
double performance, but only if you’re
trying to do several hard things at once
(like rendering video effects in the
backgroundwhile doing something
else). An extra complication ismulti-
threading, which letsWindows give
each core two simultaneous tasks.This
just avoids one task slowing the other,
giving a smaller performance boost.

So can I dowithout it?
If you’re running simple
tasks on a very basic
processor, multi-
threadingwill always
help. By supporting
four threads across their two
cores, Intel’s low-end i3 processors
(pictured top) showmuch better results
than if theywere plain dual-core. At the
high end,multi-threaded i7 processors
(pictured above) can showbig gains
over single-threaded i5s, but only in
tasks thatwork themhard –mostly in
creative programs, such as video
editing. If you run several demanding
programs at once,more coreswill help.
Even if you’re not overtly doingmore
than one thing,Windows’ own
background tasks often benefit from
more cores, making your PC feel faster.

Do I really need…
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Brother HL -L8260CDW

PRINTER ❘ £245 from Amazonwww.snipca.com/25343

No-frills colour laser printer

It looks smart but
it’s not so fast nor very
cost-effective
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Two-in-one tablets like Microsoft’s
Surface Pro give youWindows 10 in an
exceptionally slim and light case, but
their floppy clip-on keyboards just aren’t
the same as a proper laptop. The
alternative is a convertible – a laptop that
can be folded back on itself.
It’s a format that sounds logical, but

never quite seems to work: if the case is
made so that it closes neatly when it’s
folded up the normal way, it doesn’t
when it’s reversed with the screen and
keyboard outwards, and you’re left
clutching what feels like an awkwardly
thick and heavy tablet that’s got slightly
broken. That’s not entirely untrue of this
latest effort from HP’s EliteBook range,
which is aimed at IT managers and
anyone else who wants a sturdy laptop
for work rather than play.

Themodel we tested had an Intel
i5-7200U processor, 8GB of memory and
a 256GB SSD, makingWindows 10 run
smoothly. If £1,379 sounds a lot of
money, well, it is – but a Surface Pro with
these specifications, including a
keyboard, would cost you £1,504. Then
again, the Surface Pro would only give
you 1.06kg to cart around, versus 1.28kg
for the EliteBook x360 G2. That’s a
difference you’ll feel even more when
you detach the Surface tablet to use by
itself, leaving just 770g in your hand. Fold

back the EliteBook keyboard to use the
touchscreen, and you’re still carrying the
full 1.28kg.
In short, this is not a good choice if you

mainly want a Windows 10 touchscreen
and only occasionally need to type. It’s
definitely a laptop that you should only
occasionally use as a tablet. In return,
you get the kind of high-quality full-size
keyboard you’d expect from HP, backlit
and with a satisfying clicky travel. It’s set
in a diamond-cut aluminium unibody
case that’s much more durable than
cheaper laptops.
The EliteBook is more future-proof in

other ways, too: besides two USB 3.1
ports, there’s a USB Type-C socket that
supports Thunderbolt 3 for ultra-fast
storage, and a full-size HDMI port for
external monitors. Its own 13.3in screen
reflects its business focus, with a basic
Full HD resolution and colour
reproduction that covers only 82 per cent
of the sRGB spectrum.That’s fine for
staring at spreadsheets, but not good
enough for photo editing and a bit
of video, which the i5 processor
could handle.
In touchscreen mode, it would make

sense to use the EliteBook x360 G2 with
a stylus. HP’s Active Pen isn’t included,
but can be added for £50; the only
annoyance is that nowhere is provided
to stow it.
The features HP has chosen to build in

may be of less interest to most users, but
will appeal to the security-conscious:

besides a smart card reader for
businesses, you get a fingerprint reader
andWindows Hello facial recognition,
and the BIOS includes HP’s Sure Start
technology to prevent malware taking
over your system at startup. Rather than
the usual Windows 10 Home, the Pro
version is installed, adding features such
as BitLocker file and drive encryption.
Where the EliteBook x360 G2 really

scores, though, is in battery life. It lasted
10 hours and 46 minutes in our video
playback test, nearly four hours longer
than Dell’s similarly priced XPS 13 2-in-1
(see Issue 500, page 23).

SPECIFICATIONS
2.5GHz Intel Core i5-7200U processor •• 8GB
memory •• 256GB SSD •• 13.3in 1920x1080-pixel
touchscreen ••Webcam •• 802.11acWi-Fi ••
Bluetooth 4.2 •• 2x USB 3.1 ports •• USB Type-C port
•• microSD slot ••Windows 10 Pro •• 14.9x317x219mm
(HxWxD) •• 1.28kg •• Three-yearwarranty
www.snipca.com/25330

VERDICT: It’s not cheap and it doesn’t
fix the flaws all convertible laptops
have, but this is a very fastmachine
with advanced features

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE: Toshiba Portégé X20W
£1,600With a proper
i7-7500U and a 1.1kg
magnesium alloy
chassis, this is better,
but pricier

HP EliteBook x360 G2

LAPTOP ❘ £1,379 from HPwww.snipca.com/25330

A ‘foldable’ laptop

With good security
features, battery and
performance, it’s an
impressive machine
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NAS (network-attached storage) boxes
aren’t the most glamorous of accessories,
and Synology’s are no exception, but
they’re known for offering a good range
of features at a sensible price.This is the
successor to the DS215j, which we
recommended back in Issue 449, and it
keeps the characteristic white plastic box
with its vertical strip of indicator lights at
the right.
Inside are two bays ready for whichever

brand and capacity of SATA and hard
drive you choose to slide in, which you
can use to their full capacity or mirrored
(backing each other up) for security.
Folder-level encryption is supported.The
installed DSM 6.1 software is the same as
you’d get with Synology’s more expensive

Bose is famous for its unique technology
that extracts better sound from smaller
speakers andmore money from your
wallet. It’s been very successful on both
counts. This column-shaped portable
Bluetooth speaker looks, however, much
like many others.
The Revolve’s eponymous feature is, no,

not that it revolves, but rather that it
blurts out sound from all sides, so you
can plop it in the middle of the garden
and hear the radio, or whatever you
stream to it from your PC or mobile
device, clearly wherever you go. Several
other Bluetooth speakers do this. The
Revolve is also showerproof, as are, well,

units. It’s set up from a web
browser, but free companion
apps for Android and Apple
devices give you another
option, and all the popular
online storage services
are integrated.
For Mac users, the DS216j

plays nicely with Apple’s iTunes
and Time Machine, while Synology’s
Photo Station image server software
will keep anyone’s photos organised –
a great use for a NAS in a household that
wants one central digital family album.
If you want to get techier, you can run a
web or email server or aWordPress
blog.The 1GHz dual-core processor
can even decode high-quality video,
but only using Synology’s own Video
Station program; if you install a media
player such as Plex, it can stream video
files to a PC (which does the decoding
work itself).

several other Bluetooth speakers. It
supports Bose’s SoundLinkmulti-room
system, or you can pair a second Revolve
for stereo; it can also be used as a speaker
for Amazon’s Echo Dot.
While speakers from rivals such as

Libratone (see Issue 486, page 29) look
more modern, the Revolve comes in
unexciting charcoal or silver aluminium.
There’s a quarter-inch thread on the
bottom should you want to mount it on
a tripod, and for an additional £25 you
can add a charging base, which it sits on
like a cordless kettle. Alternatively you
can just plug the charging cable into
the Revolve’s ownMicro USB port and
save yourself £25.The battery lasts about
12 hours.
Despite relying on Bluetooth, with no

aptX or Apple AirPlay, the Revolve does
sound really good, except at top volume,
which starts to get boomy.

SPECIFICATIONS
Two 3.5in SATA drive bays •• 1GHzMarvell dual-core
processor •• 512MBmemory •• 2x USB 3.0 ports ••
Gigabit Ethernet port •• 100x228x165mm (HxWxD)
•• Two-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/23265

SPECIFICATIONS
Speakerwith 1x full-range driver and passive
radiators •• Bluetooth •• 3.5mmstereo input ••
Micro USB charging port •• IPX4water resistant ••
152x82x82mm (HxWxD) •• 660g •• One-yearwarranty
www.snipca.com/25492

VERDICT: It’s not a do-it-all home
server, but as a simple NAS this
reasonably priced box handles all
the basicswell

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE:QNAP
TS-228 £149This is
hampered by a slow
processor, but has twice
thememory.The TS-251A
(£269) ismore powerful

VERDICT:This is pricey for an average-
looking portable Bluetooth speaker,
but it sounds great

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE: Libratone ZippMini
£167 Available in a range of
fabric finishes, this quieter
360-degree speaker isn’t
water resistant but it
supports AirPlay aswell
asmulti-room

SynologyDS216j

NAS DRIVE ❘ £150 from Scan www.snipca.com/25476

Basic, easy-to-use network storage

Bose SoundLink Revolve
SPEAKER ❘ £190 from Amazonwww.snipca.com/25490

Round sound for many pounds
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Remember when everyone thought it
was a daft idea to put a camera in a
mobile phone? It was just another
expense, wemuttered. It would never
catch on. Now, hold that thought and
suspend the powerful sense of scepticism
that washes over you as we introduce the
ZenFone AR: a phone with built-in
virtual reality (VR).
Welcome back from turning the page,

reading the rest of this magazine, leaving
it on the coffee table, coming back to it
three days later and choosing to finish
reading this review. Where were we? Ah
yes, the Asus ZenFone AR. It’s a phone.

room as you (pictured left).
There are more practical AR apps too,

like Measure, which lets you point
the camera at real objects and get
their dimensions, or Magicplan, which
draws a floor plan as you point the phone
around the room.
It’s very clever, but is it worth £800?

No. You do get a decent smartphone, of
course, and unlike Lenovo’s Tango-
compatible Phab 2 Pro, it’s not the
weight of a breeze block. But, AR aside,
it’s just another expensive Android
phone that’s not quite as good as the
Samsung Galaxy S8, and you can buy
that for £160 less (£639 from BT Shop
www.snipca.com/25339).

SPECIFICATIONS
5in 1920x1080 or 5.5in 2560x1440-pixel screen
•• 12.3-megapixel rear camera •• 8-megapixel
front camera •• 32GB flash storage •• 802.11ac
Wi-Fi •• Bluetooth 4.2 •• 3G/4G •• Android 7.1 ••
143.8x70x8.5mmor 154.7x70x8.5mm (HxWxD)
•• One-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/22390

VERDICT:One day, all phonesmight
have AR. Butwe canwait

★★★☆☆

ALTERNATIVE: Lenovo
Phab 2 Pro £450The
first ever Tango phone,
launched late last year,
is a glitchy, bulky device
that’s hard to find in the UK
(try Amazon)

Asus ZenFone AR
PHONE ❘ £800 from Asus www.snipca.com/25333

Expensive phone, whichever reality you live in

Virtual Reality (VR) has taken off in the
past year or so, with headsets like the
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive beginning to
sell in large numbers.These helmets
are remarkable, using complex motion
tracking to keep the imaginary world
in the eyepieces aligned with your
head, so you really feel like you’re
there. But they need to be connected to
a powerful computer – more powerful
thanmost PCs.
Today’s top mobile phones,

however, have ultra-
high-res screens and
advanced graphics chips,
the ideal combination for
VR.There are ways to

strap them into simplified helmets,
ranging from Google Cardboard (www.
snipca.com/25334) to Samsung’s £99
Gear VR (www.snipca.com/25336).
The ZenFone AR is certified for use
with Google’s Daydream View (£69
fromwww.snipca.com/25338, see
Issue 492, page 28).
Asus’s sharp, bright AMOLED screen

gives a blur-free image, although the
Daydream View 3Dworld still looks
slightly pixellated. What sets the
ZenFone AR apart from other VR-ready

handsets is Google’s Tango sensor
system. It remains to be seen
if this catches on or
remains just a curiosity.

LIVING IN A DAYDREAM

The augmented
reality is clever, but
it’s more expensive
than the Galaxy S8
(and not as good)

With virtual reality. What does that
mean?Well, you can pair it with Google’s
£69 Daydream View (see box below) to
create a VR headset; but the ‘AR’ part of
the name refers to ‘augmented reality’, a
new kind of interactive software that you
can enjoy with or without a headset, just
by looking at the phone’s screen while
moving around.
This is only the second phone to

support Google’s Tango AR technology,
which uses the cluster of sensors on the
back of the ZenFone – three kinds of
camera and a laser-distance sensor – to
show 3D scenes and characters on top
of the real world in front of the handset.
In the Dinosaurs Among Us app,
for example, you canwalk around
looking at the live camera view
on the ZenFone’s screen and see
animated dinosaurs in the same
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Monitors have been typically 27 inches
for years, but their resolution keeps
rising. While many are Full HD
(1920x1080 pixels), pricier models
increase this to 2560x1440, which packs
in a bit moreWindows desktop space
at the expense of making icons and text
slightly smaller. The next step, however,
is a much bigger one – to 3840x2160, also
known as 4K.

Unless you have the eyesight of a
golden eagle, you won’t want to use all
these pixels to squeeze in the equivalent
of four Full HD screens, making
everything tiny. Instead, you’ll set
Windows 10’s scaling options to make
programs look about the same size, but
much sharper, with four times more

detail. Even text looks better,
and with photos you see
more of what you shot
without zooming in.
This 4Kmonitor from

Viewsonic is aimed at
gamers, whomay struggle to
get the benefit: you need a
really powerful graphics card, such as
AMD’s £350ish Radeon RX 580, to run
3D games at such a high resolution.The
XG2700-4K incorporates AMD’s
FreeSync, which gives smoother
movement in games, and runs at 60Hz
for a flicker-free picture. With Low Input
Lag and Ultra Fast mode enabled, we saw
very little delay or ghosting.
More interestingly, the XG2700-4K also

promises accurate colour reproduction
and can distinguish a billion colours
rather than the usual 16.7 million.This
means it could support high dynamic
range content (see Issue 508, page 22).
By default, the XG2700-4K gives an

eye-poppingly vivid picture, which
many people will love from the moment
they switch it on. For serious photo
editing, though, there’s an sRGBmode
that turns the brightness and contrast
levels right down to maximise accuracy.
In our tests, this covered more than 97
per cent of the sRGB colour range –

SPECIFICATIONS
27in IPS LCD •• 3840x2160-pixel resolution •• HDMI
2.0 port •• 1x DisplayPort 1.2a •• Mini DisplayPort 1.2a
•• 2xMHL 2.0 ports •• Headphone port •• 4-port USB
3.0 hub •• 643x556x231mm (HxWxD) •• Three-year
warrantywww.snipca.com/25457

VERDICT:Amonitor that suits both
games and creative programs is a sign
that 4K is goingmainstream, but it’s still
something of an expensive luxury

★★★★☆

ALTERNATIVE:AOCAG271UG£535
Supporting Nvidia G-Sync rather than
AMD, this 60Hz 4K
monitor has great sRGB
colour butwon’t go as
vivid as the XG2700-4K

close enough to the claimed 100 per cent
– with excellent accuracy. This isn’t an
especially attractive piece of hardware,
and like other 4K screens it’s expensive,
but for serious gamers and anyone
wanting good-quality colour, it’s well
worth considering.

Q Awhile ago you recommended
the Toshiba Satellite C40-C as
a low-cost laptop. Whenmy

old laptop died recently, I thought it
was just what I needed, providing a
14 inch screen for around £200, but
sadly it’s no longer available. Can you
suggest an alternative?

Jim Entwhistle

A
The C40-C came out alongside
a number of cheap full-size
laptops, but few have been

What’s a good low-cost laptop?
launched since. Lenovo’s
IdeaPad 100S-14 looked good
but it has also been
discontinued, as has Dell’s Inspiron
14 3000. We haven’t tested the larger 15
3000 (£279 fromwww.snipcacom/25500)
but it seems a decent option, although
Dell’s budget screens can disappoint.
The HP Stream 14 (£200 from Amazon

www.snipca.com/25501) is a larger
version of the Stream 11 (see Issue 447,
page 23). It’s attractive – if you like sky
blue – but the keyboard could be sturdier

and it has just 32GB of storage.
If that doesn’t suit, you
can buy HP’s Notebook 14

with a 500GB hard drive from Tesco
(£229 fromwww.snipca.com/25499,
pictured). Its quad-core AMD processor
isn’t much quicker than the dual-core
Intel Celerons in its rivals, however, and
you’ll need patience to runWindows 10
on it (or on any of these laptops).

WHAT SHOULD I BUY?

Do you need advice onwhat you should buy?
Email us at letters@computeractive.co.uk

We solve your buying dilemmas

ViewSonic XG2700-4K

PCMONITOR ❘ £546 from Amazonwww.snipca.com/25458

More pixels for work and play

The XG2700-4K
gives an eye-poppingly
vivid picture
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Hive is British Gas’ home automation
brand, best known for its central heating
control system (£249). There’s also Hive
Active Lighting, which lets you use an
app to control special lightbulbs that fit
ordinary sockets. It uses the same
wireless Hive Hub as the central heating,
which is handy if you already have it for
your heating; if you don’t, you’ll need to
start by buying one, at £80.
All the rest of the technology required

is built into the Hive bulbs, which are
available with full-size screw or bayonet
mounts, but not for halogen fittings.
You can choose a basic yellow light (£19),
a bulb that can vary fromwarm (reddish)
to cool white (£29) or (and this
is where it gets more fun) a
colour-changing bulb (£44).
These come in discounted
multi-packs you can buy in
Argos and Amazon.
These nine-watt bulbs

produce about 800 lumens,
equivalent to a traditional
60W bulb. If you needmore
light for a big room, you’re
out of luck, but less light is
no problem because you
can dim them.That all
happens inside the bulb,
and doesn’t require a
dimmer switch. In fact,

like rivals including Philips Hue and
Ikea’s Tradfri (see Issue 505, page 25), it’s
best to use sockets controlled by an on/
off wall switch. In practice they may
work with an existing dimmer, kept

turned all the way up, but
it’s not guaranteed.
Connect the Hub to your

broadband router, then
screw in your bulbs. Once
you’ve paired themwith the
Hub, you can then control
them individually fromHive’s
app on your Apple or Android
phone or tablet, whether at
home or from anywhere else
over the internet. If you have
an Amazon Echo, you can ask
Alexa to turn the lights up or
down.What you can’t do is
control themwith a physical
switch, because Hive doesn’t sell

SPECIFICATIONS
Bulb:9WLED •• E27 or B22 fitting •• 806 lumens ••
25,000 hour life •• 120x60x60mm (HxWxD)www.
snipca.com/25460Hub:802.11nWi-Fi •• Ethernet port
•• Requires Android 4.0.3 or higher or iOS 7.0 or higher
device, PC orMacwith recentweb browser
•• 97x96x27mm (HxWxD)www.snipca.com/25465

VERDICT:Hive’s Active Light products
are reasonably priced and the
accompanying app is easy to use, but
it has fewer options than the rival
Philips Hue

★★★☆☆

ALTERNATIVE: Ikea Tradfri from£78
It doesn’t have Alexa or IFTTT support
and lacks the
range of Hue, but
this affordable
system seems
very promising

Hive Active Lights
SMART LIGHTING ❘ £79 (with Hive Hub) fromwww.snipca.com/25460

Let there bee light

You can make
Hive bulbs change
colour or go from warm
to cool, but they’re less
versatile than rivals

All brands of smart bulbs rely on the
fact that LEDs last years – Hive’s are
rated at 25,000 hours, for example –
so technology can be built into them
without having to be replaced too
often. A different approach is
represented by systems like
LightwaveRF, which replaces your light
switches and wall sockets instead of
your bulbs (it can also control heating).
This requires a lot more DIY and/or the
assistance of an electrician, but the
obvious benefit is that you
can choose any bulbs you
like, and they’ll cost you a
lot less to replace when

they do eventually die. On the other
hand, you can’t control features like
colour changing.
LightwaveRF is a well-established

system that offers both physical remote
controls and a wireless bridge for
operation from an app. But it has one
big flaw: communication is one way,
so you can order lights to turn on or
dim but you can’t check what level
they’re currently at. It looks as if this
will be fixed in Lightwave’s second-

generation hardware (see
www.snipca.com/25464),
which is due to go on sale
in October.

SWITCH YOUR SWITCHES

any, although it does offer sensors that
can trigger the lights in response to
movement or doors opening and closing.
If you’re sufficiently techie you can also
link your Active Lights to SmartThings
products (see www.snipca.com/25463),
or use the simpler IFTTT (see www.
snipca.com/25462) to program them,
although this is currently limited to
turning on and off.
Hive is a popular solution for central

heating control, and if you already have
it – or are planning to get it for that
reason – then Hive Active Lights are a
handy addition. At the moment,
though, they’re far less versatile than
rival systems.
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Smart V8 sounds like a raw vegetable
juice drink that claims to boost your
IQ. But no, it’s a phone. You could get a
lot of raw vegetable juice elsewhere for
159 quid, but not a lot of phone. Yet
Vodafone has managed to squeeze a
surprisingly large amount of good stuff
into it.
The sturdy metal case feels classy,

despite odd rubbery panels at the top and
bottom of the rear, presumably to help
you avoid dropping the Smart V8 and
concussing a passing dog. Also here is
a fingerprint sensor that supports
Android Pay.

On the front, the Full HD resolution is
sharp and an oleophobic coating helps
prevent fingerprints. What impresses,
though, is its high contrast and brightness,
hitting 529 candelas per square metre.
That’s 60 per cent more than the £200
Lenovo P2’s AMOLED screen, although
the Smart V8 falls short of its colour
reproduction, with an acceptable 86 per
cent of the sRGB range.
Android 7.1.1 runs smoothly on the

eight-core processor, falling a little
behind the P2 but beating cheaper
models such as Vodafone’s own Smart N8
(see Issue 507, page 29). The fanciest 3D
games may grind to a halt, but if your
tastes are more along the lines of Candy
Crush you’ll be fine – at least until the
battery runs out. At 11 hours and nine
minutes in our video playback test, the
Smart V8 is no better than average; by

contrast, the P2 managed just short of
29 hours.The 16-megapixel rear camera
has some useful features, including slow
exposures and time lapse, but our test
pictures looked slightly dark even in
good light, although the HDRmode
helped.
The Smart V8 comes locked to

Vodafone, but after using it on pay-as-
you-go for 30 days, at a minimum of £10,
you can get it unlocked free of charge.
Overall it’s an excellent buy.

SPECIFICATIONS
5.5in 1920x1080-pixel screen •• 32GB flash storage
•• 16-megapixel rear camera •• 8-megapixel front
camera •• Fingerprint reader •• 802.11nWi-Fi ••
Bluetooth 4.0 •• 3G/4G ••microSD card slot (max
128GB) •• Android 7.1.1 •• 156x76x7.9mm (HxWxD)
•• 166g •• One-yearwarrantywww.snipca.com/25468

VERDICT:Battery life is average, but
the Smart V8 is a very good phone,
particularly if you’ll use it to take lots
of photos

★★★★★

ALTERNATIVE:Motorola
Moto G5 £170This is
smaller and lacks the NFC
chip for Android Pay; the
5.5in G5 Plus ismuch pricier

PHONE ❘ £159 from Vodafone www.snipca.com/25468

Best sub-£200 phone around
Vodafone Smart V8

NEXT ISSUE

Wired2Fire Pyro VX
Powerful AMDRyzen

desktop PC for under £800

Dell XPS 15
The best big
laptop you
can buy?

ON SALE
Weds

Sept 27

Theseandmuchmore…

Subscribe toComputeractive at
www.getcomputeractive.co.uk

Theseandmuchmore…

That was then…

This is now!
How technology has changed

CRTmonitor
WHATWAS IT?
Before LCD flat panels
became affordable,
PC screens used a
cathode ray tube (CRT).
This resembles a giant lightbulb,
whose flattened top forms the screen
(pictured), coated on the insidewith
phosphor, which glowswhen it is struck
by an electron beam. By scanning
the beam quickly across and down, a
picture is built upwhich can be updated
enough times per second to show a
moving image.

HOWHAVE THINGSCHANGED?
A series of advances transformed the
early ‘goldfish bowl’ CRTs into nearly
flat screens, commonly 15in or 17in.
When liquid crystal panels arrived,
containing a grid of pixels, theywere
flat by default, andweremore reliably
made than their CRT predecessors.
Today, a 27inmonitorwith

1920x1080 pixels costs around £150. In
1997, an equivalentwas the Intergraph
28hd96, a CRTwith a screen size of
26in at a similar resolution. Rather than
two inches thick, though, it was two
feet. It cost $9,995-$15,000 (£11,600)
– andweighed 100lb (45kg).

Has a bright screen
and good camera
features – it’s an
excellent buy

BUY IT!
★★★★★
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Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 9.7
£600 fromwww.snipca.com/24140
Tested: Issue 501

Apple iPhone SE
£379 fromwww.snipca.com/24854
Tested: Issue 474

Motorola Moto G4
£170 fromwww.snipca.com/21685
Tested: Issue 479

Apple iPad 9.7in
£339 fromwww.snipca.com/24079
Tested: Issue 500

Now featuring Intel’s seventh-generation
Kaby Lake processors, the Inspiron 15 is
great value for a full-size laptopwith i7
CPU, anti-glare Full HD screen, 4GBAMD
R7 graphics and a 1TB hard drive. More
basicmodels start at £429.

ALTERNATIVE: Asus ZenBookUX310UA
This sleek (if slightly plasticky) 13in adds a
super-sharp 3200x1800-pixel screen to
i5 performancewith a 256GB SSD. £700
fromwww.snipca.com/24852

LAPTOP

ANDROID TABLET APPLE iPHONE ANDROID PHONE

APPLE iPAD

Buy ItBuy It £15 from www.snipca.com/23209

Find out what other products we liked.
Buy our new 2016 Back Issue CD:

Our pick of products that havewon theBuy It award

Palicompi5Titanium
£500 fromwww.snipca.com/24543
Tested: Issue 504

DESKTOP PC

It may be Apple’s ‘budget’ phone, but
the smaller SE still beatsmany others
with decent processing power, a
great screen and camera, fingerprint
recognition and Apple Pay. A reasonable
32GB of storage is now standard, but
there’s nomicroSD slot to addmore.

ALTERNATIVE: iPhone 7This all-round
phone just aboutmerits its price, but
the 32GB of storage isn’t expandable
and the 128GB option costs £100 extra.
£599 fromwww.snipca.com/24856

Tested: Issue 474

b Applple’e’ ‘budud t’ ho bubut

With an attractive 5.5in screen, an
excellent 13-megapixel camera, a 13-
hour battery and decent performance,
the G4 is the best budget option.

ALTERNATIVE: Samsung Galaxy S8
Thewraparound screen looks stunning
and this top-end phone has no real
flaws. Now that it’s getting discounted a
bit, even the pricemight not put us off.
£600 fromwww.snipca.com/24857

The replacement for the iPad Air 2 is
slightly bulkier and has a downgraded
screen but remains the bestmid-sized
tablet, with a sensible 32GB of storage.
You’ll need the £619 iPad Pro if you
want to use the Pencil stylus (£99).

ALTERNATIVE: iPadMini 4Thesmaller
7.9in iPad is excellent, but Apple’s
decision to sell it onlywith a huge 128GB
makes it unreasonably expensive. £419
fromwww.snipca.com/24080
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Dell Inspiron 15 5000
£749 fromwww.snipca.com/24851
Tested: Issue 459

Samsung’s newmid-sized tablet has a
wonderful HDR screen and comeswith
a pen included, unlike Apple’s iPad Pro.
But its processor isn’t the fastest and it’s
disappointingly expensive, especially
compared to the £339 iPad 9.7in.

ALTERNATIVE: Asus ZenPad 3S 10
With eight-hour battery life and 4GB
ofmemory for fastmultitasking, this
iPad-like 9.7in tablet is great value.
£270 fromwww.snipca.com/24858

Now featuring Intel’s seventh-generation

£749 fromwww.snipca.com/24851
Tested: Issue 459

Notmany frills, but this Intel Kaby Lake
i5-7400 quad-core PC deliversmore
raw performance thanwe’d expect
at this price, helped by a 250GBSSD
alongside the 1TB hard drive. A DVD
writer is included.

ALTERNATIVE: Yoyotech Redback N5
An eight-core Ryzen CPU and 8GBGTX
1070 graphicsmake this an extremely
powerful PC at a fair price. £1,350 from
www.snipca.com/24807

replacement for the iPad Air 2
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Buy ItBUY IT!
★★★★★
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Kaspersky Internet
Security 2018
£19.95 fromwww.snipca.com/21532
Tested: Issue 493 (2017 version)

AOC Q2778VQE
£228 fromwww.snipca.com/21902
Tested: Issue 468

Synology RT1900ac
£134 fromwww.snipca.com/21903
Tested: Issue 474

Kaspersky Internet Security haswonour
past eight antivirus tests and the2018
version is nowavailable at anexclusive
reader discount onourSoftwareStore.
Go to the link above for aone-year, one-
device licenceor buya two-year, three-
device licence for just £39.95.

ALTERNATIVE: Avast Free Antivirus
Almost as good asKaspersky, but
sometimes blocks legitimate software.
Free fromwww.snipca.com/16493

It comeswith no extras, such as
built-in speakers or a USB hub, but
this 2560x1440 panel gives you a full
27in screenwith excellent contrast and
colour accuracy at a very reasonable
price. It’s a little laggy for gamers, but
there’s no ghosting onmotion.

ALTERNATIVE: Dell UltraSharp U2414H
This 1920x1080, 24in screen has a
stand that can switch to portrait mode.
Colour accuracy is excellent. £199 from
www.snipca.com/21908

If you’re looking to upgrade an outdated
router, there are lots of dual-band
802.11acmodels to choose from.
This one suits almost all broadband
connections and has plenty of options,
such as sharing a connected printer or
storage.

ALTERNATIVE TP-Link Archer C9
Not quite as fast, but this or the D9 (with
ADSLmodembuilt in) is a simple and
capable routerwith a stylish design.
£109 fromwww.snipca.com/21909

Amazon Kindle (2016)
£57 fromwww.snipca.com/21901
Tested: Issue 483

Amazon’s basic ebook reader is now
good enough to be our first choice. It’s
plasticky, but slim and lightweight, with
a decent 4GB storage and good battery
life. Consider the £110 Paperwhite if you
want backlighting or (for £60 extra) 3G.

ALTERNATIVEKoboGlo HD
Competingwith the Kindle Paperwhite,
Kobo’s compactmodel has a clear screen
with controllable lighting. £130 from
www.snipca.com/21905

SECURITY SOFTWARE

Here: All copy copied
and pasted from issue
489

Here: All copy copied
and pasted from issue
489

Here: All copy copied
and pasted from issue
489

AOC Q2778VQE
£222 fromwww.snipca.com/25508
Tested: Issue 468

Synology RT1900ac
£136 fromwww.snipca.com/21903
Tested: Issue 474

It comeswith no extras, such as
built-in speakers or a USB hub, but
this 2560x1440 panel gives you a full
27in screenwith excellent contrast and
colour accuracy at a very reasonable
price. It’s a little laggy for gamers, but
there’s no ghosting onmotion.

ALTERNATIVE: Dell UltraSharp U2414H
This 1920x1080, 24in screen has a
stand that can switch to portrait mode.
Colour accuracy is excellent. £175 from
www.snipca.com/21908

If you’re looking to upgrade an outdated
router, there are lots of dual-band
802.11acmodels to choose from.This
one suitsmost broadband connections
that don’t require an ADSLmodemand
has plenty of options, such as sharing a
connected printer or storage.

ALTERNATIVE TP-Link Archer C9
Not quite as fast, but this or the D9 (with
ADSLmodembuilt in) is a simple and
capable routerwith a stylish design.
£110 fromwww.snipca.com/21909

PCMONITOR ROUTER

Tested: Issue 474

Amazon Kindle (2016)
£60 fromwww.snipca.com/21901
Tested: Issue 483

Amazon’s basic ebook reader is now
good enough to be our first choice. It’s
plasticky, but slim and lightweight, with
a decent 4GB storage and good battery
life. Consider the £110 Paperwhite if you
want backlighting or (for £60 extra) 3G.

ALTERNATIVEKoboAura H2O (2017)
This premiumwaterproof reader from
Amazon’smain rival can’t load Kindle
books, but it’s very pleasant to use.
£150 fromwww.snipca.com/24473

azon’s basic ebook reader is now
enough to be our first choice It

EBOOKREADER SECURITYSOFTWARE

Canon Pixma MG5750
£50 fromwww.snipca.com/21693
Tested: Issue 470

You don’t getmany frills, but this
compact all-in-one printer/scanner
includes all the essentials, likeWi-Fi
and printing both sides of the paper
(duplex), at a reasonable price. It’s
fairly quick, running costs are better
than average, and the five-ink system
ensures photos and black text both
come out looking great.

ALTERNATIVE: BrotherMFC-J5330DW
This affordable A3 inkjet with A4
scanner is among the least expensive to
run,making it a very sensible buy.
£135 fromwww.snipca.com/24674

MULTIFUNCTION PRINTER

Serif Affinity Photo
£49 fromwww.snipca.com/23739
Tested: Issue 498

Designed for both full-time professional
image retouchers and the rest of us
keen amateurs, this is a beautifully
designed and comprehensive program
for bothWindows andMac users,
although so far it performs better on
Macs.

ALTERNATIVE: Xara Photo&Graphic
Designer 365 For all-round design
and drawing plus photo filters, this
affordable app has a lot to offer.
£50 fromwww.snipca.com/19280

PHOTOEDITING

750
/21693
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TP-Link AV1200 Powerline
Wi-Fi Kit WPA8730
£100 fromwww.snipca.com/23766
Tested: Issue 495

Xara Web Designer
Premium 365
£70 fromwww.snipca.com/16955
Tested: Issue 453

Samsung 960 Pro 512GB
£290 fromwww.snipca.com/23389
Tested: Issue 491

This visual web-design programmakes
creating sitesmore like laying out a
document thanwriting HTML code, and
sites can be responsive,meaning they
look right on both big and small screens
without extrawork. A basic version is
also available for half the price.

ALTERNATIVE: IncomediaWebSite X5
v12 Evolution It may feel a little basic,
but this straightforward programoutputs
efficientHTMLcodeand responsivepages.
£50 fromwww.snipca.com/19440

Made for the fastM.2 interface that’s
increasingly common inside PCs, this is
not a cheap option, but if youwant an
SSD youwant speed, and this has it in
spades. Samsung’s 850 Evo (£150 for
500GB) is a good budget choice.

ALTERNATIVE: Kingston SSDNow
UV400480GBMuch slower, but still
faster than a hard drive, this gives you
more GB per pound. £136 from
www.snipca.com/22127

HOMEPLUGS WEB DESIGNSOLID STATE DRIVE

Tested: Is

HomePlug adapters use yourmains
wiring to extend your networkwhere
Wi-Fi won’t reach.This kit provides
Wi-Fi at the far end too, so phones and
tablets can connect aswell as PCs and
other Ethernet-equipped devices.

ALTERNATIVE: D-Link PowerLine AV2
1000HDGigabit Starter Kit Fast (speeds
of up to 1000Mbps), much cheaper and
very easy to set up, but the lack of a
passthrough socket is frustrating.
£21 fromwww.snipca.com/21691

INTERESTED IN
MAGAZINE

STANDARDS?
If so, IPSO, the regulatorofmagazinesandnewspapers, is
looking forpeople to join theirReaders’AdvisoryPanel. The
panel –whichwillmeet three timesayear –will support
IPSO’sworkandgive readers theopportunity to share their
viewsonmedia issues.Noexperience is required, just an
interest ineditorial standards. IPSOwill cover travel
expensesandpayyou£200 for everymeetingyouattend.

If youare interested,pleasego to:www.ipso.co.uk/about-
ipso/vacancies/

BUY IT!
★★★★★

COMPETITION

To celebrate the launch of the
Y-camSkill for the Amazon Echo,
Y-cam is givingComputeractive
readers the chance towin
one of two Y-cam
Protect Alarm
Systems.This triple-
level security system
will monitor your home to
alert you of any intruders. If you
are using the Y-camSkill you can ask the
Echo’s voice-assistant Alexa to turn the Protect on and off,
and select different options. To enter, email your address
to cacomp@computeractive.co.ukwith ‘y-cam’ in the

subject line bymidnight
26 September.

TheY-camProtect AlarmSystem is
available fromwww.y-cam.com for
just £149.99. Formore information
on Y-cam’s products follow
@ycamsolutions on Twitter and
‘like’ its Facebook page:www.
facebook.com/YcamHomeMonitor.

Win 1 of 2
Y-cam Protect Alarm System
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Buy it now from Amazon at
www.snipca.com/23209

or search for ‘computeractive cd’ on Amazon
You can still buy our 2015 CD at www.snipca.com/21619

Computeractive 2016
Back Issue CD

…but more coming soon. Keep checking at www.snipca.com
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STEP

1
To see the available letter templates that you can download and
use inWord, click the File tab 1 , then click New 2 . In the Available
Templates section, you’ll see different template categories that you

can choose. Double-click the Letters section at the bottom to see its
templates. Here, you’ll see over 100 different templates. You can also search
for specific letter templates 3 . Select a template to see a preview of it on the
right 4 , then click Download 5 when you find one you want.

STEP

2
The template will download, then open in
Word. Most templates are in the US format,
so youmay notice that the address has

fields for street and ZIP code 1 and dates are
sometimes written as month/date/year. Simply
delete this and replace it with your own address and
date format. Replace any text within the body copy 2

with your own and format the text using the options
in the Home tab 3 . If it’s a template that you’ll be
using often, then save it for future use.

Regardless of whether you use
Microsoft Word or LibreOffice

Writer, there are many free letter
templates that you can download and
use.This will save you valuable time
because you then only have to replace

the dummy template text with your own
words. It’s easy to save these templates
for future use. We’ll also show you how
to print envelopes.ThisWorkshop is
divided into two sections. See the
bottom of page 36 if you use LibreOffice.

Download and print
letter templates

Workshops & Tips
14 pages of easy-to-followworkshops andexpert tips

35 Download and print
letter templates
38 Identify devices that
crash your PC

40 Use Firefox’s superb
new tools
42 Block neighbours from
using your Wi-Fi

43 Readers’ Tips
44 Phone & Tablet Tips
46 Make Windows Better

47 Make Office Better
48 Secret Tips For...

MusicBee

PLUS

What you need: LibreOffice or Microsoft Word; AnyWindows version (XP to 10)
Time required: 25minutes

s andexpert tips
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STEP

4
You can download more templates
fromOffice’s Templates website. Go to
www.snipca.com/25510 to see panels

of different letter templates 1 . You’ll see
different template categories on the left 2 and
the option to search for specific templates 3 .
Select the one you want, then click the blue
Download button. Open the downloaded file to
see your template, which you can then edit and
save (see Step 3).

STEP

5
To print your letter, press Ctrl+P, then select your
printer from the dropdownmenu 1 . Next,
ensure that you’ve set this to Print One Sided 2 ,

Portrait Orientation and that it’s set to a Letter template 3 .
Click Print 4 to print your letter. You can also print an
envelope for your letter. To do this, open a new
document, click the Mailings tab 5 , then click Envelopes
on the left. Now type your delivery and return address in
the fields provided, insert the envelope into your printer
in the way that’s shown in the Feed section on the right,
then click Print.

STEP

1
If you use LibreOffice (www.libreoffice.
org), openWriter, click File 1 , move
your cursor to Templates, then click

Manage Templates (or simply press
Ctrl+Shift+N). In the pop-up window that
appears, set the Filter dropdownmenu to
Documents 2 and the next dropdownmenu to
Business Correspondence 3 . You’ll see the two
default letter templates that are available:
‘Modern business letter – sans-serif’ and
‘Modern business letter – serif’ 4 (we’ll show
you how to download more in Step 3).

STEP

3
To save this template, click the File tab again 1 , then
click Save As. In the window that opens, ensure the
location is set to your PC’s Documents folder 2 . Next,

click the ‘Save as type’ dropdownmenu 3 , then select Word
Template 4 . Now rename this template whatever you want 5 ,
click Save, then click OK. In future, whenever you want to reuse
your template, simply openWord, click the File tab, Open,
select the template name you created, then click Open again.

Workshops
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STEP

3
You can download more templates from the
‘LibreOffice Extensions and Templates’ website. You
can also download and use any Microsoft Office

templates using LibreOffice. We’ll first show you how to
download templates from LibreOffice, so go to extensions.
libreoffice.org. Here, click the Templates tab 1 to see what’s
available. For letter templates, scroll down and click Letter in
the ‘Browse Templates by Category’ section 2 . You can also
search for specific templates 3 .

STEP

4
In the Letter category, you’ll see different template
options. Click to select the one you want, click the
template version number, then click the template

download link (the file name will end with .ott 1 ). Open the
downloaded file 2 to see the relevant template inWriter.
Similarly, if you want to download letter templates from
Microsoft, go to www.snipca.com/25510, select the template
you want, then click the blue Download button. Now go to your
Downloads folder, right-click the downloaded file, move your
cursor to ‘Open with’, then click LibreOfficeWriter. You can
save these templates using the method described in Step 2.

STEP

5
To print your letter, press Ctrl+P. In the pop-up
window that appears, select your printer, then
click OK to print it. To print an envelope in

LibreOfficeWriter, click the Insert tab 1 , then click
Envelope at the bottom. In the Envelope tab 2 , type your
address and the recipient’s address in the fields provided.
Next, click the Printer tab 3 to choose which way you
want to insert your envelope into the printer 4 . Finally,
click New Document 5 to see how your envelope will
appear. Make any changes if you need to, then press Ctrl+P
and click OK to print.●

STEP

2
Select the template you want, then click Open. You can
customise this template by typing your own
information and using the formatting options at the

top. To save this template for future use, click File 1 , move your
cursor to Templates, then click ‘Save as Template’. Next, name
the template whatever you want 2 , select My Templates in the
Template Category 3 , then click Save 4 . Going forward you can
access this template by pressing Ctrl+Shift+N, setting the top
right dropdownmenu to My Templates, selecting your
template, then clicking Open.

Download and print letter templates
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STEP

1
There are two versions of
DevManView – for 32 and
64bit PCs. To find your PC

version, right-click Computer on your
Desktop, Start Menu or File Explorer,
click Properties, then look at ‘System
type’ in the System section. To install
the latest version of the program, go to
www.snipca.com/25503 and scroll to
the Feedback section 1 near the
bottom of the page. Here, click the
‘Download DevManView for x64
systems’ link if you have a 64-bit PC 2 ,
otherwise click the ‘Download
DevManView’ link 3 .

STEP

2
You’ll need a file-compression program to extract the
downloaded setup file (we recommend PeaZip – www.
peazip.org). If you use it, then open the downloaded

setup file, select the DevManView setup file 1 , click Extract 2 ,
OK at the bottom right, then Close. Next, open your PC’s
Downloads folder 3 , open the extracted setup file 4 , then click
Yes. After a few seconds, you’ll see a list of all the devices on
your PC. Scroll to the right to see additional columns, detailing
the device type, description and its location on your PC.

All versions of Windows PCs have a
Device Manager section that

displays its internal devices, as well as
the ones connected to it. The problem
is that these devices appear under
20-odd sections so you can’t view
them all in one go. Nirsoft’s

DevManView is a useful free
alternative that lists all these devices
in one window, giving detailed info for
each one. Faulty devices that might be
crashing your PC are clearly marked
with red-cross icons. We’ll show you
different ways to fix them.

Identify devices that
can crash your PC

STEP

3
Tomake the program easier on the eye, you can add
grid lines, mark alternate rows in purple and highlight
the devices that are connected to your PC – including

keyboard, mouse, monitors, USB drives, ethernet and HDMI
ports – in green. To add grid lines, click the View button 1 , then
click Show Grid Lines 2 . In the same section, click Mark Odd/
Even Rows 3 to highlight alternate rows. To highlight the
devices that are connected to your PC, click Options 4 , then
click Mark Connected Devices.

What you need: DevManView; AnyWindows version (XP to 10) Time required: 20minutes
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STEP

7
If even this doesn’t work, then you should copy the detailed
info about the faulty devices and send it to a technician or
someone who can help you. DevManView has an easy way to

do this by saving the devices’ info to a Notepad file. Press Ctrl, then
click to select the faulty devices. Next, select the floppy disc icon 1 ,
choose where you want to save the Notepad file on your PC 2 , name
the file 3 , then click Save 4 . You should now email this file to someone
who can help you. To contact our Problems Solved team, email
noproblem@computeractive.co.uk. We can’t reply personally, but we
do consider every email for future publication.●

STEP

4
Click the Refresh icon 1 , then scroll down the list. Faulty
devices that can crash your PC appear with a small
red-cross icon beside them 2 . Right-click any of these

devices to see a pop-upmenu with options. Here, click ‘Google
Search - Device Name’ if you want to run a web search for that
device. Click Properties in the pop-upmenu if you want to see
detailed information about that particular device 3 . You can
also scroll to the right to see this info in different columns 4 .

STEP

5
There are three ways to rectify faulty devices. You can
try to enable them and see if that works. If you don’t
use them and they are not important (based on the

search result in Step 4), you can try disabling them instead. It
these methods fail, you should update them. But first, right-
click the faulty device. If you have multiple faulty devices, press
Ctrl, select all the devices, then right-click one. Next, click Enable
Selected Devices 1 or Disable Selected Devices 2 (depending on
what youwant to do) in the pop-upmenu. Check if the red-cross
icon disappears, which should show that the problem is rectified.

STEP

6
If you still see the red icons, then updating
the relevant device drivers should fix the
problem. To do this, you need to open your

PC’s Device Manager, so press theWindows key, type
device manager, then press Enter. Now navigate to
the first device using the relevant dropdownmenu 1 ,
right-click it (it’ll have a downward-pointing arrow
icon beside it) 2 , click Update Driver Software 3 ,
then follow the onscreen prompts to update it.
Repeat this for the other devices. Restart your PC
and check that the small red icons are not present
within DevManView.
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STEP

1
To install Firefox, go to www.
snipca.com/25447, click the
green Free Download button,

then run the downloaded setup file. If
you use Firefox, then ensure you’re using
the latest version (55) otherwise you
won’t be able to access these new
features. To do this, click the menu icon
(three lines) 1 , the ? icon 2 , then click
About Firefox at the bottom.The program
will update itself and you’ll be prompted
to restart your browser if needed. Ensure
that you see ‘Firefox is up to date’ 3 .

STEP

2
One of the new features is the option to use your PC’s
graphics processor (if you have one) to run Firefox,
rather than your main PC processor. This is called

hardware acceleration. Turning it on will free up resources on
your PC, making Firefox run faster and crash less. You’ll also
notice that online videos and games will play with less delay.
To use this feature, click the menu icon 1 , then Options 2 .

The latest version of Mozilla’s
Firefox browser (numbered 55)

has a host of useful new tools.
There’s a setting that lets youmake
it load faster and remove any delay
when watching videos or playing
online games. It also has a newway

to search the web using any search
engine you want, and you can now
move the browser sidebar –
displaying bookmarks, browsing
history and synced tabs – from the
left panel to the right. We’ll show
you how to use these features.

Use Firefox’s superb
new tools

STEP

3
In the Performance section at the bottom, you’ll see
that ‘Use recommended performance settings’ is ticked.
If you have a graphics processor, below this you’ll see the

‘Use hardware accelerationwhen available’ box. Tick this box 1 ,
then click the ‘Content process limit’ dropdownmenu to see
howmany cores your graphics processor has. We recommend
setting the dropdownmenu to half its value 2 (the higher the
number the better, but this will also usemore PCmemory).

What you need:Mozilla Firefox Time required: 20minutes

13 – 26 September 2017
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STEP

7
Tomove this panel to the right, click the
dropdownmenu beside the option name 1 ,
then click the new ‘Move Sidebar to Right’

option 2 . Another change in Firefox 55 is that Adobe
Flash content won’t play automatically. You’ll see the
option to click to play it only on secure websites.●

STEP

4
Another new feature lets you search the web using one
of eight search engines and websites. To do this, click
inside the search bar at the top right and type your

search term 1 . You’ll see your default search engine 2 just
belowwhat you typed. At the bottom, you’ll see a panel with
icons to search for your term using other search engines and
sites 3 , including Bing, Yahoo, Amazon, Wikipedia and
DuckDuckGo.There’s an easy way to change the search engines
and sites that appear within this panel. First, click Change
Search Settings 4 .

STEP

5
On the page that opens, use the dropdownmenu at
the top to select your default search engine 1 . In the
Search Engine box below, tick/untick the search

engines 2 you want to see/remove in your search panel. To add
other search engines to your panel, click ‘Add more search
engines’ 3 . On the webpage that opens, you’ll see a list of other
websites and search engines that you can use (including
YouTube and Google Maps). Move your cursor to any item, click
‘Add to Firefox’, then click Add.

STEP

6
Firefox 55 also lets youmove the sidebar that displays your
bookmarks, history and synced tabs from the left panel to the
right. You first need to add this sidebar to Firefox’s toolbar. Click

the menu icon 1 , then click Customise at the bottom. Next, click and drag
the Sidebars option 2 anywhere on your toolbar 3 , then click Exit
Customise 4 . Now click the Sidebars option on your toolbar. You’ll see
three options in a list - Bookmarks, History and Synced Tabs. Click any one
to see it on the left panel of your browser.

13 – 26 September 2017
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BlockWiFiThief is a new free app that
lists all the devices that are

connected to your homeWi-Fi network.
This means you can use it to spot devices
that are piggybacking on yourWi-Fi,

which can result in lower speeds on
your network. If that’s the case, you
should use the app to permanently
block those devices from being able
to connect to your network.

Block neighbours from
using your Wi-Fi
What you need: Android phone or tablet Time required: 15 minutes

STEP

1
Install and open the
app (www.snipca.
com/25450), then

keep tapping Next until you
get to the main screen. Here,
tap Scan/Rescan 1 to see all
devices (including phones,
tablets, PCs and smart TVs)
that are connected to your
homeWi-Fi network. After
the initial scan, only two
devices will be marked as
Known (devices that the app
trusts) 2 - your home router
and the device you’re using
the app on. All other devices
will be marked as Stranger 3 .
To convert a Stranger device
to a Known device so that the
app remembers it in future,
start by tapping its name in
the list of Stranger devices 4 .

STEP

2
You’ll see more info
to help you identify
the unknown device

1 . Tap the Stranger button 2 if
you trust the device. Doing
this will make it a Known
device. If it’s a device you
don’t recognise, tap the ‘Block
“Stranger” device’ button 3 .
You now need to enter your
router password on the
pop-up window that appears
to access your router admin
page. You can find this
password on the back of your
device or in the booklet that
came with it. After doing that,
the app will display all your
connected devices in a list
with Block sliders beside
them. Tap the sliders beside
the devices that you want
to block.

STEP

3
Next, go back until you return to the app’s
main screen. Here, tap the three lines at the
top left, then tap Scan History 1 . This

displays all your earlier scan results in a list, with the
date, time, number of scanned devices and
unknown (Stranger) devices. Tap Discover 2 to watch
videos telling you how to use the app. Settings 3 has
an option to let you add a widget for the app on your
phone/tablet’s home screen. It also has useful FAQ
and Feedback sections. BlockWiFiThief contains
ads. Tap Remove Ads 4 if you want to buy the paid-
for version of the app, which costs £2.79.●

NEXT ISSUE
•• Identify files hogging hard-drive space
•• Narrate videos you record on your PC
•• Sendwebpages from tablet to PC
•• Stress-test your computer
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Readers’ Tips

WI FI
Stop your internet crashing

For the past six months, my
PC’s Wi-Fi was disconnecting

randomly at regular intervals. I have
a two-year-oldWindows 10 desktop
PC with a standard broadband
connection. Upon researching the
problem, I found a solution that
finally worked.
Press theWindows key, type device

manager, then press Enter to open that
section on your PC. Here, click the
Network Adapters dropdownmenu to
see all the network adapters on your PC.
Right-click the relevant one (mine is
Realtek), click Properties, then click
the Power Management tab at the top.
Here, untick the ‘Allow the computer
to turn off this device to save power’
box (see screenshot below), click
OK, then reboot your PC. Since doing

that, my PC’s Wi-Fi hasn’t disconnected
randomly even once.

Brian Berry

WINDOWS 10
AddWindows 10 app shortcuts
to your desktop

I read that Spotify (www.spotify.
com/uk) recently released a new

Windows 10 app and I was keen to start
using it, mainly becauseWindows 10
apps are easier to update than PC
programs. However, I found it harder to
access this app because it doesn’t add a
desktop shortcut by default.
I came across a way to create desktop

shortcuts for anyWindows Store apps
you’ve installed. To do this, go to the
pastebin page at www.snipca.com/25519
and copy the link that you see at the top.
Now open File Explorer, paste the copied
link into the location bar at the top (see
screenshot above right), then press Enter.
On the page that opens, you’ll see all

yourWindows Store apps. Right-click

any app that you want to create a desktop
shortcut for, click Create Shortcut, then
click Yes. You’ll now be able to open these
apps from your desktop. I hope Microsoft
makes this process easier with the
Windows 10 Fall Creators Update.

Kelan O’Kane

ANDROID & iOS
Back up images you receive via
WhatsApp to Google Photos

I recently become a grandfather and
my son keeps sending me photos of

his newborn daughter via WhatsApp. I
use Google Photos to automatically back
up all the photos I take onmy phone and
wondered if there was a similar way to
back up the photos I receive via
WhatsApp.My son toldme how.
Open the Google Photos app (Android

www.snipca.com/25520; iOS www.
snipca.com/25521) and tap the Albums
tab at the bottom. Scroll right across the
‘Photos on device’ section until you see
theWhatsApp Images tile. To
automatically back up the photos you
receive via WhatsApp to Google Photos,
open this tile, then tap the ‘Back up &
sync’ slider at the top. Going forward, all
the photos you receive via WhatsApp will
be saved to your Google Photos account.

Robin Bond

Handy hints and tips fromyour fellow readers
Email us your tips: letters@computeractive.co.uk

Create flowcharts quickly and easily

TIP OF THE FORTNIGHT

Create flowcharts quickly and easilyCreate flowcharts quickly and easily

T

Terrywins a copy of our 2016 Back Issue CD Buy it on Amazonwww.snipca.com/23209

I’m a retired consultant who
occasionally helps a few local
businesses chart long-term business
plans. I like creating flowcharts and
one of my favourite free programs is
Diagram Designer. To install it, go to
www.snipca.com/25518, click the
installer link at the top, then run the
downloaded setup file.
You’ll see a blank canvas with

different flowchart elements –
including tiles and pointer icons of
different shapes – on the right (see
screenshot). Click and drag the element
you want anywhere on your canvas.
You can then click and drag its borders
to resize it and double-click anywhere
inside a tile to type whatever you want.
At the top of the page, you’ll see more

shapes that you can click and drag to

13 – 26 September 2017

add to your canvas. To the right of these
shapes are colours that you can add to
any elements in your canvas. You can
undo and redo changes using the curved
arrow icons on the top or by pressing

Ctrl+Z and Ctrl+Y. After creating your
flowchart, click File at the top left
where you’ll see options to print the
file or save it to your PC.

TerryMay
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Phone and Tablet Tips Brilliant things to doon your device

ANDROID
Annotate your screenshots

If you’re describing a problem
with your phone and want to get
someone to help you, then it can

be useful to annotate a screenshot and
send it to them.There are many free apps
that let you do this, but we like the tools
within Screen Master (www.snipca.
com/25470).
Whenever you want to take a

screenshot of a particular problem, open
Screen Master, tap Start Capture, then tap
the ‘Turn on Screen Capture’ button.
You’ll see a small, circular floating icon on
your screen. Navigate to the app or screen
that you want to take a screenshot of, tap
the floating icon, then tap Start Now to
take a screenshot. You’ll see three options
at the bottom – Share, Save and Edit.

To add annotations, tap Edit. You’ll see
options to crop your screenshot, add text,
stickers andmosaics, or to draw on it. The
Draw option has a red circular dot, with
five different tools – the freehand drawing
tool and four selection tools (see bottom
of screenshot below left). Tap the circular
dot to see options to change the default
colour and thickness, then use the
relevant tool you want.
Tap the tick icon on the right when

you’ve finished, then tap Next. Finally, tap
Share (to share your screenshot using
relevant apps) or Save to download it as
an image to your device.

ANDROID
Create a shortcut to access your
notifications

We’ve all made the mistake of
swiping across a phone
notification only to later realise

that we didn’t read it. Some Android
devices (including Google’s Pixel) have an
easy way to access all your device
notifications. To do this, you need to add
the ‘Notification log’ widget to your
device’s home screen.
First, tap and hold any blank area on

your device’s homescreen, then tap
Widgets at the bottom. Now scroll down
to the Settings section. Here, tap and drag
the ‘Settings shortcut 1 x 1’ option to any
blank area of your home screen. Doing
this opens the ‘Settings shortcut’ menu,
where you can choose which setting you
want this widget to open.

Scroll to and tap the ‘Notification log’
option (see screenshot above). If you
don’t see this, it means your phone
doesn’t have the option. If you do, you’ll
now see all the notifications on your
device – recent ones appear first. Going
forward, simply open this widget to
access your notifications.

iOS
Find out which apps you use
themost

There’s an easy way to see which
apps you use most frequently. To
do this, open Settings and tap

Battery. In this section, you’ll see two
tabs: Last 24 Hours and Last 7 Days.These
display which apps have used the most
battery during those periods.

Best New Apps Whatyoushould install this fortnight
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LibraryThing
Free
Android: www.snipca.com/25478
iOS:www.snipca.com/25479
New toAndroid, LibraryThing lets you

catalogue your
books, CDs
and DVDs by
scanning their
barcodes using
the camera
within the app.
You can add
photos of your
book covers so
that you
can easily
browse them.

Caffeine
Android: www.snipca.com/25477
By default, your Android screen turns off
after 30 seconds of inactivity, which can be
annoying if you’re reading long articles or
ebooks. Caffeine adds a useful icon to your
device’s notification area. Tap it to keep your
screen on for five, 10 or 30minutes.

Adapticons*
Android: www.snipca.com/25480
Adapticons lets you change the shape
and colour of your devices’ icons. You can
download packs of icons from Samsung

and Google,
or create
your own,
such as by
using photos
on your
device. Icons
you create
will work
with any
app launcher.

*Contains in-app
purchases
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Games With Kids
What toplay togetheronyourphoneand tablet

To find out which apps you use the
most, tap the small clock icon on the
right (see screenshot above) to see a list of
all the apps you used (frommost to least)
in the past 24 hours.The ‘on screen’ time
determines how long you’ve used that
app. You’ll also see how long some apps
have been running in the background.

ANDROID & iOS
Reschedule events within your
calendar more quickly

Google has made it easier
to reschedule events,
reminders and goals

you’ve added to your calendar. Previously,
you had to navigate to the relevant item,
tap the pen icon on the left, then the time
and date sliders, change them, then tap
Save at the top right. Now you can simply
drag and drop an item to another time
slot in your calendar to reschedule it.
Open Google Calendar (default on

Android; iOS www.snipca.com/25473) to
see all the events, reminders and goals
you’ve set. By default, the app is in the
month view, so you’ll see different
coloured tabs indicating the items you’ve
added to your calendar. You can only
reschedule items if you’re in the day,

three-day or week view. To
do this, tap the three lines
at the top left of the app
(see screenshot below left),
then choose Day, 3-Day or
Week. Now, tap and hold
any item, then drag it to
another date and time slot
to reschedule.

ANDROID & iOS
Scanmultiple
documents as a PDF

You can now use
Microsoft’s free Office
Lens app to scanmultiple

documents, then save all of them as a
single PDF file. To use the feature, install
and open the app (Android www.snipca.

com/25474; iOS www.snipca.
com/25475). Next, select
Document, point your device’s
camera above the first page you
want to scan, then tap the red
shutter icon. Tap the +1 button
and repeat the process to scan
the other pages (in the order
you want them). Tap Save/
Done when you’ve finished.
To save the scans as one PDF

file, tick PDF, rename the file at
the top, then tap the tick icon at the top
right (see screenshot above). You’ll be
prompted to log in to your Microsoft
account because your PDF is saved to
your OneDrive account by default. After
that’s done, you’ll see the option to open
your PDF file.
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*Contains in-app purchases

AGES 0 5
Busy Shapes & Colours*
Freewww.snipca.com/25483 (iOS)
This new app helps children learn to
identify shapes and colours. It has over
150 levels and three gamemodes:
Shapes, Colors and ‘Colors & Shapes’.
There’s a separate practicemodewhere
they can focus on one shape or colour.
Cute penguins appear after each level.

AGES 6 10
Pictoword
Freewww.snipca.com/25484 (Android)
Freewww.snipca.com/25485 (iOS)
In this simple game, your childwill
see two pictures that combine to
form aword, which they then need to
type using the letters below. In some
levels they need to identify landmarks,
countries, movies and characters from
the images.

AGES 11 16
Sky Tram Simulator
Freewww.snipca.com/25486 (Android)
There are simulation games formost
modes of transport.What sets this one
apart is the gorgeous vistas on show.
But youngsters should try not to get
distracted because they need to pick
up and drop off passengers at precise
times, controlling the tramwith skill.
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Make Windows Better Clever tips for every version

Whenever you open a new tab
within Microsoft Edge, you’ll
see a panel of seven website

tiles (including Microsoft Store,
Facebook, Amazon, Daily Mail, etc.) at
the top. Below that, you’ll see a ‘My
feed’ section with the top news stories
from different sources, including Sky
News, Press Association,The
Telegraph andThe Huffington Post.
On the right, you’ll see the
weather in your area, the
latest Premier League
scores and share prices.
To customise the website

tiles at the top, simply click
and drag them to the left or
right. Right-click any tile
to see options to remove it.
This will then be replaced
by a blank tile that you can
click to add a website of
your choice.
Click the cog-shaped

icon at the top right of the
page. On the Customise
page that opens, you can
choose to see – when
you open a new tab – top
sites and your feed (the

WINDOWS 10

How to customise Microsoft Edge’s
‘new tab’ page

WINDOWS 7, 8.1, 10
Launch TaskManager in six
different ways

Windows’ Task Manager
is probably the first tool
you turn to when a

program crashes or your PC freezes. It’s
very useful to see which processes are
using the most PCmemory and stop
problematic ones. Most people resort to
the Ctrl+Alt+Del keyboard shortcut,
where you’ll see the option to open the
Task Manager. However, there are many
other ways to open it.

The fastest way to open Task Manager
is to press Ctrl+Shift+Esc. You can
also right-click the taskbar, then click
Task Manager/Start Task Manager (see
screenshot above). Another way is to
press theWindows key, type taskmgr,
then press Enter. You can also open your
C Drive, theWindows folder, the ‘System
32’ folder, then scroll down and click the
‘taskmgr’ option in the list. If you use
Windows 10, press Windows+X to open
the Power User Menu, where you’ll see
the option to open the Task Manager.

WINDOWS 7
Access hiddenwallpapers
and themes

Windows 7 PCs have hidden
wallpapers and themes
containing images from five

countries. To access these, open
Windows Explorer, click the Organize
dropdownmenu at the top left, then
click ‘Folder and search options’. Next,

click the View tab and select ‘Show
hidden files, folders and drives’. Untick
‘Hide protected operating system files
(Recommended)’, click Yes, Apply,
then OK.
Now type C:\Windows\Globalization\

MCT intoWindows Explorer’s location
bar and press Enter. Alternatively, navigate
to and open this folder on your PC. You’ll
now see five folders for Australia (AU),
Canada (CA), Great Britain (GB), United
States (US) and South Africa (ZA) (see

default setting), only the top sites, or
a blank webpage. At the bottom (see
screenshot below), you’ll see sliders
besideWeather, Sport and Money.
This lets you control what you see on
the right panel.
At the bottom, you’ll see six topics –

News, Entertainment, Sport, Money,
Lifestyle and Cars. Select the ones you
want to see more of, then click Save.

screenshot to the left). Right-click any
wallpaper within a folder, then click
‘Set as desktop background’. Similarly,
double-click any theme to use it.

WINDOWS 10
Change Fahrenheit to Celsius

There’s an easy way to change
Cortana’s default weather
setting from Fahrenheit to

Celsius. Click the search bar at the
bottom right, then typeWeather forecast
and press enter or say ‘What’s the
weather going to be like today?’ You’ll see
the current weather forecast with a slider
that tells you what the weather will be
like in the next few hours. If the
temperature is in Fahrenheit, then click
the notebook icon at the top left, scroll
down toWeather, click the Fahrenheit
button below Units at the bottom,
select Celsius (see screenshot left), then
click Save.
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Excel has a useful feature
called Conditional Formatting
that lets you add different

types of indicators (including bars and
colours) within numbered cells. It’s a
good way to get an idea of the value of
these cells at a glance. To use it,
highlight numbered cells within your
spreadsheet, then click the Conditional
Formatting dropdownmenu at the top
right.
Here, you’ll see options to highlight

the top 10 values of your selected data,
add data bars indicating the highest
and lowest values and so on. Move your
cursor to Color Scales to see its options.
For example, if you choose the first
option (Green-Yellow-Red Color Scale)
the highest numbers will appear in
green, the lowest in red and the other
numbers will either be yellow or
orange - depending on their value. It’s

screenshot below), then navigate to and
add the relevant files you want.
Alternatively, simply click inside the note
where you want to add your file, drag
and drop the file from your PC into
OneNote, then click Attach File.

WORD
Read long documents
like a book

If you’re reading a long
document, then it’s a good idea to
switch toWord’s dual-pane

readingmode.This minimises the toolbar
at the top and displays two pages within
the program. It also gives you the option
tomake edits while you read.
To use this mode, click the View tab,

then click Full Screen Reading at the
top right. You’ll now see the first two
pages of the document and five small
icons at the top left of theminimised
toolbar.These icons let you search for
words within your document, get
meaning of words and highlight text in
different colours.
The ViewOptions dropdownmenu at

the top right lets you increase or decrease
the text size and edit your document as
you read it. Click the Close button at the
top right to exit this mode and return to
Word’s default editing window.

OUTLOOK
Change default formatting when
you paste text to your emails

If you tend to copy text from
other programs (such as Word)
and paste it into an email you’re

writing, you’ll notice that it retains
Word’s original font and formatting
(bold, italics, underline and more). This
is also the case when you copy and paste
text from one email to another. There’s
an easy way to change this default setting
if you find it annoying.

First, click Outlook’s File tab, Options,
Mail at the top left, then the Editor
Options button at the top right. Next,
click Advanced at the top left, then scroll
to the ‘Cut, copy, and paste’ section.
Here, you’ll see two options: ‘Pasting
from other programs’ and ‘Pasting
between e-mails’ with dropdownmenus.
Both menus have three options - of
which ‘Keep Source Formatting
(Default)’ is selected.

Select Merge Formatting from the
dropdownmenu if you want to retain
Outlook’s default font but use its
formatting whenever you paste text into
a new email. Select Keep Text Only (see
screenshot below left) if you want to
retain Outlook’s default font and remove
all text formatting whenever you paste
text. Click OK twice to confirm your
changes.

ONENOTE
Attach files to your notes

One of OneNote’s lesser-known
features is the option to attach
files to your notes. The benefit of

doing this is that you can then access
your attached files from any PC by
going to www.onenote.com, then logging
in using the Microsoft account that you
use on your main PC.There are two ways
to do this.
You can either click the Insert tab, click

File Attachment or Pictures (see

EXCEL

Add your own colours to determine the value of cells

easy to customise this colour gradient to
your liking. Click More Rules, then look
at the bottom of the window that opens.
You’ll see two columns - Minimum and

Maximum (see screenshot above). Click
the Color dropdownmenu below the
former, then choose the colour you want
for cells of the lowest value. Next, click

the Color dropdownmenu in the
Maximum column and repeat the
process.The Preview bar at the bottom
displays your colour gradient from low
to high numbers. Click OKwhen you’ve
finished.The numbered cells in your
spreadsheet will automatically appear
with the relevant colour gradient.
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MusicBee
Retrieve albumdetails and art automatically, playmusic by right-clicking,
findMusicBee themes and use anAndroid device as a remote control

Control MusicBee from an
Android device
To control what MusicBee (www.
getmusicbee.com) is playing on your PC
from your Android tablet or phone you
need the MusicBee Remote plug-in from
www.snipca.com/25419. Click the blue
Download button then, once the page
refreshes, click the green Download
button on the right (ignore the one on
the left, as it’s an advert). Close MusicBee
if you currently have it open, then
double-click the downloaded file to
install the plugin.
Next, open MusicBee and a window

with options for the plug-in will open
along with the program’s main window.
Click the ‘X’ at the top right to close the
plug-in’s window.
Next, download the
MusicBee Remote
app www.snipca.
com/25423 to your
Android tablet or
phone (there isn’t an
iOS version as yet).

Once installed, open the app, click the
three horizontal lines at the top left and
you’ll be able to browse and play tracks
from your library and playlists.

Automatically retrieve album
details and artwork
MusicBee has a clever tagging tool that
scans your albums, compares them to its
online database and adds anymissing
details, including track names, genres
and album artwork. To do this, click
Albums at the top left (see screenshot
right) and select album. Click an album
in the list, click on any of its tracks in the
pane on the left then press Ctrl+A on
your keyboard to select them all.
Right-click on the selected tracks, then

click ‘Auto-tag by Album’.When
the AlbumAuto-Tagger pop-up
box opens, select the album that
seems themost relevant from the
list at the top of the box. Any
changes the Auto-Tagger is about
to make to the tracks will be
highlighted in red. Once you’re
happywith your selection (and
the proposed changes), click
Apply Tags.

AddMusicBee toWindows’
right-click menus
You can speed up the time it takes to add
songs to MusicBee from File Explorer (or
from desktop folders) by adding options
to the right-click context menu. Open
MusicBee, click the three horizontal lines
(top left), then Edit Preferences. When the
Preferences pop-up box opens, tick
‘enable MusicBee inWindows Explorer
and context menus’. Next, tick the audio
formats you usemost often in the box
below it (we tickedMP3 and FLAC, for
example), then click Apply followed by
Save. Youwill now see options to play
or queuemusic in MusicBee when
you right-click an audio file in your
selected formats.

Customise MusicBee’s theme
To change MusicBee’s theme, click
MusicBee (at the top of its window),
View, then click Skins. Only a few
choices are available by default, so to
addmore go to www.snipca.com/25420,
click on any of the themes you like
(MusicBee calls its themes ‘skins’)
and click the blue Download button,
followed by the green one (on the right).
The themewill download as a ZIP file. To
add it to MusicBee, extract the theme (it
will have the extension XMLC) to the
C:\Program Files (x86)\MusicBee\Skins
folder. If you have MusicBee open,
close then reopen it. Select the new
skin by clicking View, then Skin as
described above.

If you have albums and songs that
MusicBee’s automatic tagging tool can’t
identify, you’ll have to edit their details
yourself.The long-windedway is to
right-click the track, click Edit (which
opens the track’s details in a pop-up
box – see screenshot), make your
changes, click Save, then repeat for

Android tablet or phone
owners can control
MusicBee via an app

Automatically add track details and artwork to
your albums using MusicBee’s auto-tagging

Make track and album edits faster

Secret Tips For…

Next issue Secret Tips For…PCNotifications

every track. To cut down on the amount
of clicks, select the track, then press
Shift+Enter on your keyboard to edit
the track’s details. Don’t click Save.
Instead, make your changes, click the
next track, then press Enter to swap to
view that track’s details.
Tomake edits to several albums in

one go, hold themouse button and drag
the cursor over all the tracks in the that
album (they’ll be highlighted in
yellow). Next, press Shift+Enter to open
the details pop-up box. Just remember
to onlymake changes that apply to all
the songs (such as the album’s name,
artist, genre and so on).



Caption

What are they?
High-frequency radiation waves that can
transmit data at 50 gigabits per second
(Gbps), 100 times faster than today’s
Wi-Fi. A recent breakthrough suggests it
could becomemainstream sooner than
previously thought.

What happened?
US researchers sent video signals using
terahertz waves (sometimes called
T-waves), rather than slower microwaves,
which are currently used to carry
wireless signals. Professor Daniel
Mittleman (pictured), who led the
research at Brown University in Rhode
Island, said it was the first time anyone
had sent terahertz waves by
“multiplexing” (as beautifully captured in
the image opposite).

What’s that?
It’s whenmultiple signals are sent
through a single channel, such as TV
channels on one cable, or hundreds
of users on aWi-Fi network (which
means, for example, that emails you
send won’t get mixed up with those sent
by other people). Professor Mittleman
demonstrates it on YouTube at
www.snipca.com/25505.

What would I be able to do
with it?
Download and stream entire films in
seconds, wherever you are. But the faster
you send data, the greater the chance
errors will creep in, corrupting the video.
Professor Mittleman said that during his
test errors appeared when sending data at
50Gbps.This isn’t disastrous though. Such
errors are within the range that can be
fixed by today’s communications networks.

Terahertz waves
Theycould dramatically speed upWi-Fi and even save lives

How soonwill we be using it?
It’s a way off. While the experiments were
successful, none of the hardware needed
for terahertz Wi-Fi exists yet. Also, we’ll
have to wait for authorities to allocate
space for terahertz Wi-Fi on the mobile
spectrum. Professor Mittleman concedes
that “companies are going to be reluctant
to develop terahertz technologies until
there’s a serious effort by regulators to
allocate frequency bands for specific uses”.
But he recently received a licence to

perform outdoor tests at terahertz
frequencies on the Brown University
campus, so things are progressing.

Dowe need to havemore
spectrum space?
Yes. With billions of devices worldwide

usingWi-Fi, demand for data is
outstripping capacity. Terahertz
waves could solve this problem
because their frequencies can
carry more data.

What else can terahertz
waves be used for?
Many things, according to
scientists, including reading closed

books. Researchers at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have used waves
to ‘read’ letters printed on sheets of paper.
Museums said they could use this
technique to read ancient books that are
too fragile to handle.These ‘non-invasive’
methods, which see through objects,
might also be used to save lives.

How?
By detecting the early stages of iron
corrosion in concrete, helping engineers
to spot buildings, roads and bridges that
need reinforcing. Meanwhile, Japanese
scientists have built a wearable device
that can see through the human body to
potentially scan cancer cells, blood clots
and sweat glands (pictured left).

So it’s a kind of ‘x-ray vision’?
In a way, yes, which has prompted
privacy concerns. In 2012 scientists in
Texas showed how a phone’s camera
could use terahertz waves to take photos
through clothes. But to work, the phone
needs to be up close to the subject – no
more than 10 centimetres away.That
would be too near for Peeping Toms to
use discreetly, thankfully.
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What’s All the Fuss About...

Terahertz waves used to ‘see’ through the body

Professor
Mittleman



T
he BBC has come a long way
since the days of sending
photocopied typed letters to Blue
Peter badge winners (including

yours truly for being a runner-up in a
stamp-designing competition in 1981
– pictured). The BBC is no longer just a
British broadcasting corporation. It’s
now a global technology innovator,
leading the way in streaming TV, virtual
reality and smart news apps.

Butwhat’s special about the Beeb is that
it embraces the old as well as the new. Its
incredible website – a Beeb-wide-web of
hundreds of websites – is packed with
classic shows, historical documents and
archived sites from the earliest days of the
BBC online, as well as innovative
interactive tools.
Perhaps that’s why people love the

Beeb so much. It doesn’t
force change on us,
unlike Microsoft and
Google often seem to.
That said, the BBC has to
evolve, which is why
we’ll explain how recent
upgrades, like iPlayer’s
newmandatory sign-in,
are useful and even
essential. But it’s never
change for change’s
sake.The BBC iPlayer
is UK consumers’

second-most trusted brand, according to
a recent YouGov survey (www.snipca.
com/25422). Only John Lewis beats it. In
fact, with BBC One in fifth place and BBC
Two in ninth, the BBC is clearly a service
we believe in – Microsoft, Facebook and
even Google are nowhere to be seen.
For this feature, we’ve spent days

immersing ourselves in the BBC’s
incredible online offering
and picked out only the
very best bits for you.
We’ll explore the iPlayer’s
best new features and
reveal all of the hidden
vintage gems that you’ll
want to watch right now.
Then we’ll look at the
Beeb’s best spin-off sites
and apps – and
reveal our favourite
discoveries that you
won’t want to miss.
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•• Automatically download every
episode of a serieswith one click

•• Make BBC iPlayer shows easier to see
and hear

•• Watch classic episodes ofHorizon,
Dad’s Army andParkinson

•• Create your ownDavid Attenborough
collection

WHAT YOU CAN DO
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Brilliant
Web Tools
The BBC is muchmore than just the
world’s best broadcaster. Jane Hoskyn
reveals the very best of the Beeb’s
amazing online tools



Add a show to your My Programmes list, download it to your PC, switch off HD or enable audio
description – eachwith one click
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Create a to-watch list
Step one of organising the iPlayer’s
embarrassment of riches is to sign in –
something you now have to do before it’ll
let you watch anything (see box below).
You can then turn the iPlayer’s homepage
(www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer) into your
personalised TV hub.The ‘Continue
watching’ section remembers where you
stopped watching shows; ‘Recommended
for you’ offers content to fit your viewing
habits; and My Programmes is your
private to-watch list. To add a show to the
list, click its thumbnail, then click Add at
the bottom right of the player window
(see screenshot right).

Download shows to
watch offline
Most BBC shows are available to watch for
30 days after they’re broadcast.
Downloading them to your PC doesn’t
extend this deadline, but it does let you
watch without being online, so there’s no
buffering. To download a show, click
Download (just below Add), then click to
launch or install the free iPlayer
Downloads tool (www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/

install). You can also download shows to
your phone or tablet using the iPlayer app
for Android and iOS (www.snipca.
com/25348, see screenshot left). As with
PC downloads, the files disappear 30 days
after broadcast (see page 56 for more on
the Beeb’s mobile apps).
The only way to keep a BBC show

forever is to use a third-party tool – and
break the iPlayer’s terms of use. You
could either use a screen-recorder such
as the powerful but tricky OBS Studio
(http://obsproject.com), or a downloader
such as Get_iPlayer (www.snipca.
com/25351). These are free and safe, but
many similar tools are not, so be cautious.

Automatically download
entire series
To ensure you never miss Sherlock or
whatever floats your BBC boat, first
download an episode, then click Series
Record in iPlayer Downloads. New
episodes will be delivered to your PC as
soon as they’re available. If you’d rather
get a memo about new episodes without
having to download anything, use
Notifications. Click the bell next to your
sign-in name, then click ‘OK, I’m in’.
You’ll now see a dot on the bell when
there are new episodes available for any
shows in your My Programmes list.

Switch off HD – or go ultra
The iPlayer now uses high definition (HD)
by default. HDmakes everything look as
sharp as a tack but eats up bandwidth, so
it’s not suitable for streaming on slow
internet connections. To switch to SD
(standard definition), click ‘Turn HD off’.
If, on the other hand, you prefer your

HD to be as ‘H’ as possible, you’ll be

BBC’s Brilliant Web Tools

BEST THINGS YOU CAN DO USING THE BBC IPLAYER

If you’ve triedwatching anything on the
iPlayer since June, you’ll have noticed
you had to create a BBC account or sign
inwith an existing one.TheBeeb says
this new requirement is about “making
themost of your BBC” by connecting
your BBC tools, syncing your activity and
enabling personalised recommendations
(read its explanation atwww.snipca.
com/25353). For example, any songs you
add using BBC iPlayer Radio on your PC
are automatically synced to your playlists
in the BBCMusicmobile app.
Critics are less enthused by this

hightened connectivity, instead claiming
that the change ismore about catching
TV Licence dodgers. You nowneed
a £147-per-year licence towatch

WHY DO YOU HAVE TO SIGN IN?
on-demand content aswell as live TV. In a
blog post, the corporation admits there’s a
connection: “The information you provide
uswith can help TV Licensing ensure that
people are abiding by the law” (www.
snipca.com/25347).
On balance, we’re finewith that.The

licence fee is good value formoney, and
signing inmakes the BBC’s digital offering
more streamlined and personal. It’s easy
to do - and soon youmay even be able
to sign in using your voice (www.snipca.
com/25410).
Let us knowwhat you think. At least

the BBC doesn’t barrage us to pay up in
quite the sameway it used to in these
doom-laden 1980s advertswe found on
YouTube:www.snipca.com/25354. Watch Planet Earth II clips in ultra-HD 4K -

but only if you’ve got the right smart TV

Tap Download on any show to add it to your
tablet or mobile phone



The iPlayer is the first TV-streaming service to include subtitles for live shows –which you can
restart if you switched on halfway through
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pleased to hear the BBC is trialling
ultra-HD 4K.The catch is the 4K content
– a fewminutes of footage from Planet
Earth II – is currently only available on
certain smart TVs. To see if your TV is
supported, visit www.snipca.com/25370.

Make shows easier to
see and hear
English subtitles are available for most
iPlayer shows, including live broadcasts.
To see them, hover your mouse over the
player window to show the controls, then
click ‘S’ at the bottom-right (see
screenshot right). Many shows also have
signed versions, using British Sign
Language (www.snipca.com/25367). In
the BBC’s online archive is a guide to
finding signed and subtitled video across
the web; it’s no longer updated but the
links still work: www.snipca.com/25368.
If your vision is more of a problem than

your hearing, summon a narrator to
describe what’s happening on screen. To
switch on Audio Description, click ‘Watch

with AD’ (just below ‘Turn HD off’). For a
full list of current audio-described shows,
see www.snipca.com/25365.

Rewind live TV
Missed the first half of the big match or
the crucial opening minutes of tonight’s
drama? Turn back time using the ‘live
restart’ feature. First click TV Guide to see
all shows currently being broadcast, click
the one you want to watch from the
beginning and then click ‘Restart the
current programme’. Live restart is now
rolling out to set-top boxes, starting with
Freesat (www.snipca.com/25366).

Are you sitting comfortably? You’ll need
to be.We dug deep into the iPlayer for
classic shows youwon’t find on the
homepage – and often nowhere else
online. Many of these gems can’t be
downloaded but are available to stream
formuch longer than the usual 30 days.

David Attenborough -TheEarly Years
www.snipca.com/25377
Amagnificent collection of 31 shows
fromSir David’s first 14 years on TV,
starting in 1963.

Back to BASIC
www.snipca.com/25379
Six 1980s shows including coverage of
the BBCMicrocomputer launch, a chat
with Sir Clive Sinclair and a Tomorrow’s
World compilation.

Parkinson
www.snipca.com/25386

VINTAGE GEMS TO WATCH NOW

Face to Face
www.snipca.com/25383
Eight classic interviews from the late
1950s and early 1960s, with interviewees
includingMartin Luther King and Tony
Hancock (see screenshot).

Arena at 40
www.snipca.com/25380
Collection of 13 outstanding
documentaries covering topics from
NelsonMandela’s prisonmemories to
Elvis Presley’s dinner.

Watch films in iPlayer
Roughly 95 per cent of everything on BBC
TVmakes it on to the iPlayer. Film and
sport account for much of the missing
five per cent but a surprising number of
films domake it online and stay there for
a long time (see screenshot left). For an A
to Z list of movies you can stream right
now, go to www.snipca.com/25372.
Films are generally stream-only.

Current exceptions include archive
horror documentary Fear Itself (www.
snipca.com/25373) and political feature
HyperNormalisation (www.snipca.
com/25374), both free to download.

Interviews, featuring Billy Connolly, David
Niven and Dr Jacob Bronowski.

Dad’s Army
www.snipca.com/25391
A handful of episodes from 1970 are
currently available to stream and
download, but hurry - they’ll be gonewithin
weeks.

Classic GameShows
www.snipca.com/25376
Give yourmemory an extra-tough test
with decades-old quizzes including a 1974
episode ofWhat’sMy Line? andAskThe
Family from 1982.

50Years of Horizon
www.snipca.com/25389
Enjoy 15 science treats including a 1964
episode about the inventor of the geodesic
dome, and a 1973 episode about hearing
impairment.

You canwatch films on the iPlayer, too - and
some are exempt from the 30-day rule
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Hear your favourite song on
Desert Island Discs
BBC Radio’s greatest show began in 1942,
and it’s amassed more than 2,100
episodes since - all available free on the
Desert Island Discs page (www.snipca.
com/25390). You can stream them (with
songs) or download them (without songs,
for copyright reasons), and you don’t
have to use the iPlayer Downloads tool –
just click an episode, then click
Download to get an MP3. To navigate the
vast archive, use the built-in tool to
search by castaway name, song choices,
presenter and even luxury item (see
screenshot right). Search for your
favourite song and discover your famous
musical kindred spirits.

‘Shoot’ sheep to test your
reactions
How quick are your reactions? Find out
by sharp-shooting shambling sheep in
the Beeb’s funny Sheep Dash test (www.
snipca.com/25399 – see screenshot
below). Click the arrow to tranquillise
the wool balls as they run across the field.
Our average time was a ropey 0.3264
seconds (‘Ambling armadillo’). See how
much better you can do.

Read rare documents in
the BBC Archive
Sheep Dash may be quick but it’s hung
around for years. As you’ll see from the
banner on its page (see screenshot
below), it’s no longer updated but has
been ‘archived’ online for you to enjoy.
It’s just one of thousands of pages
preserved by the BBC’s archive project,
which uses the Web ARChive format to

Click the Subscribe button to get new podcast
episodes automatically

Search Desert
Island Discs by
luxury item

Read the original typed notes for DoctorWho
in the BBC Archive

See how fast you can tranquillise sheep on
one of the BBC’s thousands of archived pages

THE BBC’S BEST ONLINE TOOLS

ensure links and interactive content
remain intact.
As if to prove how enormous the BBC’s

online presence is, there’s even an
archived, well, archive. Quite a treat it is,
too. Go to www.bbc.co.uk/archive for an
amazing collection of vintage shows,
clips, interviews and documents from
Auntie Beeb’s earliest days. Highlights
include letters from Enid Blyton to the
BBC in the 1930s (www.snipca.
com/25403); a 1969 special edition of
The Sky at Night to mark the Moon
landings (www.snipca.com/25404);
and typed notes fromway back in 1963
from the show’s creators for the
then-groundbreaking new show,Doctor
Who (www.snipca.com/25405, see
screenshot below).
Sadly there’s no single index of

archived BBC pages, but you can read
more about the archiving project here:
www.snipca.com/25402.

Subscribe to BBC Radio
podcasts online
The only way to automatically download
new episodes of BBC Radio shows is to
subscribe to the show’s podcast. Follow
the Podcast links on a show’s page, or in
the BBC iPlayer Radio app (see page 57),
or head to the Podcasts hub (www.bbc.
co.uk/podcasts) then click the Subscribe
button (see screenshot above). Songs in
shows with music will be clipped
(copyright again) and you’ll have to
choose a third-party subscription host,
such as iTunes or Google Play. On the
upside, once you’ve downloaded a
podcast it’s yours to keep.
Somemusic podcasts don’t skip the

tunes, such asThe Proms Podcast (www.
snipca.com/25393). But the best BBC
podcasts are speech-based. Gems include
The Reith Lectures (www.snipca.
com/25394), tech show Click (www.
snipca.com/25395), WWI dramaHome
Front (snipca.com/25469), and a new
weeklyWorld Service documentary
(www.snipca.com/25398).

BBC’s Brilliant Web Tools
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AVG Premium
Security 2014

BRAND NEW READER OFFER!

Three devices for one year NOWONLY £21.99*
Normally £59.99

Buy it from our Software Store at www.snipca.com/25004

COMPATIBLEWITH:WINDOWSXP,VISTA, 7, 8& 10

*while stocks last

Norton Security Deluxe
- SAVE £70!

Three devices for two years NOWONLY £39.99
Normally £109.99

Buy it on our Software Store at www.snipca.com/25502

For the first timeeverwe’re offering readers discounts of over
60per cent onNorton’s excellent 2017 antivirus software. It
protects yourWindowsPC,Mac, Android and iOSdevices

with a single subscription

WHAT ITDOES:

WHILESTOCKSLAST!

Norton ismade by respected US security company Symantec.
In ourmost recent antivirus test (January 2017) it scored

100 per cent for protection - blocking every threatwe threwat it

Blocks viruses, spyware
andmalware

Keeps your identity private

Alerts you to dodgy apps

Keeps online purchases safe

PLUS: 24-hour support every day



Find out how your broadbandmeasures up
with theWatchdog speed checker

Click a point on the computer code timeline to explore key events
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Write a computer program
The BBC’s micro:bit (http://microbit.org)
is a tiny PC that fits into the palm of your
hand. It’s like a Raspberry Pi, and
similarly affordable (from £10.82, www.
snipca.com/25413).Themicro:bit website
is packed with programming tips. Also
check out the interactive computer code
timeline (www.snipca.com/25415, see
screenshot right). Click a dot to jump to
an event – such as the invention of the
Enigmamachine in 1923 – then explore it
through video and PDFs.

Listen to birdsong
BBC sound recordist Chris Watsonmade
MP3s of dozens of garden birds in 2008,
and they’re all still free to hear and
download from an archived page (www.
snipca.com/25407). To save them,
right-click ‘mp3 download’ then choose
‘Save link as’. There’s another archived
treat for bird lovers on the old BBC Nature
site (www.snipca.com/25408), where you
learn about many of our garden visitors.
Elsewhere, Springwatch offers a

“cheat’s guide to being a nature expert”
(www.snipca.com/25418). Sadly it
doesn’t explain how to recreate its
Raspberry Pi bird box, but this page will
get you started: www.snipca.com/25409.
If youmanage to do it, tell Blue Peter
– they might give you a badge (www.
snipca.com/25421).

Browse the history of the BBC
One of our favourite finds on the Beeb’s
website was its ‘History of the BBC’ page
(www.bbc.co.uk/historyofthebbc). It
contains all kinds of wonderful titbits
from the BBC’s past, from an
Anniversaries section (www.snipca.
com/25445) that highlights any notable
anniversaries of programme airings and
occurrences (at the time of writingMatch
of the Daywas celebrating its 64th
birthday, for example – see screenshot
below), to a ‘BBC Heritage Trail’ (www.
snipca.com/25444) that plots the
locations of the BBC’s headquarters (new

and old) on a map. It also features a 360
degree interactive tour of the BBC
Television Centre as it was just before its
closure in 2013 (www.snipca.com/25443).

Check your internet speed
The iPlayer’s old built-in speed checker is
sadly nomore, but consumer show
Watchdog has filled the gap by creating
the Broadband Performance checker
(www.broadbandperformance.co.uk, see
screenshot above). Click Start to find out
if you’re getting the broadband speeds
you pay for. The tool is linked from
Watchdog’s home page (www.snipca.
com/25406), where you’ll also find
special reports on smart meters, roaming
charges andmore.

Find your home in the 1986
Domesday Book
In 1986, 900 years after the original
Domesday Book, the BBC set out to create
a modern version. Amillion volunteers
took part in the ambitious Domesday
Project, but the results didn’t find an
audience – because they were distributed
on unpopular laserdiscs. Now the results
are available to search on the Domesday
Reloaded site (www.snipca.com/25417).
Enter your postcode, then click an orange
rectangle on the map to get a detailed
slice of local life in 1986.

Test a VR DoctorWho game
Taster (www.bbc.co.uk/taster) is the
BBC’s testing ground for new projects.
Some are hits, some are misses – you get
to judge. Among dozens of current

projects up for testing and rating are
virtual reality game ‘Doctor Who: Time
Vortex 360’ (www.snipca.com/25411, see
screenshot above) and an interactive
WorldWar II graphic novel in glorious
‘binaural’ sound (www.snipca.com/25412).

Read scripts of TV shows
TheBBCWritersroom (www.bbc.co.uk/
writersroom) is designed to be a resource
for aspiring scriptwriters and has all the
information you’d need to be the next
John Sullivan, creator ofOnly Fools and
Horses – that is if you have the required
talent. Budding writers will find
information on how to lay out scripts and
where to send them. But you don’t need
to be a writer to enjoy the hundreds of
scripts in its Script Library (www.bbc.
co.uk/writersroom/scripts), not just from
BBC TV shows, but also radio, film and
theatre. Use the dropdownmenus at the
top of the page to filter them, click the
script you’re interested in, then click
‘Download this script’ to grab it as a PDF.

Watch BBC 4’s ‘box sets’
TheBBC 4 Collections website (www.bbc.
co.uk/bbcfour/collections) is a repository
of programmes grouped by subject. For
example,The Space Race group contains
eight shows on America and Russia’s
attempts to beat the other into space,
including a 1987 episode of Tomorrow’s
World detailing the imminent ‘race to
Mars’. ‘The Archaeology at the BBC’ group
comprises 23 shows from the 1950s, 60s
and 70s; while railway buffs will enjoy the
Steam Railways group.

Steer DoctorWho’s TARDIS through a VR
space vortexwith the BBC’s Taster project

Explore the history of the BBC on the
corporation’s dedicatedwebsite

BBC’s Brilliant Web Tools
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BBC Earth Colouring
Android: www.snipca.com/25318
iOS:www.snipca.com/25319

Use virtual paints and brushes to
colour intricate line drawings
based on stills from Planet Earth

II. It’s wonderfully relaxing, but not for
long - you only get three drawings for
free. It costs £2.99 for 33 more.The
separate ‘BBC Colouring: DoctorWho’
app costs £1.99 (www.snipca.com/25325).
Best new feature:TheAndroid app has
just added support for the Samsung S
Pen, a tablet stylus you can effectively use
as a paintbrush.

BBC Sport
Android, iOS:www.snipca.com/25311

Get the latest scores and analysis;
watch live and catch-up coverage;
listen to BBC Radio 5 Live and

get fixtures for thousands of events.
There’s a wide choice of notifications
and widgets to ensure you never miss
good or bad news about your team.
Note that to viewmost BBC video on
Android you’ll need the separate BBC
Media Player app, also free (www.snipca.
com/25322).
Best new feature: Create a customised
feed of updates using the newMy Sport
feature. You have to sign in to use
My Sport, but not to use the rest of
the app.

DoctorWho: Comic Creator
Android, iOS:www.snipca.com/25471

Create your very own Doctor
Who comics using this
official app from BBCWorldwide.

Use classic characters, preset page
layouts, speech bubbles and, of course,
those famous sound effects.
Best new feature:More than a year after
its launch, the app has finally added a
Share button allowing you to show your
friends all the colourful creations you
have made.

Attenborough’s Story of Life
Android, iOS:www.bbc.com/earth/
storyoflife

Enjoy more than 1,000 clips,
going back decades to David
Attenborough’s earliest TV

appearances. You can organise clips into
collections for sharing with friends and
family. Probably our favourite new app
from the past year.
Best new feature:Hunt for hidden video
messages featuring Sir David, recorded
for the app (see screenshot below).

BBC Taster VR
Android: www.snipca.com/25312
iOS:www.snipca.com/25313

More Attenborough, this time a
Planet Earth II compilation in
360-degree virtual reality (VR)

courtesy of the Taster project (www.bbc.
co.uk/taster). Content is growing by the
week, and it’s all free to stream or
download - but playback is hit andmiss.

A powerful device and goodWi-Fi would
help it to run better.
Best new feature:Don’t missThe
Resistance of Honey, a VR documentary
about a beekeeper whomakes music as
well as honey from his bees.

BBC+
Android: www.snipca.com/25316
iOS:www.snipca.com/25317

Tell BBC+ what you’re interested
in by choosing from lists of topics
(‘This week in sport’; ‘Proms

2017’; ‘Quizzes and teasers’ andmany
more), and it’ll keep your screen
brimming with related content from
across the Beeb.
Best new feature: BBC+ recently
dispensed with topic tabs and now offers
a single never-ending feed. Turn the feed
into an iPlayer-style hub by tapping ‘My
interests’ then leaving only TV and radio
topics ticked.

BBC iPlayer Radio
Android, iOS:www.snipca.com/25309

Drift off and wake up to your
favourite radio show, live or
on-demand. You can browse lists

of songs played and add any to your My
Tracks playlist with one tap, and also
subscribe to podcasts.
Best new feature: Tap ‘Add to My Radio’
to add a show to your Listen Later list, or
to follow that series or presenter. This
replaces the old Favourites button.

The BBC Earth Colouring app is beautiful -
shame it doesn’t offer more free drawings

Spin the dial to choose a station using the
BBC iPlayer Radio app

Where’s Sir David? Hunt for hidden treats in
the app ‘Attenborough’s Story of Life’

Make the Doctor do your bidding in striking
comic-book style

THE BBC’S BEST FREE MOBILE APPS
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BBCMusic
Android, iOS:www.snipca.com/25320

Here’s where you can play My
Tracks, which sync automatically
from iPlayer Radio via your BBC

account. Manage playlists, get
recommendations and browse collections
such as ‘The 80s’, Great British Bands To
Bake To, and Michael Ball’s Songwriters
Hall of Fame.
Best new feature:Thanks to those pesky
licensing restrictions, the BBCMusic app
itself won’t play more than 30 seconds of
a pop song. To get around this and play
full versions, you can now export your
playlists to a supported app, such as
Spotify or YouTube.
To do so, tap Menu, MyMusic, My

Tracks, then tap either Deezer, Spotify or
YouTube (see screenshot above). Tap to
tick the boxes to confirm BBCMusic can
share your tracks with the selected
account, click Next, sign into Spotify (or
whatever service you chose), then click
OK to connect the two accounts. From
now on, whenever you tap ‘Add to My
Music’ on any track or playlist in the BBC
Music app, it will be added to the linked
account. To play your MyMusic tracks in

Spotify on your PC, for example, open
Spotify’s web player (www.open.spotify.
com), sign in, click Your Music, then the
BBCMusic playlist.

BBCWeather
Android, iOS:www.snipca.com/25310

Tap the large weather symbol to
uncover oodles of hidden
measurements, including

pressure, visibility, humidity and wind,
for anywhere in the world.
Best new feature:TheAndroid app now
supports location-enabled BBCWeather
widgets, so you can check the local
forecast at a glance. Long press the
homescreen, tap widgets, then drag the
BBCWeather Near You widget onto your
homescreen (see screenshot right).

BBC News
Android: www.snipca.com/25314
iOS:www.snipca.com/25314

Tap My News, then ‘OK, let’s
get started’ to customise the
BBC News app to fit your

interests. With over 65,000 topics there
is a lot to choose from. Also includes a
BBC News Channel live stream,

full-screen video clips and comment
threads, and a one-tap option to change
the text size for easier reading.
Best new feature:Open any story, then
tap the three vertical dots (top right),
followed by ‘Change text size’ to choose
the Large or Huge text size.

NEXT ISSUE On sale Wednesday 27 September

Subscribe toComputeractive atwww.getcomputeractive.co.uk

ON SALE
Weds

27 Sept

Listen to the full version of BBCMusic songs
by playing themon a linked service like Spotify

Add a BBCWeather widget to your Android
home screen to see the forecast at a glance

WHAT WE WANT THE BBC TO FIX

BBCDirector-General Tony Hall wants
the iPlayer to rival Netflix and Amazon.
We admire his ambition, whilewe think
the Beeb shouldmake some basic
improvements first…

Fix the dead links: It’s frustrating to click
‘Help and FAQ’ in iPlayer Downloads and
arrive at a 404 error page, or to click tabs
on the BBC Earth page (www.bbc.com/
earth) and be told ‘Oops!’

One-click Add: In Netflix you can click a
show’s thumbnail to instantly add it
to your list, but in iPlayer you have to go
to the show’s page.Thatmay sound
trivial, but it’s enough tomake you give up
if adding lots of series at once.

More box sets:Netflixmakes all
episodes ofmost series available at once.
The iPlayer has to follow suit if it seriously
wants viewers to stick around.

Better iPlayer on smart TVs:Currently
it’s easier to stream the iPlayer from
your PC to your TV - either by HDMI or
Chromecast - than to grapplewith the
iPlayer app onmost smart TVs.TheBBC
says it’s workingwith TVmanufacturers to
improve the apps, so stay tuned.

Podcast subscriptions:TheBeeb’s
podcasts are fantastic, but the requirement
to use RSSwill putmany off subscribing.
We’d love a built-in subscription tool - or a
dedicated BBC podcasts app.

BBC’s Brilliant Web Tools

• Find theUK’s free
Wi-Fi hotspots

• Don’t be ‘tricked’
byAmazonPrime

Ultimate Email Tips Plus

Find out how to stop spam, manage inboxes,
remove annoying features and more

@
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Create the
right map for
any journey
Your PC, phone or tablet can make short work
of creating maps for any purpose. Mike Plant
explains how to map city breaks, hikes,
jogging routes and lots more

left of ‘Add layer’), then type your friend’s
email address into the ‘Invite people’ box.
To view your completed tour on your
phone or tablet, open the Google Maps
app, tap the three horizontal lines at the
top left, ‘Your places’, Maps (youmight
have to scroll through the options at the
top of the screen), then tap your tour.

Tame the great outdoors
Few serious ramblers would venture into
the great outdoors without their trusty OS
Map in hand, but it could soon be
replaced by the OSMaps app (Android:
http://www.snipca.com/25427, iOS:
http://www.snipca.com/25428). It lets you
browse nearby routes that other users
have shared, and plot routes of your own.
To get started, tap Menu at the top left

of the app, ‘Plot a route’, then choose the
type of activity (fromWalking, Running
and Cycling). Tap themap to place a
waypoint at your route’s starting location,
then keep tapping to plot the route you
intend to follow. Keep an eye on the
information beneath your route to see the
distance (inmiles) and its elevation.When
you’ve finished, click Save, name your
route and add a description. To share your

Create a sightseeing tour
If you have a city break coming up, then
creating a sightseeing tour before you
leave is a great way to ensure you don’t
miss anything while you’re there. Google
Maps (www.google.co.uk/maps) is a great
tool for this.
Click the three horizontal lines (top

left), ‘Your places’, Maps, then ‘Create
map’ (at the bottom of the column). Type
a name for yourmapwhere it says
‘Untitledmap’ (‘New York City sights’ in
our case) and add a description.
Next, type the name of the first location

into the search bar and press Enter. A
green pin will appear on themap. Click
‘Add tomap’ (see screenshot below) to
permanently pin this to yourmap. Search
for further points of interest and add
them to yourmap in the sameway.
On our itinerary wewanted to create a

list of restaurants to visit too.The best way
to do this is to add a new layer. Click the
‘Add layer’ tool, then name it by clicking
where it says ‘Untitled layer’, then add
sights as before. Each layer can be
displayed or hidden, so you can adjust

yourmap depending onwhat you are
doing. Untick any layer to hide its pins.
To complete your tour you’ll want to

plot a walking route between each
location. Click the ‘Draw a line’ tool (just
below the search bar), then click ‘Add
walking route’ (see screenshot above).
Click the first sight in your itinerary, then
the one nearest it. Google Maps will plot
the best route between the two points. An
entry for this route will appear on the
right (just beneath your layers). Click Add
Destination, then click the next point and
repeat until you’ve created a route
between your points.
To share yourmap, click Share (to the

Use Google
Maps to create
an itinerary of
must-see sights
before your next
city break

Add a route map
between the sights
youwant to visit
using Google Maps’
Line tool
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route, use the Everyone slider; or to keep
it to yourself, use the ‘Just me’ slider. To
see your saved route, tap Menu, thenMy
Routes.
Youmight prefer to have the app record

your route while you hike. To do so, tap
Menu, ‘Record a route’ then select an
activity. When themap appears, it will be
focussed on your current location. Tap the
red record button to start tracking your
route (see screenshot above). All you
need to do now is complete your walk,
then press the stop button once you’ve
finished. Your walk will then be plotted
on amap.

Plot an exercise route
Whether youwalk, run or cycle to stay fit,
MapMyRun (Android: www.snipca.
com/25438, iOS: www.snipca.com/25437)
is themost accurate app for plotting
routes, so you’ll know how far you’ll be
going before setting out.
To plot a route go to www.mapmyrun.

com/routes, click ‘Create a route’ (top
right), then wait a few seconds for the
mapping tools to load. Once they have
loaded, click a starting point on themap,
then plot the rest of your route by clicking

SHAREWHAT’S LEFT OF
YOUR JOURNEY
To let family and friends
knowwhen you’re due
to arrive, tap the three
horizontal lines at the top
left in the GoogleMaps app,
tap ‘Share location’, then
Get Started. Use the ‘+’ and
‘-’ symbols to change how
long youwant to share your
location for, then tap ‘Select
people’, tap the contact,
then click Share.

FINDWHERE YOUR CAR’S PARKED
Open the GoogleMaps app, tap the
blue dot that indicates your location

GOOGLE MAPS’ HIDDEN FEATURES

‘mode 1’ you’ll be prompted to take a
picture so your friend knows he or she is
starting in the same place.
You’ll see each step is counted as you

walk, while any turns you take are
recorded in the app’s central panel (see
screenshot above). You can use the
microphone, camera and text tools at the
bottom of the screen to addmore
instructions for the person following your
steps. Once you’ve reached your
destination, tap the tick icon, then click
OK. Give the path a title and use the
relevant boxes to add location details.
Move the padlock slider (next to ‘Hidden
trace’) to keep your recorded route
private. Once done, tap the tick icon, tap
Copy, then paste the link into an email
and send it. Your friend doesn’t need to
have Path Guide to see your path.

road intersections on themap. A blue line
will appear on the roads between each
pair of points you click. Continue clicking
until the route is complete. If the blue line
doesn’t quite follow the route you
intended, click Undo (on the right), then
redo it. If you’d rather the blue line
stopped following roads, untick Auto
Follow Roads (on the right).
You can change the unit of

measurement tomiles by selecting
Imperial (see screenshot below left). Use
the Route Details box (on the left) to name
your route and use the ‘Choose an
Activity’ dropdown to select the type of
activity. Once you’re happy, click Save
Route. To see the route on your phone,
open the MapMyRun app, tap the three
horizontal lines (top left), Routes, My
Routes, tap the route you created, then Do
It (top right).

Record a route through
a building
It might not create amap per se, but
Microsoft’s new Path Guide app (Android-
only: www.snipca.com/25439) will track
your steps through a building.This makes
it handy if youwant to be able to retrace
your steps later, or share themwith a
friend so they can come and find you.
To get started, install the app,

tap Start, then ‘Recordingmode 1’ if you
want to share directions with a friend or
‘Recordingmode 2’ to retrace your steps.
Tap the blue icon at the bottom of the
screen, enter your current floor, then tap
OK. Path Guide will use your phone’s
barometer to detect whether youmove to
an upper or lower floor. If you opted for

(and thereforewhere
your car is), then tap
‘Save your parking’. To
navigate back to your
car, tap themapwhere
it says ‘You parked here’
(see screenshot), then
Directions.

SEE NEARBY
RESTAURANTS
Tap Explore (just
beneath themap itself),
then drag the panel
beneath the Explore

icon up the screen to expand it. Tap
Breakfast, Coffee, Dinner or Drinks to filter
the local dining spots you see.OSMaps’ ‘Record a route’ feature will keep

tabs on your path and distance as you hike

Customise MapMyRun’s unit of measure and
road-following tool using the box on the right

Help friends find you in a building
using Microsoft’s Path Guide app
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Shrink, save
and send
large files

Afew issue ago (Issue 502, page
58) we explained how to shrink
the size of videos, photos,
music andmore without

having to compromise on quality.
Sometimes, though, only the original file
will do. If you want to send a photo to a
friend so they can print it, for example,
you’ll want to send it in its large, highest-
resolution form.
You can forget about emailing it

though, as the file will be too large to
attach. WhatsApp and similar chat apps
might send it, but by the time your friend
receives it the app will have shrunk your
photo, lowering its quality. The solution is
to use a combination of programs and
online tools to send the original file
exactly as it is.

Split large files into chunks
If you email a large file to a friend only to
have it bounce back, it means your email

Sending large photos, videos
and other files shouldn’t be a
hassle. Mike Plant explains how
to easily send any file, regardless
of its size or the device it’s on

provider (or your friend’s) doesn’t accept
delivery of such large files. To get around
this limitation you can break the large file
up into bite-size chunks using the
program GSplit (www.snipca.com/25452).
Go to the website, click Download, select
‘GSplit 3 with Installer’, then Site 1.
Double-click the downloaded file and
follow the set-up process to install it (you
have the option to add it to your right-
click ‘context’ menu).
Open GSplit, click Browse, click the file

you want to break into chunks, then click
Open. Next, click ‘Type and Size’ (on the
left). Select ‘I want to set the size of all
piece files’ from the dropdownmenu,
then type 20.00 into the size field and
select MB from the second dropdown (see
screenshot below).This means your file
will be split into 20MB chunks which
most email providers – including Gmail,
Outlook, Yahoo and AOL – will accept. If
you look just beneath the Size field you

will also see howmany
chunks your file will be
broken into (this is how
many emails you’ll need
to send to your friend).
Click Split (at the top of
GSplit’s window) to chop
up the file.
The chunks will be

saved in your Documents
folder (though you can
change this by clicking
Destination Folder in
GSplit) and will be
named disk1.gsd, disk2.
gsd, disk3.gsd and so on.
You’ll also see a file

called disk1.exe in the same folder – you
need to send this to your friend too,
because it reassembles the chunks into
the original file. Send the .gsd files and
the disk1.exe file in separate emails and
tell your friend to transfer them all to a
folder, double-click the disk1.exe file,
then click Unite.

Share links to your files
Some files are so large that breaking
them into chunks isn’t feasible. Another
option is to upload them to an online
cloud storage service (such as Google
Drive, Microsoft OneDrive or Dropbox)
and then send your friend a link to that
file so they can download it. A free
Google Drive account, for example,
comes with 15GB of space and you could
just use all of that to store one file. If you
have a Google account (or a Gmail
address) you already have a Google Drive
account (if you don’t, sign up for one
here: https://accounts.google.com/
SignUp).
Go to www.google.com/drive, click ‘Go

to Google Drive’, New (top left), File
Upload, then select the file you want to
send. You’ll see a progress box at the
bottom right. Once it says ‘upload
complete’ click Recent (on the left) and
your file will be listed in the Today
section. Right-click it, click ‘Get shareable
link’ (see screenshot above right) and a
link that anyone can use to download
that file will be copied to the clipboard.
To share it, paste the link into an email
and send it to your friend.
OneDrive and Dropbox have similar

features. In your OneDrive account
If you email a large attachment but it bounces back, try breaking
it up into chunkswith GSplit

8GB10GB
16
GB
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(www.onedrive.live.com) right-click the
file, click Share, then ‘Get a link’. In
Dropbox (www.dropbox.com/home),
move your cursor over the file you want
to send, click Share, then ‘Copy link’.

Use a file-transfer service
If you’d rather not sign up to a cloud
storage account, you can use free
file-transfer services. The downside with
these is that most flood your screen with
adverts, but there are a couple that don’t
– includingWeTransfer (www.wetransfer.
com) and the new Firefox Send (https://
send.firefox.com).
WeTransfer lets you send one, or

multiple, file(s) up to 2GB in size. Click
the ‘+’ symbol next to ‘Add your files’ (on
the left), then navigate to the file you
want to share, select it, then click Open.
To addmore, click ‘Addmore files’ and
repeat the process. Next, type the
recipient’s email address into the ‘Email
to’ field, type your email address into the
‘Your email’ box (this is only used to send
you a notice of receipt once your friend
downloads the file), then type a message.
Click Transfer and you’ll see a progress
bar that fills as your files are uploaded.
Once complete, an email will be sent to

the recipient with a download link.They
will have a week to download the files
before the link expires.
Firefox Send differs slightly in that it

lets you send up to 16GB of files, but
suggests you don’t use it for individual
files larger than 1GB (you risk the file not
transferring correctly). Click the ‘Select a
file to upload’ button (see screenshot
below left), then click ‘Copy to clipboard’
to copy a link that you can email to your
recipient. The download link expires 24
hours after its creation (or after a single
download), so your friend will have to
download the files within that time.

Send large files without
using the cloud
The one compromise you have to make
when usingWeTransfer or Firefox Send is
that your files are uploaded to the
companies’ servers. While there’s nothing
intrinsically insecure about that – your
files will be encrypted – some people
might be uncomfortable with it.
To get around this you can opt to use

O&O File Direct (www.snipca.
com/25467) instead. It bypasses the need
to upload files to the cloud by creating a
direct link only to files on your PC. All
you need to do is ensure that your PC is
switched on when your friend tries to
download the file (otherwise your
friend’s computer won’t be able to
connect). Click the green Download
button (on the right) to download the
program, then follow the instructions to
install it (we opted for a ‘Complete’
install). Next, open a File Explorer
window and browse to the file you want
to share, then open O&O File Direct. Drag
files from File Explorer into the O&O File
Direct window to share them. Once
you’ve dragged a file into the window a

download link will be created. Click Copy
to copy it, then paste it into an email to
your friend.
To change how long the file is shared

for, click ‘More settings’, select a number
of days or downloads (see screenshot
above), then click Save. To keep track of
the files you’ve shared, click the ‘Shared
files’ tab. Stop sharing anything in the list
by moving the cursor over it, then
clicking the ‘X’ symbol.

MOVE LARGE FILES FROM
ANDROID TO IOS

Sharing files
betweenAndroid
and Apple devices
isn’t straightforward, but free app
SendAnywhere (Android: www.
snipca.com/25482, iOS:www.snipca.
com/25481) simplifies things. It can
send files up to 4GB from and to any
device. Just tap Send, then Photos,
Videos, Contacts, etc. Tap the files you
want to send, then tap Send (the Send
option looks like a red arrowonAndroid
devices). You’ll then see a six-digit code
and aQR code. Ask the recipient to open
the SendAnywhere app on their device,
tap Receive, then enter the code or scan
theQR code to download the file.
If your recipient doesn’t have the

Send Anywhere app, or youwant to
send the file to a friend’s computer,
repeat the above steps but rather than
tapping Send, tap the three horizontal
dots, then Share Link. Send Anywhere
will generate a link that begins http://
sendanwhere.re. Tap it to copy it to
your device’s clipboard, then email it
to your friend, whowill have seven
days to download the file before the
link expires.

Use a cloud storage service like Google Drive to share links to large files

Use the new Firefox Send tool to send up to
16GB of files in one go

Fi fo Send t l to

Change how long files shared over O&O File
Direct are available using its Validity options
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Q I went to a lunch celebration in
Looe, Cornwall. I printed some
photographs I had taken and put

a title on themwith the location. To my
annoyance, on examining the photos
I see my iPad had changed the title from
‘Looe’ to ‘Love’, so the title reads ‘Love
lunch’. Also, if I type a capital ‘P’ then the
iPad changes it to ‘QP’. I’ve been into the
Settings app and disabled Auto-
Capitalisation, Auto-Correction, Shortcut
and Predictive, but it will not be told!
Come back, my old mechanical
typewriter — all is forgiven!

AdrienWillcocks

A
This is certainly odd, though one
possible explanation is that
you’re using a physical keyboard

attached to the iPad. When used in this
way, the keyboard will adhere to its own
settings. So, if you have one attached, tap
Settings followed by General and then
Hardware Keyboard. Now look for
settings there to disable predictive text
and the auto-correction.
Another possibility — albeit an unlikely

one — is that somemischief-maker has
messed with your iPad’s Text
Replacement feature, so that the iPad
will replace certain words or letters
regardless of all the other settings you
mention. To see what’s what, tap Settings
followed by Keyboard and then Text
Replacement (see screenshot below). If
you see any rogue entries, tap Edit and
then tap the red minus alongside the
offenders.

Undoword substitutions in Text Replacement
by tapping the redminus symbol, then Delete

Q I foundmy old Amstrad CPC
6128 in the back of the cellar
and decided to set it up to see

if it still worked. I found a hardware
add-on from a company called
Rombox that I duly plugged in, and
everything sprang into life. On the
screen I could see three ROMs, named
Maxam, RODOS and ROMDOS. I
managed to activate Maxam by typing
the command imaxam, and launched
some RODOS utilities via an
accompanying floppy disc. However, I
couldn’t figure out how to access
ROMDOS. I know this is all ancient
technology now but if you or any of
your readers could help I’d be very
grateful, as it was this Amstrad that led
me on to PCs andWindows!

GrahamGartshore

A
We spent rather a lot of time
trying to figure this out
because we do love a

challenge. We also know that a lot of
our readers graduated toWindows PC
fromAmstrad systems, so we’re sure
it’ll be of interest to others – and some
might even be able to offer more
information.
What we can say for certain is that

ROMDOS is a ROM that effectively
replaces the Amstrad CPC’s own disk-
controller chip, known as ROM 7 –

How do I launch my old
Amstrad software?

PROBLEM OF THE FORTNIGHT Why does my
iPad change my
photo titles?

enabling extra functionality as a result.
The ROMDOS chip is already installed
into your Rombox add-on, which is
why its name appears when you power
up the CPC with the Rombox attached.
With this setup, ROMDOS requires
no special ‘activation’,as we believe it
automatically overrides the CPC’s own
ROM 7: you just need to use standard
Amstrad disk commands after which
ROMDOS takes over.
So, for example, if you type the

command disckit3 and press Return
you will access the standard AMSDOS
Disc Kit menu.This will include
options to tap 7 to copy, 4 to format,
1 to verify and 0 to exit. If you press
4 with a disk inserted then ROMDOS
will step in to ensure that the inserted
disk is formatted with extra storage
– of up to 796KB per disk, more than
double the AMSDOS standard of
360KB per disk (180KB per side).
We should say that it’s possible that

we’ve got some of this wrong, but
this is our considered response based
on what we know for sure about the
Amstrad CPC, tallied against the very
limited amount of information that
exists online about both Rombox and
ROMDOS – which were both niche
products, even in their day. For other
Amstrad CPC disk commands, take
a look at the official manual, which
we found online at www.snipca.
com/25265. If any reader knows that
we’ve got this wrong, then do let us
know and we’ll happily pass on the
information to Mr Gartshore.

The Amstrad CPCwas part of a
series of home computers produced
between 1984 and 1990

The Amstrad
CPCmanual from
1985 can still be
read online
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Q I am experiencing an odd
problemwith my Lenovo
H30 desktop PC, which runs

Windows 10 Pro with Creators Update
(CU). I have a couple of hard drives
that I recovered from redundant Sky
TV boxes, and I connect these to my
system using a TeckNet USB 3.0-to–
SATA docking station. Prior to
Creators Update this setup worked
OK, but now, whenever I dock a
drive, I lose internet connectivity
within a few seconds. When I remove
the drive, internet connectivity is
restored soon after. Any ideas?

Steve Harrison

A
This problemmight be only
tangentially related to CU, or
even not at all. It’s not very

well known that the USB 3.0 standard

Why does my
Wi-Fi drop out?

A USB 3.0
connection,
such as the
one on this
SATA docking
station, might
causeWi-Fi
interference

You can launch the ‘compact’ commandwith a Command
Prompt to shrink files, saving perhaps a gigabyte

There’s nothing else to do
but wait, so have a cup of
tea — or several. When you
return, the Command
Prompt window should
display a message showing
howmuch space has been
saved (in bytes, so it’ll be in
the billions, with one
billion being about 1GB).
Click the X to close the
window and you’re ready.

We should say that it’s possible that
your laptop will feel a little slower here
and there. That’s normal, as Windows 10
works harder when its own files are
compressed — but most of the time the
performance difference will be
negligible. If you find that things have
become too slow, you can reverse the
process by following the same procedure
but typing instead the command
compact.exe /compactos:never.

Q I have an Acer Aspire One
Cloudbook 14 withWindows 10
Home. As my device has just

32GB of total storage I was looking for
ways to free up space by shrinking stuff. I
came across a suggestion that typing the
command compact.exe /
compactOS:always will compress
Windows. Is this true?

John Foulkes

A
Yes, it’s true.
The little-known ‘compact’

command works much like any
other compression system, by using
clever maths to shrink files so that they
take up less space. Usefully, though, it is
also able to apply its file-shrinking magic
to operating system files and folders.
Howmuch space will be saved depends
on many factors, but you can probably
expect to free up at least a gigabyte or
two — so it’s well worth a go on your
storage-starved system. If nothing else,
it’s free to try and easy to do.
Compact is safe to use but do back up

before proceeding. Also ensure that your
laptop is plugged in to and switched on
at the mains: the process can take a
couple of hours to complete, and you
really don’t want the battery running out
halfway through. Now click Start, type
cmd and then right-click cmd (or
Command Prompt) and choose ‘Run as
administrator’. At the prompt, carefully
type compact.exe /compactos:always
(see screenshot) and press Enter.

Will this command really shrink Windows 10?

used by drive docks like yours can
generate interference in the same area of
the radio spectrum used byWi-Fi.
Changes introduced by CU or driver

updates might have made your
particular setup a little more susceptible
to this interference, or it could simply be
coincidence. Did you, for instance,
recently switch the USB port you use
for the dock? Or perhaps you’re

using the PC or dock closer to your
router? It could even be that a small
break in the cable shielding has led to
more interference leaking, resulting in
these drop-outs when a drive is
connected.
Try connecting the dock to a

different USB, or moving it further
from your router. Also, you could try a
new USB cable.
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Q Just before last year’s
deadline for the free
Windows 10 upgrade, I

installed it. However, after
experiencing problems I decided it
wasn’t for me and took advantage of
the option to revert toWindows 7. I
understand that Microsoft has since
overcome the early problems in
Windows 10 and I have renewed
interest in updating. So, is Windows
10 still on my computer somewhere,
or would it have been deleted? If so,
how do I restore it now?

Bernard Collins

A
Remnants of yourWindows
10 adventure might exist on
your PC’s hard drive, in a

folder called ‘Windows.old’, but the
contents to resurrect Windows 10
aren’t there. Microsoft’s free upgrade
offer was a time-limited deal that
expired on 29th July 2016: if you
hadn’t upgraded (and stuck with it)
by then, youmissed your chance.
However, Microsoft still has a

free-upgrade option for those who
use its ‘assistive technologies’, such
as screen readers andmagnifiers.
You’re asked to confirm this, but the
only authentication is a button click.
We expect Microsoft will one day
close this loophole but it’s still open
at the time of writing.
So, if you are happy to agree that

you use assistive technologies, visit
www.snipca.com/25285, click the
Upgrade Now button to download
theWindows 10 Update Assistant
and then just double-click the
downloaded file to begin the upgrade
toWindows 10.

How do I stop my
PC shutting down
automatically?

A
It sounds like you created a little
script in Task Scheduler to
trigger the shutdown.exe

command that closes Windows. Deleting
this task will fix the problem.
Click Start, type task scheduler then

click Task Scheduler. In Task Scheduler’s
left-hand pane, expand Task Scheduler
Library (by double-clicking the heading)
then, in the top-middle pane, click Next
Run Time to sort the tasks accordingly.
Now look for a task scheduled to run at
22:00 and with an appropriate name (like
ShutdownWindows). Right-click it then
click Delete (see screenshot), followed by
Yes to confirm.

Q I once did something to make
my PC shut down automatically
at 10pm every night. It’s worked

for years but I’ve changed work shifts, so
havingWindows close down at this time
is inconvenient. Unfortunately, I can’t
remember what I did to make it do this,
so I don’t know how to stop it. I think I
read the tip in Computeractive though,
so perhaps you know?

David Garcia

You can delete a task you no longer need in Task Scheduler

Anyone using ‘assistive technologies’ can
still upgrade toWindows 10 for free

Is Windows 10
still on my hard
drive?

Q I received a document from a
friend that had a table where
the backgrounds of the heading

cells had been coloured in light blue,
with the usual black text on top. I found
this quite attractive, and it made the
table easier to read. I haveWord 2013
myself and, while I can insert a table, I
don’t know how tomake the
backgrounds a different colour. I’ve
figured out how to change the text colour
but that’s not the effect I want to achieve.
How do I shade the backgrounds of
specific boxes?

AshleyWilliams

A
First, click in the cell you wish
to colour. If you want to colour
multiple cells then click and

drag to select several. To select cells from
multiple areas, hold down Control (Ctrl)
then click and drag, and then click and
drag again until you’re done.
Next, inWord’s menu, select the Home

tab and then, in the Paragraph group,
click the down arrow by the Shading icon
(the one like a paint pot). Now choose a
colour from the palette (see screenshot)
or, for more shades, click the More Colors
button and then click in the colour
palette. Click OK to finish.

How do I shade tables in Word?
Add colour shades
to cells inWord by
using the Shading
feature in the
ribbonmenu

13 – 26 September 2017
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Q I went to the ‘Networking
and Sharing Centre’ panel in
Windows 10 to troubleshoot a

problem, which I did easily enough.
However, while I was there I noticed
at the bottom left a link labelled
Infrared. Curious, I clicked this and it
opened a box with the same heading.
This has a bunch of options that seem
to suggest I can transfer files to other
computers or frommy digital camera.
The latter in particular sounds
interesting, because I currently use a
USB lead to do this, which is a small
hassle. So, how do I do it?

Francis Mainwaring

A
We’re sorry to say that you
almost certainly can’t.
Infrared ports are, if not

quite extinct, then at the very least a
seriously endangered species. While it’s
possible that your computer is an older
laptop or desktop that was factory
fitted with an Infrared Data Association
(or IrDA) port, it is exceedingly rare for
any digital camera manufactured in the
past decade or so to have one.

Infrared ports
allow transfer of
data between,
say, a PC and a
camera

Q I have an old program called
Will Maker, by a defunct
company called Life Software.

It originally ran onWindows 95 and 98.
I want to retrieve some data created
with this, so I’d like to know how to run
it onWindows 10. Can you tell me how
to do so?

Harry Bush

A
First, have you simply tried
installing the program from the
CD-ROM?There’s a chance that

it’ll just work, so it’s worth a try. Pop the
disc in the drive and, if nothing
happens, pressWindows key+E then
click the drive that containsWill Maker
and look for a setup file, typically called
‘setup.exe’. Double-click this. If you’re
lucky, the installation will proceed and

you’ll then be able to run the program.
If that fails, repeat the above but this

time right-click setup.exe (or other
setup filename) and choose Properties.
Now click the Compatibility tab, tick the
‘Run this program in compatibility
mode for’ box (see screenshot) and, from
the dropdownmenu, choose ‘Windows
98/WindowsMe’. Click OK to save the
change then try installing or running
the program, by double-clicking
setup.exe.
If the installation nowworks but the

program itself won’t run, right-click
the program name in the Start menu,
point to More and then click ‘Open file
location’. Now repeat the above
instructions to apply the ‘Windows 98/
WindowsMe’ compatibility settings to
this file.

You can run an old program in Compatibility
mode by specifying its software version

Is it possible to run my old Windows 98
program on Windows 10?

Can I transfer
photos via
infrared?

What you found inWindows is what’s
known as a ‘legacy’ feature: something
that was once useful but now exists
purely because it always has. If you do
happen to own another device that has
an IrDA port — another ancient PC,
perhaps — then you could use the
Infrared options to set up a transfer of
files between the two.

However, they’d need to be
pretty close together and the two
devices’ IrDA ports would also need
a direct line of sight to each other,
otherwise they won’t be able to
communicate with each other.
Even then, the transfer would be
incredibly slow by modern
standards.
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AVG Premium
Security 2014
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One PC for one year NOWONLY £19.95*
Normally £34.99

Buy it on our Software Store at www.snipca.com/21532

WINNEROFTHEPASTEIGHTCOMPUTERACTIVE
ANTIVIRUSTESTS

*while stocks last

ThreePCs for two yearsNOWONLY£39.95
Normally £79.99

Buy it on our Software Store at www.snipca.com/21533

WHAT’SNEW INKASPERSKY2018:

Kaspersky Internet
Security 2018 - on sale now
We’re delighted to announce thatweare nowselling
Kaspersky’s new2018antivirus software - at special
discounts forComputeractive readers

Blocks infections that strike as
your PCboots

Improved notifications for
hackedwebsites

Faster startup and update times

Stops virusesmodifying files on
your computer

SINCEWINDOWS 10 LAUNCHED 14,716 COMPUTERACTIVE
READERS HAVE BOUGHT KASPERSKY SOFTWARE

FROMOUR SOFTWARE STORE
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How do I fix multiple ‘portrait-landscape’ video rotations?
window on the left to confirm the exact
point. When you’re happy, right-click the
marker line and, from the pop-upmenu,
choose Split. Repeat this for every point
where the video rotates. As you do this,
notice that each split section is
bookended by film-style perforations:
these bookends denote distinct clips.
All you need to do now is click on each

clip in turn and then, in the Editing
section of the ribbon’s Home tab, click
either the ‘Rotate left’ or ‘Rotate right’
button, as appropriate (see screenshot).
Finally, click the ‘Save movie’ button and
choose the desired output format.

Q I recently sang at a friends’
golden wedding anniversary,
andmywife recorded a video on

my Samsung smartphone.The video was
good but, unfortunately, my lovely wife
turned the phone from portrait to
landscape and back again quite a few
times. I have tried to put this right using
Movie Maker but couldn’t figure out a
way. It would be nice to be able to present
the anniversary couple with an edited
copy, so is this possible?

Richard Smith

A
Yes, and you can do it in Movie
Maker.The trick is to use the
program’s Split feature to chop

the video up into a number of sections,
with each split corresponding to a point
at which your wife rotated the phone.
First, import the whole video by

dragging and droping it into Movie
Maker’s right-hand pane. Now, click in
the video timeline at a point that’s
roughly where a rotation occurs. Next,
click and drag the marker line to fine-
tune the position, using the preview

Movie Maker’s
Split feature
lets you rotate
videos to align
those shot in
both landscape
and portrait
views
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Want to know the difference between
technical terms? Email us at noproblem@

computeractive.co.uk.

What’s the difference between…
USB 3.0 and 3.1?

Q I’m shopping for a new PC, so
I’ve been looking at adverts
and trying to make sense of all

the specifications. One that’s causing
me no little confusion is USB. My old
Vista PC has four USB 2.0 ports. Some
new PCs have USB 2.0 ports, but many
also have USB 3.0. I’m confident that
USB 3.0 is a newer and faster version of
USB 2.0 but I’ve also seen some PCs
with USB 3.1 ports. I assume that USB
3.1 is in turn also better than USB 3.0,
but I don’t understand how or why.
What’s the difference between all
these standards?

GrahamHobson

A
Strictly speaking, USB 2.0, 3.0
and 3.1 aren’t physical ports.
Instead they are methods of

transmitting data and delivering power.
You’re right that each is faster than its
predecessor. USB 2.0 offers theoretical
speeds of up to 480Mbps, USB 3.0 up to

reversible (so you can plug it in either
way up).This is now commonly
referred to as USB 3.1 but, accurately,
it’s a USB Type-C socket that can
deliver either USB 3.0 or 3.1 speeds and
more power (of up to 100 watts).
In a failed attempt at clarity, the USB

Implementers Forum (USB-IF, www.
usb.org) came up with ‘USB 3.1 Gen 1’
and ‘USB 3.1 Gen 2’. The former
describes a USB Type-C connector that
delivers only USB 3.0 speeds, while the
latter signifies Type-C able to handle
USB 3.1 data transfers.

5Gbps (or about 10 times faster than USB
2.0), and USB 3.1 up to 10Gbps.
Any one of these can, in theory, be

delivered over one of several connector
shapes.The commonest by far is USB
Type-A, which is the flat, rectangular
plug-and-socket combination that most
of us know as USB. Youmight also
recognise Type-B because this squarer
port is sometimes fitted to printers. USB
3.0 Type-A plug and sockets tend to have
a blue plastic insert, but this is only a
recommendation of the specification –
not a requirement.
Then there’s Type-C: the newest,

smallest version that also adds
convenience because the connection is

??
Three of a kind:
(left to right)
USB Type-A,
Type-B and
Type-C

3.1?
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Reader Support
Having a problemwith our recommended software or expert tips?
Emaileditor@computeractive.co.uk andwe’ll do our best to help

Switch on this
slider to let non-
Google email
clients, such as
Thunderbird,
access your
Gmail emails

Use the LockedStartLayout Registry entry to
lock – or unlock – the Start menu

How do I unlockmy Start
menu?

QSome time last year you published
a tip showing how to lock the tiles

on the Start menu. I promptly followed
your advice. Unfortunately, I did not keep
a copy of how to achieve this and I now
want to temporarily unlock the screen in
order to addmore tiles. Can you help me
get out of this problem?

GeorgeMetcalfe

AWemanaged to track down the
tip youmention – a feature called

‘Lock your PC settings’ back in Issue 484
(page 60). Our advice at the time was
to lockWindows 10’s Start menu using
the registry, and it’s this setting you’ll
need to switch off. To do so, click Start,
type regedit, then press Enter to open
the registry. Next, navigate toHKEY_
LOCAL_Machine>Software>Policies>
Microsoft>Windows>Explorer, right-
click the LockedStartLayout entry, click
Modify, change the ‘1’ to a ‘0’ (under
‘Value data’ – see screenshot below),
then click OK. All that’s left is to reboot
your PC and you’ll find your Start
menu is editable once again. To lock your
Start menu in the future, return to the
registry, change the ‘0’ to ‘1’, then reboot
your PC.
Anyone looking to lock their Start

menu using the original tip from Issue
484 will probably find the Explorer entry
doesn’t exist. To create it, right-click on
Windows, click New, Key, then rename it
Explorer. To lock the Start menu,

right-click Explorer, click New, ‘DWORD
(32-bit)’, rename it LockedStartLayout,
change its ‘Value data’ to 1, click OK, then
reboot your PC.

Why does Google tell me
Thunderbird is unsafe?

QI usedThunderbird for years, but
then stopped having read that it was

no longer to be supported by Mozilla
and so might become unsafe.That is
until I decided to go back to it having
seen your reply to Roger French (Issue
509, page 19), recommending he use
it as a replacement for Windows Live
Mail. My problem is that Google flagged
Thunderbird as unsafe when I came to
addmy Gmail account to it – what’s
going on?

Simon Ellis

AYou’ve fallen foul of Google’s
overzealous attempts to convince

users to stick with Gmail rather than
manage their email account through
a non-Google email client – such as
Thunderbird. Google classes
Thunderbird (and other clients like it) as
‘Less secure apps’. It claims these clients
use ‘less secure sign-in technology’ that
supposedly makes your Gmail account
vulnerable. We don’t buy it. It’s fine to
useThunderbird, eMClient, Windows 10’s
Mail app or whatever email client you
wish – just make sure your password is
strong. To allowThunderbird to access
your Gmail emails, go to www.snipca.
com/25496 (sign in using your Google
account if prompted), thenmove the
‘Allow less secure apps’ slider to On
(see screenshot above).

Can I download Avery Labels?

QYour Avery Labels advice (Issue 507,
page 48) left me confused. You note

there’s an online version and aWindows-
based program. I would prefer to install
the program, but can’t work out how to
download it. Can you explain how?

JimMitchell

AThere are indeed two versions of
Avery Labels. To get the version that

you can install inWindows, go to www.
snipca.com/24918, then click the green
button that says ‘Free PC Download’. A
pop-up windowwill appear prompting
you to ‘Sign in to MyAvery’, or ‘Create a
free MyAvery account’. Choose the latter
if you haven’t signed in before. Once
you’ve created an account, or signed in
with an existing one, the DesignPrint
programwill download and you’ll be able
to install it like any other PC program.

Can I make desktop icons
smaller?

QYour Secret Tips on desktop icons
(Issue 509, page 48) had plenty of

good advice but lacked anymention of
decreasing the size of icons. Any ideas?

Stan Plumtree

AThere’s a straightforward way to
decrease the size of your desktop

icons. Press theWindows key+D to
minimise all open windows and return
to your desktop, then press and hold
Ctrl andmove the scroll wheel on your
mouse. Scrolling the wheel upwards
will enlarge the icons, while scrolling
downwards should let you reduce the
icons to a size that suits you.
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We are a small, family owned and run company, specialising in photographic
consumables – and proud winners of multiple Good Service Awards.

We are located in Leamington Spa, in the heart of Warwickshire.
If you’re passing, please pop into our shop and meet Cooper – our office dog!

Lowering the cost of printing...

01926 339977 www.premier-ink.co.uk

E&EO. Prices may be subject to change, but hopefully not!

We carry one of the largest ranges of printer ink cartridges
in the UK, with cartridges in stock for practically every inkjet
printer. We always stock Original cartridges, which are made
by your printer manufacturer, and in many cases we also
offer Compatible cartridges, which are usually made by a UK
company called Jet Tec. Using Jet Tec Compatibles is a way
of saving money, without compromising on the quality of
your prints.

Here are the results
from two independent
ink tests that agree...

Ink Cartridges

More Ink Cartridges...

Originals:
No.300 Black 4ml £12.99
No.300 Colour 4ml £14.99
No.301 Black 3ml £10.99
No.301 Colour 3ml £13.49
No.302 Black 3.5ml £10.99
No.302 Colour 4ml £12.99
No.350 Black 4.5ml £14.99
No.351 Colour 3.5ml £17.99
No.363 Black 6ml £17.99
No.363 C/M/Y/PC/PM each £11.49
No.363 SET OF 6 £49.99
No.364 Black 6ml £8.99
No.364 PB/C/M/Y 3ml each £7.99
No.364 SET OF 4 £26.99
No.364XL Black 14ml £15.99
No.364XL PB/C/M/Y 6ml each £15.99
No.364XL SET OF 4 £59.99
No.920XL SET OF 4 £51.99
No.932XL SET OF 4 £50.99
No.950XL SET OF 4 £79.99
Compatibles:
No.15 Black 46ml £3.99
No.21 Black 10ml £6.99
No.22 Colour 21ml £11.99
No.45 Black 45ml £6.99
No.56 Black 24ml £6.99
No.57 Colour 24ml £11.99
No.62XL Black 12ml £14.99
No.62XL Colour 12ml £15.99
No.78 Colour 36ml £8.99
No.110 Colour 12ml £9.99
No.300XL Black 18ml £12.99
No.300XL Colour 18ml £13.99
No.301XL Black 15ml £12.99
No.301XL Colour 18ml £13.99
No.337 Black 21ml £9.99
No.338 Black 21ml £10.99
No.339 Black 34ml £11.99
No.343 Colour 21ml £11.99
No.344 Colour 21ml £12.99
No.350XL Black 30ml £13.99
No.351XL Colour 20ml £15.99
No.363 SET OF 6 £19.99
No.364 Black 10ml £3.79
No.364 Colours 5ml each £3.29
No.364 SET OF 4 £12.99
No.364XL Black 18ml £4.99
No.364XL Colours 11ml each £4.29
No.364XL SET OF 4 £16.99

“Jet Tec’s colours were superb, with
single greys and blacks very close to

Epson... so Jet Tec wins!”
- Total Digital PhotographyMagazine

“What we’re looking at here is not
only the best choice of ink for the

R300 printer, but also the best choice
of ink in this group test, period.

There’s just no getting away from the
superb combination of performance

and pricing.”
- Computer UpgradeMagazine

Ink Test
Winner

Photo Glossy 160gsm:
6x4 50 sheets +50 FREE £3.99
Photo Satin 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 20 sheets £6.99
Photo Glossy 200gsm:
6x4 100 sheets +100 FREE £9.99
A4 20 sheets £6.99
Premium Pearl 270gsm:
6x4 50 sheets +50 FREE £6.99
A4 50 sheets £16.99
Premium Gloss 270gsm:
6x4 50 sheets OFFER £6.99
A3 25 sheets OFFER £15.99
A3+ 25 sheets OFFER £19.99
Smooth Pearl 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £17.99
7x5 100 sheets £21.99
A4 25 sheets £16.99
A4 100 sheets £47.99
A4 250 sheets £99.99
A3 25 sheets £31.99
A3+ 25 sheets £43.99
Smooth Gloss 310gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £17.99
7x5 100 sheets £21.99
A4 25 sheets £16.99
A4 100 sheets £47.99
A3 25 sheets £31.99
A3+ 25 sheets £43.99
Premium Matt Duo 200 gsm:
A4 50 sheets £14.99
Heavy Duo Matt 310gsm:
A4 50 sheets £18.99

PP-201 Plus Glossy II 275gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £9.99
7x5 20 sheets £11.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £36.99
SG-201 Semi-Gloss 260gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £10.99
A4 20 sheets £11.99
A3 20 sheets £27.99
A3+ 20 sheets £44.99

Smooth Pearl 280gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 50 sheets £35.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Oyster 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Gloss 271gsm:
6x4 100 sheets £12.99
7x5 100 sheets £18.99
A4 50 sheets £18.99
A3 25 sheets £22.99
A3+ 25 sheets £28.99
Double Sided Matt 250gsm:
A4 100 sheets £24.99
A3 50 sheets £27.99

Premium Gloss 255gsm:
6x4 40 sheets +40 FREE £10.99
7x5 30 sheets £10.99
A4 15 sheets +15 FREE £10.99
A3 20 sheets £38.99
A3+ 20 sheets OFFER £25.99
Ultra Gloss 300gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £13.99
7x5 50 sheets £14.99
A4 15 sheets £15.99
Premium Semi-Gloss 251gsm:
6x4 50 sheets £8.99
A4 20 sheets £15.99
A3 20 sheets £39.99
A3+ 20 sheets OFFER £25.99
Archival Matte 192gsm:
A4 50 sheets £16.99
A3 50 sheets £36.99
A3+ 50 sheets £52.99
Heavyweight Matte 167gsm:
A4 50 sheets £12.99
A3 50 sheets £32.99
A3+ 50 sheets £46.99

Photo Papers
We carry a massive range of papers (sheets & rolls) at competitive
prices. Below are some examples of the selection we stock.

Albums & Frames
We now stock a comprehensive range of frames, mounts, albums
and accessories. The full range can be viewed on our website,
with detailed close-up images of each product to help you
choose the perfect way to display your printed photographs.
Below is just a tiny sample of what we offer:

Memo Style Albums:
Grace 6x4 100 photos £5.99
Grace 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grace 6x4 300 photos £14.99
Grace 7x5 100 photos £7.99
Grace 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Grace A4 100 photos £15.99
Grafton 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Grafton 7x5 200 photos £13.99
Baby 6x4 200 photos £9.99
Travel 6x4 200 photos £8.99
Traditional Style Albums:
Grace 29x32cm 100 pages £14.99
Grafton 29x32cm 100 pgs£14.99
Baby 29x32cm 100 pages £12.99
Accessories:
Photo Corners Pack of 250 £2.99
Photo Stickers Pack of 500 £1.99

Plastic Bevel, Glass Front:
Frisco 6x4 seven colours £1.99
Frisco 7x5 seven colours £2.29
Frisco 8x6 seven colours £2.79
Frisco 9x6 seven colours £3.49
Frisco 10x8 seven colours £3.79
Frisco 12x8 seven colours £4.59
Frisco A4 seven colours £3.99
Frisco A3 seven colours £8.99
Wood Bevel, Glass Front:
Emilia 6x4 two colours £4.99
Emilia 7x5 two colours £5.99
Emilia 8x6 two colours £6.99
Emilia 10x8 two colours £7.99
Emilia 12x8 two colours £8.99
Rio 6x4 four colours £5.99
Rio 7x5 four colours £6.99
Rio 8x6 four colours £7.99
Rio 10x8 four colours £8.99
Rio 12x8 four colours £9.99

Grace Albums
Available in

Burgundy
or Blue.

Travel
Albums
Over a dozen
designs in stock.

Grafton
Albums

Available in
Burgundy

or Blue.

Emilia Frames
Distressed wood
shabby chic
effect.
Blue or White.

Rio Frames
Handcrafted solid wood with

30mm wide profile, in four colours.

Baby
Albums
Multiple
different
designs
available.

Frisco Frames
Simple, basic design
available
in a huge
range of
sizes &
colours.

PGi29
Pixma Pro 1
Originals:
Set of 12 £249.99
Colours 36ml each £21.99

PGi72
Pixma Pro 10
Originals:
Set of 10 £99.99
Colours 14ml each £10.99

CLi42
Pixma Pro 100
Originals:
Set of 8 £83.99
Colours 13ml each £10.99

CLi8
Pixma Pro 9000
Originals:
Set of 8 £83.99
Colours 14ml each £10.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 14ml each £3.99

PGi9
Pixma Pro 9500
Originals:
Set of 10 £107.99
Colours 14ml each £10.99
Compatibles:
Set of 10 £44.99
Colours 14ml each £4.99

More Canon Inks...
Originals:
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £49.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £11.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £10.29
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £49.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £11.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £10.29
PGi550/CLi551 Set of 5 £43.99
PGi550 Black 15ml £10.99
CLi551 Colours 7ml £8.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £59.99
PGi550XL Black 22ml £12.99
CLi551XL Colours 11ml £11.99
PG540 Black 8ml £12.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £19.99
CL541 Colour 8ml £16.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £19.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £15.49
CL546XL Colour 13ml £16.99
Compatibles:
PGi5 Black 27ml £4.99
CLi8 Colours 13ml £3.99
PGi5/CLi8 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi520 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi521 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi520/CLi521 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi525 Black 19ml £4.99
CLi526 Colours 9ml £3.99
PGi525/CLi526 Set of 5 £19.99
PGi550XL Black 25ml £4.99
CLi551XL Colours 12ml £3.99
PGi550/CLi551XL Set of 5 £19.99
BCi6 Colours 15ml £2.99
PG40 Black 28ml £12.99
CL41 Colour 24ml £16.99
PG50 Black 28ml £12.99
CL51 Colour 24ml £14.99
PG510 Black 11ml £13.99
CL511 Colour 11ml £15.99
PG512 Black 18ml £13.99
CL513 Colour 15ml £15.99
PG540XL Black 21ml £13.99
CL541XL Colour 15ml £14.99
PG545XL Black 15ml £11.99
PG546XL Black 21ml £12.99

Many more in stock! More Epson inks >>> Many more in stock!

Memory

Compact Flash
Sandisk Ultra
333X (50MB/s)
8GB £11.99
16GB £15.99
32GB £24.99

Sandisk Extreme
800X (120MB/s)
16GB £26.99
32GB £32.99
64GB £47.99
128GB £94.99

MicroSDHC & SDXC
Sandisk Ultra
320X (48MB/s)
16GB £6.99
32GB £12.99
64GB £24.99

Readers & Cases
Delkin USB2 Card Reader £9.99
Delkin USB3 Card Reader £19.99
Delkin SD Card (x8) Case £6.99
Delkin CF Card (x4) Case £6.99

SDHC & SDXC
Sandisk Blue
33X (5MB/s)
8GB £3.49
16GB £4.99
32GB £9.99

Sandisk Ultra
266X (40MB/s)
8GB £5.99
16GB £6.99
32GB £11.99
64GB £21.99

Sandisk Extreme
600X (90MB/s)
16GB £9.99
32GB £14.99
64GB £27.99

BP-511 for Canon £12.99
LP-E6 for Canon £16.99
LP-E8 for Canon £12.99
LP-E12 for Canon £12.99
EN-EL3E for Nikon £14.99
NB-2L/LH for Canon £9.99
NB-6L for Canon £9.99
NB-10L for Canon £12.99
NP95 for Fuji £9.99
NPW126 for Fuji £12.99
EN-EL3e for Nikon £14.99
EN-EL14 for Nikon £19.99
EN-EL15 for Nikon £24.99
BLN-1 for Olympus £24.99
BLC12 for Panasonic £23.99
FW50 for Sony £24.99
BX-1 for Sony £14.99
AA 1300mAh (4) £3.99
AAA 1100mAh (4) £3.99

Batteries

P-Type Square Filters
49-82mm Adapter Rings £4.99
Filter Holder £5.99
ND2 Filter £12.99
ND2 Grad Filter £13.99
ND4 Filter £12.99
ND4 Grad Filter £13.99

Screw-type Filters
46mm UV / Haze £4.99
49mm UV / Haze £4.99
52mm UV / Haze £4.99
55mm UV / Haze £5.99
58mm UV / Haze £6.99
62mm UV / Haze £7.99
67mm UV / Haze £8.99
72mm UV / Haze £8.99
77mm UV / Haze £11.99
Skylight Filters from: £6.99
Circular Polarising Filters from:£14.99
ND4 and ND8 Filters from: £11.99

Filters

No.16
FountainPen Inks
Originals:
No.16 Set of 4 £28.99
No.16 Black 5.4ml £8.99
No.16 Colours 3.1ml each £6.99
No.16XL Set of 4 £53.99
No.16XL Black 12.9ml £15.99
No.16XLColours 6.5ml each £12.99
Compatibles:
No.16 Set of 4 £14.99
No.16 Black 12ml £3.99
No.16 Colours 12ml each £3.99

No.18
Daisy Inks
Originals:
No.18 Set of 4 £30.99
No.18 Black 5.2ml £8.99
No.18 Colours 3.3ml each £7.49
No.18XL Set of 4 £54.99
No.18XL Black 11.5ml £16.99
No.18XL Colours 6.6ml each £12.99
Compatibles:
No.18 Set of 4 £14.99
No.18 Black 12ml £3.99
No.18Colours 12ml each £3.99

No.24
Elephant Inks
Originals:
No.24 Set of 6 £52.99
No.24 Colours 4.6ml each £8.99
No.24XL Set of 6 £87.99
No.24XL Colours 8.7ml each £14.99
Compatibles:
No.24 Set of 6 £22.99
No.24 Black 7ml £3.99
No.24 Colours 7ml each £3.99

No.26
Polar Bear Inks
Originals:
No.26 Set of 4 £35.99
No.26 Black 6.2ml £9.99
No.26 Colours 4.5ml each £8.99
No.26XL Set of 4 £63.99
No.26XL Black 12.1ml £16.99
No.26XL Colours 9.7ml each £15.99
Compatibles:
No.26 Set of 4 £14.99
No.26 Black 10ml £3.99
No.26 Colours 7ml each £3.99

T0481-T0486
Seahorse Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £89.99
Colours 13ml each £18.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0541-T0549
Frog Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £112.99
Colours 13ml each £14.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0591-T0599
Lily Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £102.99
Colours 13ml each £12.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 13ml each £3.99

T0711-T0714
Cheetah Inks
Originals:
Set of 4 £42.99
Black 7.4ml £10.99
Colours 5.5ml each £10.99
Compatibles:
Set of 4 £14.99
Black 7.4ml £3.99
Colours 5.5ml each £3.99

T0791-T0796
Owl Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £88.99
Colours 11.1ml each £14.99
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 11.1ml each £3.99

T0801-T0806
Hummingbird Inks
Originals:
Set of 6 £67.99
Colours 7.4ml each £11.49
Compatibles:
Set of 6 £19.99
Colours 7.4ml each £3.99

T0871-T0879
Flamingo Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £76.99
Colours 11.4ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

T0961-T0969
Husky Inks
Originals:
Set of 8 £78.99
Colours 11.4ml each £9.99
Compatibles:
Set of 8 £27.99
Colours 11.4ml each £3.99

USBPenDrives
8GB: £3.29 16GB: £4.49

32GB: £7.99

Many more in stock!
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Broadband Deals

In the next issue of our sister title
Web User…

Subscribe toWeb User at http://subscribe.webuser.co.uk
Buy theWeb User 2016
Back Issue CD on Amazon at
www.snipca.com/23280

BACK
IN

STOCK!

●STAY 100%ANONYMOUSUSING TOR
The safest way to browse the internet

●NEWWAY TOREMOVEOLD JUNK
Blitzes deep-seated rubbish for good

●TEST YOUROWNSECURITY
Discover and fix your weakest links

●NEWTV-STREAMING SECTION
Secret tips for all your favourite
services

PLUS

Next issue on saleWeds 20 September

Call FREE on 0800 542 4709 to switch your broadband today

Terms & Conditions apply - see ISP sites for details
* Fair-usage or restriction policy applies.

Data supplied by www.broadbandgenie.co.uk. Correct as of 30/08/2017
Broadband Genie’s helpline
is powered by Simplify
Digital, the Ofcom-
accredited switching service

Provider Package Name
Monthly
Price

Contract
Length

Broadband
Speed

Allowance
First-year

Cost*

1 TalkTalk: Broadband
£27.00 12 17Mbps ∞

£239.40(£19.95 for
12 months)

months max speed unlimited

2 Sky: Broadband
£28.99 12 17Mbps ∞

£240.00(£20.00 for
12 months)

months max speed unlimited

3 EE: Broadband
£28.50 18 17Mbps ∞

£252.00(£21.00 for
18months)

months max speed unlimited
*

4 Virgin: Broadband
£40.00 12 50Mbps ∞

£324.00(£27.00 for
12 months)

months max speed unlimited
*

CHEAPEST
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Jargon Buster
32bit Ameasure of howmuch
information a computer can
process at once. Most older
computers are 32bit, moremodern
ones are 64bit.

4KVideowith a resolution of at
least 3840x2160 pixels.

64bit A technology that processes
information in larger chunks. Most
modern computers are 64bit.

AMOLEDActive-Matrix Organic
Light-Emitting Diode. An
alternative technology to LCD for
creating flat-panel displays. Most
commonly used in smartphones,
tablets and smartwatches.

App launcherAn app that
changes how the Android home
screen looks andworks, especially
formanaging and opening apps.

APTX (sound transmission)
A codec that compresses audio
so it can be transmitted over
Bluetoothwithminimal loss in
quality.

BandwidthAmeasure of
howmuch information can be
transferred through a connection
at one time.

BIOSBasic Input-Output System.
Essential software built into
every PC that connects the vital
components. It’s visible for a few
secondswhen the PC starts.

CandelasTheunit thatmeasures
the brightness of light emitted.

Client A computer program that
accesses andmanages a user’s
email.

CoreModern processors are
effectivelymultiple processors
squeezed on to a single chip and
work to boost performance.These
individual processorswithin a
processor are called ‘cores’.The
more cores a processor has, the
faster it should be.

Driver Afile that tellsWindows how
toworkwith an external device.

Dual coreWhen two processors
are combined on a single chip.

DVI Digital Visual Interface. A
common type of display connector
that can carry a digital signal.

Extension A program that adds
extra features to your browser.

Ghosting In relation to TV screens,
the appearance of an offset
second image that’s a ghost-like
facsimile of the first.This effect can
be caused by radio interference or
– in the case of 3D images – poor
viewing position or cheap glasses.

GHz Gigahertz. Ameasure of
howmany instructions a chip can
process per second. 1GHz is equal
to 1,000MHz.

Gigabit Ethernet A very fast
networking standard that can
transfer data at up to 1,000Mbps.

Graphics card A component in a
computer that produces the image
shown on themonitor.

HDMI High-definitionmedia
interface. A type of connection that
transmits high-definition video and
audio signals. It is found onmany
newTVs, PCs and high-definition
products such as Blu-ray disc
players and the PlayStation 3 and
Xbox 360 games consoles.

HDRHigh-dynamic range. A
camera that takesmore than
one photowith different levels of
colour and contrast.These images
are then combined to create a
better-quality image.

IrDA Infrared Data Association.

LCD Liquid-crystal display.The
technology used to create almost
all flatscreenmonitors.

Lumens A unit measuring how
much visible light is produced.

M.2 A standard specification for
internal PC expansion cards and
connectors.

Micro USBAminiature version of
USB, often found on smartphones,
tablets and portable hard drives.

NFC Near-field communication.
A technology that allows two
devices to communicate by being
touched together or placed near
to each other. Can be used to pay
for items in some shops using
compatiblemobile phones.

OleophobicA screen coating that
repels oil in fingers.

Open source Software that can
bemodified by anyone, rather
than just by the employees of the
company that created it.

OverclockingMaking a
processorwork faster to improve
performance at the cost of it
getting hotter and requiringmore
power.

PCIe Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express. A faster
version of PCI - a slot on the
motherboard for expansion cards,
such as for sound andmemory.

PhishingA form of internet
fraud that tries to trick you into
revealing personal details.

Plug-in A small program that
adds extra features to software or
to yourweb browser.

PUPPotentially unwanted
program. A program thatmay
not be desired, despite the
user consenting to it being
downloaded. Examples include
unnecessary plug-ins, toolbars
and browser hijackers.

QR code Quick Response code.
A barcode that can be read using
smartphones and dedicated QR-
reading devices.

Quad core A computer that has
four processors on a single chip,
which allows it to operate faster
than standard (single-core).

ROMRead-onlymemory. Any
memory that can be read but not
written to. A PC’s Bios uses ROM
to store basic system information
that cannot be changed.

RSSReally Simple Syndication. A
simple format for automatically
distributing news headlines and
other content from theweb.

SATA Serial ATA. An interface for
connectingmodern hard drives
and optical discs to a computer.

ScalingHowoperating systems
display text from different programs
tomake it readable on screen.

ScriptA short program stored
on aweb server to control part of
awebsite. For example, a script
could check that a date you have
entered is valid.

Smart card readerPayment
device that reads bank cards.

sRGB A standard RGB colour
space for use onmonitors, printers
and the internet.

SSD Solid-state drive. Storage
that, unlike a hard drive, uses no
moving parts. Faster butmore
expensive than conventional hard
drives.

Thunderbolt 3The latest version
of Apple and Intel’s port for
connecting devices to a PC.

TravelThedistance the keys of
a keyboard have to be pressed
before the keystroke is recognised.

Unibody Term used to describe a
laptop, smartphone or tablet case
made from a single piece ofmetal.

USBUniversal Serial Bus. A
standard that allows quick and
easy connection of external
peripherals such as storage
devices to your PC. Devices can be
added or removedwhile your PC is
switched on.

USB 2.0 Faster successor to USB
that’s used by devices such as
external hard drives.

USB 3.0 An even faster version of
the USB standard used to connect
devices to a computer.

USB 3.1The latest version of USB,
transferring data at 10Gbps.

USB Type-CA new connector
that’s reversible, letting you plug it
in upside down.

VGAVideo Graphics Array. A port
used formonitors.

VPN Virtual private network.
A technology for keeping all
internet communication safe
and private even on insecure
networks.

Web ARChiveA file format for
saving and readingwebpages.

Widget A small program such as
a calendar that runs on phone and
PC desktops.

ZIP file A file that can contain
a number of compressed
documents or files.

Bustmore jargon in our A-Z book:www.snipca.com/21616



This issueKenRigsby is going greyworrying about…

Tech’s youth obsession
I’m a grouch of a certain age. I won’t

say what age because I sometimes
struggle to remember things.

However, while I can’t currently recall
my age I do know that I’m not a child.
I’m certainly not a teenager, either. In
fact, I think it’s safe to say that I’m no
spring chicken.
That’s why I don’t watch TV shows

aimed at today’s youth like Big Brother,
Love Island or anything broadcast on
BBCThree (whatever that is). There’s
nothing wrong with any of those,
incidentally – they’re just not for me.
That’s hardly any surprise, because
they’re not aimed at people of my
advancing years.
I’m not alone.There are a couple of

facts on whichmost global-population
studies agree.The first is that more than
half the people on Earth are aged over 25.
The second, following the first, is that
there are more older people alive than
ever before in history. Moreover, although
it doesn’t always feel like it, us old fogies
are also the ones with most of the wealth.

Why then, do so many of the world’s
biggest tech companies pander to young
people?There’s no shortage of examples
but, as if by magic, Microsoft recently
supplied a peach. Or rather, it took a
peach and somehow transformed it into a
turd. I’m talking, of course, about Skype.

has turned a previously straightforward
app into a Fisher-Price toy. And, like a
pre-schooler handed a new plaything, I
findmyself bashing buttons at random in
the hope I might figure out how it works.
Skype, of course, is merely the latest

thing to have been dumbed down to the
point of frustration. Windows 7 became
the infantile mess that wasWindows 8
and, just a couple of years ago, Google
tweaked its logo to create a corporate
identity that resembles a set of fridge
magnets for toddlers.
Tech firms seem obsessed by youth

markets. But why? My theory is
that their software, marketing
and PR staff are often barely out
of their teens. Perhaps these
childish redesigns appeal to the
industry’s young workforce
because they provide a comforting
reminder of how easy life was
before adulthood.
But here in the real world,

people want grown-up tools that
help them get stuff done. Or maybe
that’s just because I’m a grouch of
a certain age!

There was a time – about, ooh… 30
seconds before the recent update – when
Skype was a straightforward tool for
phone, video and text chat. But Microsoft
recently decided this wasn’t enough, so it
turned Skype into an emoji-spattered
imitation of Snapchat (whatever that is).
Obviously, I’m not a technology virgin.

I do actually knowwhat Snapchat is: it’s
the thing that youngsters use instead of
talkingwith adults. I also know that I
have no interest in Snapchat because,
like Big Brother, Love Island and
anything on BBCThree, it’s not aimed at
old grouches.
That’s why the Skype

app update incensed
me so much. Look at
the screenshot right.
It’s what Microsoft
apparently thinks
people want from
Skype: a contacts
group called ‘Besties’
and a bunch of
cartoons that include
a purple dinosaur, a
skateboarding
businessman, and a couple of
ladies in tight, short dresses.
This Skype update has left me lost. It

Do you find Skype as annoying?
Let us know at letters@computeractive.co.uk

The Skype update has
turned a previously
straightforward app

into a Fisher-Price toy

KENRIGSBY is
Computeractive’sMrAngry

The Final Straw
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